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The dark fired tobacco market
closed in Murray, April 30, with a
record sales for the year. Floor
sales ana averages have been 1.4ured and the three floors in Murray have completely closed for the
season with the exception of return of baskets and minor details
The season's record sales total
4,188,436 pounds bringing the growers $353,056.71, and an average for
the year of $8.43. I-ast year's sales,
were 2,538,435 pounds at $173.977 25,
an average for the 1938 season of
$8.85. The floors closed the same
date both seasons, April 30. This
year's sales surpassed those of
1936 by 1.650,001 pounds bringing
$179,079.46 more money to the
farmers of this market area, and
an increase average of $1.58 per
hundred pounds.
The season sales for each floor
have been exceptionally good. Tr!,?.
A. G. Outland floor, the receiving
station for the association, sold this
season 1.884.905 pounds of the
weed at a price of $154,108.83, and
a season floor average of $8.28.
The Growers Floor 'of Murray
marketed 1,173, 710 pounds of dark
fired tobacco at $107,293.48. with a
season's , average of $9.15. The
Murray Loose floor auctioned 1,149,809 pounds of the weed for a
price of $91.555.19, and a season's
floor average of $7.98.
This year's market of the weed
was a greater success than that of
last year. with a better grade Of
tobacco being grown and placed on
the markets, and a better price
being paid for the tobacco by local
buyers.

Charley Stewart, well known
farmer, was almost fatally injured
Monday morning about ten o'clock
when he was kicked in the face by
a young mule. Mr. Stewart was
brought to the Mason Memorial
Hospital where he was operated
upon. The left side of his face
was completely crushed and his
condition is quite serious.
Mr. Stewart, who is 58 years old,
went into the stable to harness
the animal, a two-year-old, broncho mare, when she shied away
and attacked her owner. He lives
just east of Brandon.

MRS. L. DOORES
CALLED BY DEATH
Many

Respects
Last
Pay
Funeral for Beloved
Kirksey Woman

at

Mrs. Mattie Itoores, prominent
Kirksey woman .and wife of L.
Doores. substantial farmer, died
Mpnday morning at 9:30 o'clock at
her home there, of a stroke of
paralysis. Mrs. Doores had not
been in good health for some
time. She lived three hours after
the stroke came.
Though Mr. and Mrs. Doores
never had any children of their
own, they reared two nephews and
a niece, Dale and Carl Tucker and
Omega Mae Tucker. children of
her brother, Elmer Tucker.
Mrs. Doores was a member of
the Kirksey -Church of Christ and
was a woman of many splendid
qualities which had won her the
admiration and friendship of a
The large crowd
wide circle.
which attended the funeral services held Tuesday afternoen at
Antioch. testified to the high
esteem in which Mrs. Doores was
held.
Besides her husband, she leaves
three- sisters. Mrs. Willie Doores,
Mrs. Noma Rickman and Mrs.
Leona Jackson; and three brothers,
Elmer Tucker, who made his hcurne
with the Doores, and - RuTie and J".
E. Tucker.
The funeral services were conducted by Elder Luther Pogue
and the pallbearers were Fred
Gingles, Roy Jones, Lowell EdHeart Trouble Causes Death sl monds, Les Ross, Devoe Reed and
Well-Known
Citizen.
.Max
Buried, at Concord —
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go:• CALLED BY DEATH
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An overflowing crowd filled the
New Concord school auditorium
Saturday afternoon at two o'clock
to pay the final tributes of respect
and admiration for William Teed
"Bill- McCuiston. one of the outstanding citizens of the southeast
part of the county. Mr. McCuiston, who was 79 years old. died
Friday night at the hospital of
heart trouble following an illness
of three months.
Besides his widow, Mrs. Sallie
McCuiston. he leaves two daugli. -ters. Mrs. Medic Edwards and Mrs.
Pane Baucum: three sons, W. D.,
Charley and Earl McCuiston: two
sisters, Mrs. Bernie Hamilton and
Mrs. Livie Mayfield; and one
brother, J. J. McCuiston. Twentyone grandchildren and four greatgrand-children also survive.
Mr. McCuiston was Ittrne to
his final resting place in the New
Concord cemetery by six of his
grandsons. Percy and Richard
Baucum and Trellis, Kelly Brooks.
Frank. and Hansford McCuiston.
Mr. McCuiston was widely related.
He was a member of the Sulphur
Springs Methodist Church and also
of the Masons. The Rey. 'E.' R.
Roach conducted the funeral services.

Dr. J. A. Outland of the county
department. will attend
health
meetings of the county 4-H Clubs
beginning Saturday. May 8 and
continuing through May 13, to
;elect the healthiest boy and girl
from each club to compete at Murray May 15 for the healthiest 4-H
club boy and girl of the county
who will represent Calloway county in the state contest at Junior
Week, June 7-12.
All members who have their
projects up to date and who are 15
years of age or over are eligible
to enter this contest. All club
members should be present at their
meeting so that Dr. Outland can
examine them. The winners will
accompany a girls' demonstration
team, a boy's demonstration team,
and a county terracing team to
Lexington for the Junior Week
trip.
The elimination contest for the
above indicated teams will be held
In the courthouse Saturday, May
15, beginning promptly at 1 p. m.
The public is invited to hear these
demonstrations.
Calloway county 4-H clubs Will
meet according to the schedule
below:
. Utterback, Saturday, May 8. 10
With interst high in its proposed a. m.
new club house, members of MurTraining School, Tuesday, May
ray Post No. 73 of The American 11, 9:30 a. m.
Legion will receive tonight plans'
Hazel, Tuesday, May II, 2:30 p,
for the structure which have been
prepared by the building commit- m.
Lynn Grove. Wednesday, May 12,
tee.
Pledges of money and work con- 2 p. m.
Kirksey, Thursday, May 13, 9:45
tinue to grow and there is no
doubt but that the post will be a.
Coldwater, Thursday, lay 13,
able to fulfill its dream of a
permanent home on its lot on Vine p. m.
Faxon, Thursday, May 13, 8:30 p.
street in South .Murray.
coodnander, m.
'fieetviocia
said he expected a large attenir
ance tonight.

Legion to' Discuss
Building Tonight

ES—

loo

Calloway 4-H Clubs
To Select Healthiest
Boy, Girt at Meets

\

The staff of the Keys-HOUStein
Clinic Hospital wishes Hospital day
observed with dignity and reveeence. keeRing in mind the self
Richmond effacing, unselfish life of that
H.
Dr. James
great person Florence Nightingale,
Heads List of Noted
in whose memory this day has
Speakers
been established.
The Clinic-Hospital will be open
MUCH ENTERTAINMENT
IS ON PROGRAM
•
Plans have been completed for a
great celebration on National HG3
pi ta1 Day Wednesday, May 12, from

Mason Memorial Hospital campus. Three hours of solid band
concert and speaking entertainment
is planned. Among the noted
visitors who will be in attendance
at the celebration and who will
appear on the speaking program
are, Miss Honor Murphy, R. N.,
secretary-treasurer of the Kentucky
State Board of- Nursing, and Mrs.
Myrtle Applegate. secretary of the
Kentucky League of Nursing Education. of Louisville, Ky..
The principal address of the
afternoon will be delivered by Dr.
J. H. Richmond of the . Murray
State Teachers College, who will
speak on the place and purpose
of the modern hospital- in tAe
scheme of modern ciVilization. A
brief history will be given of the
hospital as well as a brief statement covering the _material used
in erecting this modern fire-proof
institution. A demonstration will
be given showing how the Class-A
Automatic Sprinkler System will
automatically put out any fire
that might start in the _building
without human fire fighters being
present.
The 80-piece College
band will give a concert on the
campus from two . to three pS m.
The- Speaking, program from three
to four p. m. will be interspersed
with selections. by the band. The
Murray,. High School band will
from four to five o'clock.
pIiii-- The crowd -will . be divided into
groups and taken through the institution by efficient guides. The
publlc will not need to go
fdr Bireley‘e fresh gerre orange
juice, ice cold, will be served to
all in attendance. Children must
be aCcompsinfete by their parents.
All such children will be presented
with reminders of the National
Hospital Day celebration in the
form of. toy balloons, gliders, and
miniature rubber gloves.
Writing concerning the importance of the National Hospital Day,
President Roosevelt wrote a -few
—days ago as follows:
"On the occasion of National.
Hospital Day, I wish to take. the
opportunity to express my feeling in regard to the tremendous service which the hospitals
of this country are rendering to
the people of the Nation.
"In if:is war' which the medical
and nursing professions are continually waging against sickness
and injury, our hospitals are the
great fortified centers from which
the battle is carried on. and members of the American Hospital Association, through their work of
improving and coordinating hospital sisKices and organizations, are
performing a heavy part' of the
task of the alleviation of human
suffering.
"I am certain that a day such as
National Hospital Day, set aside to
draw the attention of our people
to this great work. fills_ a wise
and important purpose."
The public is cordially invited
to join in this celebration at the
William Mason Mei:aerial Hospital
on Next Wednesday, May 12.
Should Wednesday prove to be a
day of heavy_ rains, the celebration will be held the following
day at the same hour.

N. B. Barnett Memorial Site
Given Murray Woman's Club
Mrs. Will Fulton, Mrs. Adrien
McRee. and Mrs. Maude Schmidt,
daughters of the late Mr. and Mrs.
N. B. Barnett beloved citizensiaf
Murray, this week gave to the
Murray Woman's Club a beautiful
hill site in South Murray to be,
used for a club or community
house.
The plot has in it two and halt

MAYFIELD. Ky., May 3—Members of the Mayfield Citizens Cornmated to secure right-of-way for
the Mayfield-McCracken county
line highway were notified by
State Highway Department officials in Frankfort today that the
federal project from Mayfield to
Hardin would be set up and - let
immediately for concrete slab. The
road extends for a distance of
twenty-three miles.
The offkials explained that- this
decisioneeas reached because there
had been so much difficulty and
difference of opinion regarding the
right-of-way on the proposed new
Maytield-Paducah road and the
fact that the time limit had al_
most expired.
Commissioner Robert Humphreys
stated to W. H. 'Brizendine, chairman of the Mayfield Citizens Censmittee that he did not wish to see
this appropriation removed entirely from Graves county and was
therefore compromised on placing
the funds on the ,Mayfield-Hardin

road over which there has been
no difficulty in securing right-of
way.
Mr. Brizendine said that the
work to secure the road from
Maltield to the McCracken county
line would be continued and that
it was hoped to get it set up fcr
next year, or earlier.
Both the highway commissioner
and Mr. Brizendine expressed regret that the route 45 project had
been side-tracked in favor of the
Hardin road and added that the
reason was that seeeral properly
owners along the Mayfield-Paducah 'route had held out stubbornly, along with some Mayfieli
citizens.
The Highway Department recently set aside a federal grant of
$275,,000 to apply on- the route 45
ro.ect. a proposed high type concrete road from Mayfield • to the
county line. There
McCracken
thirty-five
approximately
were
eels of right-of-way needed
along the route to compfete the
set up.

Dr. C. H. Jones, Family,
Return to Lynn Grove

Baucum Sees Relief
for Small Dealers

4-H Club Council
Plans fcir Activities

e
IN

T. CI. Baucum, general manager
of the Jackson Purchase Oil Co.,
returned Sunday from Washington,
where he testified before the house
committee on the Connally Oil
Control Bill.
Mr Baucum staid that the outlook for relief of the small dealers
In marketing petroleum was very
encouraging and much- more so
when bearings were held befor.
the Senate committee, at which
Mr. Baucum also testified.
He deelared that Secretary Tags.
who sponsored the bill originally,
was much snore reasonable in his
attitude toward the independent
jobbers and that he was confident
that.aza amendment would be passed which -would mean much to the
distributors whom he represented
Mr. Baucum is chairman of the
jobbers' committee of the Kentucky Petroleum Marketers Assndiation.

By Mary M. Radford
On Saturday, May 1, the members of the 4-H council met in the
assembty• room over the Bank of
Murray to discuss plans for Rally
Otis Eldridge. temporary chairDay, Junior Week, and other acman for the Pine Bluff baseball
tivities of the 4-H club.
On Rally Day, May 15. at 1:00 team, is issuing a call for all canin the county courthouse, the vari- didates who wish to play with
ous clubs of.the county will meet the Bluff aggregation this season
to meet at their diamond Sunday
for demonstrations in 4-H
for
organization of
work. Winning teams will go 'to afternoon
Lexington for Junior Week, June the outfit and to select a man7-12. to. compete with other teams ager for the '37 season.
Eldridge, who has managed the
in the state.
The program for -Rally Day is club for the- past few years, stated
Officers Figure Still Gone Just as follows:
that prospects were bright for 'another successful - season as their
a Short Time When
—
Clubs.
4-H
County
by
Song,
Raid Made
ace hurler, Red Willoughby, would
Response to Roll Call, Individual be one of
their moundsmen again
min2
(song.
atunt- or yell)
this year. Eldridge also said that
Fourteen barrels of mash and clubs
evidences of a still in recent opera- utes each.
asnumber of last year's men were
Demonstrations, Club Teams. l; back and that a goodly number
Usti but with the apparatus missof
Row Row Your new
Song, -"Roy
ing' were found Monday morning
material wooid strengthen the
Mat",
Clubs.
A
_
county
and
Kingins
by Sheriff Carl B.
East,,Sids nine considerably.
Announcement of 90-tric~ces's_
Deputy Albert Parlfee in a raid
-•
•
i
Team
bviihn.
Miss
winners,
about two miles south of Elm
is a meet-1
council
elqb
4-H
The
Grove.
ing of all officers and leaders of
Officers said that it appeared as clues in the county. Meetings..ere
;recently
been
just
had
still
it the
held at 2 _o'clock' the first SatTorn Siress, 53 years old, promiJ. Ira Fox, deputy sheriff since moved and they estimated that it urday - of each month in the asnent Marshall county farmer.and
more
or
two
Carl B. Kingins took office on was being used by
sembly roam over the. bank tf
brother of Dr. D. H. Stress, MurJan. 1, 1134, announced his resigna- individuals. who were moving the "Murray.
ray, died Monday at his home two
tion last week to prosecute his liquor making apparatus from
Next month a discus'aion of the
candidacy for
the
Democratic place to place to avoid discovery.. work done in individual clubs will miles - north of Benton on the
Murray higkway following an exThey stated that evidently a be held.
nomination for sheriff in the
tended illness.
large quantity of liquor had been
August primary.
At 'the May
meeting, eleven
particular locality.
Dr. and Mrs. Siress and daughmembers were present despite the
Mr. Kingins announced the ap- made at this
incle'rnent weather. Next month ter, LaNelle, and Mr. and Mrs.
pointment of Albert Parker, who
Most policemen are big men. we hope to have every member., Ray Maddox attended the funeral
has had considerable experience
and burial services in Marshall
as a peace officer, to be deputy Hence, a plan for removing traffic present.
sheriff for - ft remainder of the congestion. somewhat — employ
Remember- May 13 filially Day. _cpsnty Tuesday afternoon at two
smaller traffic cops.
Comet
year,

Pine Bluff Nine To
--- Organize Sunday

e.lb

14 BBIS. OF MASH
TAKEN BY SHERIFF

Brother of Dr. D. H.
Siress Called Monday

Fox Resigns To Make
Small Amount Gotten Race; Parker Named
in Milk Plant Theft
For the 'steenth time, the Murray Milk Products Co. office in
Northeast Murray was raided Sunday night but the thief or thieve,
got only a small amount of cur.
reney for their pains.
Due to the frequent robberies
of the plant in the past few years.
Manager G. Ia. Scott has formed
the habit of keeping only a very
small amount of money on hand.

acres wYti a front of 300 feet
which will be landscaped for a
park.
with 150
The Woman's Club
members has dreams of a pretty
club house to be used for coininuniey needs.
been
No ' definite steps have
taken by the Club. However a
business meeting is being held this
afternoon.

Paducah-Mayfield Road Paving Is
Side-Tracked For Hardin Project

Dr. C. H. Jones and fan- ?t'.
who have been residing in Murray, College addition, for the past
three years, returned last Thursday to their home and farm et
Lynn Groire. Dr. Jones opened his
office there Friday.
Dr. Jones became a member of
Keys-Houston
the staff of the
clinic-hospital in February, 1934:
just after the daath of the late
Dr. Ben , B. Keys. He will continue to give anesthetics at the
clinic.
Neighbors and friends in Murray
regret to see Dr. and Mrs. Jones
and son, Conrad. return to Lynn
Grove, and they have been heartily welcomed there by countless
friends whose family physician Dr.
Jones has been so many years.

A small group of persons interested in Rural Electrificatiou assembled in the courtroom Wednesday night Of last week, April 28, to
hear'Ben Kilgore, executive sec
refary of the Kentucky State Farm Humphreys Says Ready to
Bureau Federation, explain how
Let Contract for Concrete
Calloway county should proceed
When Deeds Signed
Electrification.
Rural
in securin
this
has,
The local Farm Bureau
project as its main topic of dis- ABOUT 12 CHANGES
cussion for the meeting this week BETWEEN CITY, STELLA
and will discuss the proper steps
Commissioner
Highway
State
While Calloway county escapes to take to secure.the feeling of the
the cold, dread fear of floods, people of the county toward this Robert Humphreys advised this
,
Waggoner, Calloway county into move out of the low places surspector of concrete,' that he was
rounding Paducah, and others to
ready to let the contract for surbuild scaffolding for their housefacing with concrete the road from
hold goods as a precaution, the
Murray to Mayfield by way of
heavy rains of the past week have
Coldwater and Farmington. Mr.
sent the Tennessee out of its backs,
Humphreys said that he would adsmall streams ravaging the nearvertise for bids just as soon as the
by fields and have so soaked farm
right-o-way deeds had been signlands that tke 1937 farm program
ed.
here has been delayed at least two
weeks. Only pastures have been State Association Inspectors
It is learned that there are only
benefitted.
about a dozen changes of Importtalbe Here Next Thursance In the right-o-way line for
_Tennessee River was still rising
day, May 13
the road in Calloway county and
Monday after a surge of three
that they are mostly between Murinches an hour all day Sunday
ADDRESS ray and Stella. The road is comand was teaching far out into the SPEAKERS TO
STUDENTS IN CHAPEL paratively straight from Stella to
surrounding territory. Much corn
the Graves county line and-unto
which had been planted in fields
Sponsored by the Rotary Chit), Mayfield but has short turns
along the river bank has been
'the Kentucky State Fire Preven- between here and Ste4a that are
washed away.
tion Association will make an in- to be straightened.
Many plowed fields have been
spection of Murray, Thursday of
The right-o-way deeds 'are exdepleted of rich soils inasmuch as
next week, when members of the pected to be ready for signatures
the showers came so hard that the
State organization will investigate this week..
loose dirt was readily washed.
conditions, from a construction,
away into the ditches.
Mr. Humphreys also spoke favequipment and upkeep standpoint,
Farmers will have to do con- of the various businesa houses, orably about re-opening the Taysiderable replowing and replant- workshops and public institutions. lor's Store project, which would
almost direct line from
ing and are impatient to return to
The primary purpose of the in- run in an
corner, at the south-:'
their fields.
spection is to secure the co-opera- Whitnell's
Murray to .Taylor's
tion of 'both owners and occupants west corner of
distance of about 17 miles.
a
Store,
ridin
workshops
and
of stores
was held up about two
ding their premises of existing fre This road
on account of highway
hazards. To inspect a building years ago
and its contents, the men carry trouble.

to the public from 3:00 to 5:00 Pm. The medical ant nursing stet!
Will welcome 111 who wish, to
visit the hospital.
Over
By your visit we trust yo will Torrential ,Showers
better acquaint 'yourselves With
Week End, Monday, Postthe services a well equipped,
pone Plantings
modern hospital is able to render
humanity.
TENNESSEE AGAIN
OUT OF ITS BANKS

FIRE PREVENTION
INSPECTION TO BE
MADE IN MUVOY

HUGH THOMPSON
RACE
IN LIB

•

on their, Work in a careful manner,
disturbing none of the employes:
Fapper, Forirryt
Note is made by the inspectors
i •Fr°131 of any dangerous accumulation of
lite
istra
akes
Mag
M
Announcement
combustible rubbish in a husinesis
house or workshop, instances of
Hugh Thompson ,one of the beat defective electric wiring, or other
-faraners in- the conditions that might • cause a
n
Liberty district and a member
*-not' -remedied:— ,
the Calloway county fiscal board the in;pection, the fire presientionfrom 1929 to 1933. today makes ists, list the defects they,. have
his announcement for magistrate found, indicating the improvements
of that district in the August necessary to eliminate fire hazards,
Democratic primary:
Mr.' Thompson is a veteran .of s Inspection of Murray residencies
• War, was born and will- be accomplished by means .of
the
reared in the district and has what are known as "home inspecalways been a loyal and enthus- tion" blanks in the hands of the
iastic Democrat. He has voted in school children. This plan 7tas
every election since manhood with been effectively carried out in
the exception of during his army many instances. in Kentucky and
other States. The children enter
service.
Though living in the northern into the spirit of...Abe activity, at
part of the district, Mr. Thomp- the same time acquiring a knowlson's many friends in all sections edge of what is mean by "fire
of the Liberty district declare that safety" and "fire prevention" 1,7:at
he was fair and impartial in his it is believed will have lasting
treatment of the different por- effects.
Visiting fire preventionists and
tions during his previous term and
that his experiences then particu- members of the Rotary Club will
larly qualify him to again seive confer at a luncheon in a private
dining room of the National Hotel,
in this capacity.
Always interested in schools and The day of the inspection.
other activities, Mr. Thompson has
A representative of the Fire
always been regarded as a fine Prevention Association will speak
type of citizen exemplifying the before the students of the High
highest honor and integrity in ell School at 10:30 a. m. that day;
his dealings in all matters. His while another fire preventionist
statement to the voters follows: will make an address at the State
To the Voters of Liberty Magis- Teachers College at the same hour.
terial District:—
Investigation covering a number
After having been solicited by of years show that over 80 per
many friends of North and South cent of all the fire occurring in
Liberty I have decided to offer the United States are either due
myself as a candidate for Magis- to carelessness or could be averttrate. I promise if elected to ed by simple preventive measures.
serve the whole district to the best Having these facts in mind, memof my - ability. It shall be my bers of organizations similar to
duty and desire to secure a fair the Kentucky State Fire Prevendistribution of the taxes, and for' tion Association are • striving to
every dollar spent to give to the educate the people as a whole in
people one hundred cents worth the matter of safe-guarding their
of service. I shall make a special homes and places of business
effort to secure for Liberty dis- against the hazard of fire.
trict its share of the road fund.
If you think me worthy of the
position I seek -and believe I Will
serve you faithfully and efficiently I ask your support and influence.
The Murray High school music
I take this opportunity of thanes department will present a coloring the voters of Liberty for their ful operetta. "Chonita", Friday.
support and confidence when I May 7, at 8 o'clock at the high
was elected your magistrate eight school auditorium. Admission will
years ago. You are familiar with be 25c for adults and 15c for stumy reeorel during that term and dents, including college students
while I realize that I made some If they .have their activity ticket.
This is the first performance of
mistakes Si all men do, I feel that
they have better qualified me tO its kind to be presented in Murray
for several years and will be enserve you fairly and justly.
I hope to see each and every joyable to all. Not only is there
voter in the district before- the an interesting plot to
primary, but In case I fail to see ta, but also the music 'is taken
any personally I take this method from Gipsy and Hungarian folkin asking your support in my tunes and further enhances the
race, and if elected pledge to setting and action of the plot.
A large crowd is expected to at.
you my very best efforts.
tend this brilliant performance.
Yours very truly.
Hugh Thompson
Parr Broadcasts Farm
Hazel Senior Play is
Bureau News Over WPAD
Postponed4o., 3aturday
Rev. W. 0 Parr, district director
The -Senior play of Hazel High of the Purchase region, brtratleasts
school, '"The Mailenburg Neck- Farm Bureau news over WPAD,
lace", which was rained out last Paducah. Ky., each morning at
Saturday - night, will he presented 10:45 o'clock. Listen to Rev. Parr
Saturday night of this week, May and hear what the Farm Bureau
is doing. 8, at 8 o'clock.

Murray High To
Present Operetta

SETTLEMENT FOR
1933 IS EFFECTED
Final settlement of the county's
claim against former Sheriff C.
W. Drinkard on his 1933 sherifft
settlement has been virtually completed, with Mr. Drinkard reported ready to pay the Iiidginent of
approxiesately $3,700 rendered bg
Judge Ira D. Smith last week in
the final case tried before the
April term of Calloway eircuit
court.
Attorneys have not yet filed the
final judgment but it is expected
to be done this week.
The action arose some time ago
when County Attorney Hall Hood
filed a bill of exceptions to the
settlement, for the final year of
Mr. Drinkard's term. The cage
was first tried in county court
before Judge- E. P. Phillips and a
verdict of approximately $8.000
was rendered in favor of the county. Mn: Drinkard appealed to circuit court.
An oddity of the case was that
Atty. E. L. Cooper, Benton, appeared on both sides of the action.
He was employed by the county
originally to assist Mr. Hood and
help chtring the trial in the lower
court. He was not retained for the
trial in circuit court and was emJoe
ployed by Mr. Drinkard.
Lancaster was the other lawyer for
Mr. Drinkard while Mn, Hood
alone tried the case for the county. Chief Deputy Clerk E. G.
Neale and former County Judge L.
A. L. Langston, experts on the
county's fiscal affairs, testified in
the case.
Judge Smith's decision gave Mr.
Drinkard creill for two items
totalling around $2.300. which
brings the final Judgment to approximately $3.700. It is understood that neither side will appeal and that Mr. Drinkard will
pay. the judgment as soon as it is
on file in the clerk's office.
To Attend National Red
,ton..,
Cross Meet at Washing
Mrs. Bee Melugin. Miss Jane
Melugin, Mrs. Tom Rowlett Miss
Lucile Pollard, Miss, Frances Stedd,
and Miss Martha Robinson writ
leave Friday morning for Washto. *tend ,t1i5.491ington. D.
apriat - ronspesnion
-4.gamionsim
•
.
Red Cream convening there.
They 'will represent Calloway
county in both the Red Cross and
Junior Red Cross Meetings, They
Will motor to Washington and will
be gone from Murray some 10 or
12 days.
The class in home hygiene, first
aid, and nursing will have its first
meeting Friday afternoon, Mow 7,
at 2 p7 m. in the upstairs of the
Morris building. The class will be
conducted and supervised by a
representative from the Nationaal
Redd Cross, Washington, D. C.
It payi se reed tais aloof1164 id&
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Ateg

• - - Drill," ten girls.
"Flower
"We Welcome
Duet, Verde Nell Smith and
girls.
Evelyn Dunn.
"I Think So Too," Harold Lloyd
Toast to Mothers. four girls.
Dunn.
"Precious Memories:" chorus.
"First Children's Day." Genette
"Realms of Childhood," entire
Hughes.
group.
"'Me_ Best Way," six girls.
The program will begin at two
"Flowers We Bring," four girls.
o'clock, and everyone is int/des'.
Minister."
a
Be
to
Like
Would
"I
E. V. Underhill is pastor.
Harold Lloyd Dunn.
Alexander.
Nes
"Greetings",
Taylor county farmers have
"Little Pink Rose," ten girls.
many lime kilns within the
"Flawers for .Children's Day." burned
'oast 30 days. ,
Doris Smith.

•

You," by three

Sarnathy Rules the Roost," Lynn. He stated that Will Lynn Those patient hands kept telling on
judge at That us children might be clad.
circuit
district
'35; "A Little Clodhopper." 'Mk Is
-Here Comes Charlie." '37: "Look!Chickasha and that his decisions I almost weep when looking beck
Who's Here," '37: Black Diefnord had peeve been reversed by upper To childhood's distant dayl
• courts. Mr. Cochran is getting I think how those hands rested not
Minstrel '37.
Music: Mixed chorus '36. Mix- The Ledger '& Times every week When mine were out at play.
of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Alexander
ed chorus '37. mixed quartet '37. and reeds "Eagle's" "nondescripts"
Lewis Racy
But oh! beyond this shadow land.
an' everything.
trio '37.
.Lewis Buoy. 19. son of Mr, and of Murray Route 5.
Activities: Entered county scholof
junior
Sam Christenberry's boys are in Where all iS bright and fair;
Secretary-treasurer
Mrs. Loyal Bury of Knight Ky
class '36 and vice-president of Detroit and he is confined between 1 knew full well, those dear old
Entered New Concord as a junior astic contests,. algebra '34. algebra
hands
the plow handles, for the -first time
senior class '37.
(rum Plosisant Valley High Scheel 'Ms 'English mechanics '38, wen
speaking
place. • Entered
10 3.ears. I'm so sorry tn. I Will palms of victory wear;
in
Activities: Member of bisketball first
Ladle Kelly
'sitting down on a log Where crystal streams, thru endand 'Softball teams '36 and .37 events. dramatic monalogue, '35
Lucille Kelly, '19. daughter 714 feel like
less years,
and '36.
FOR SALE Saw Diost, le cube: Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Kelly, Hans. and crying my eyes out.
Captain of basketball iquad '37.
I- read in "South Reporter" of Flood over golden sands,
Ptass: "Go Sion Mary," 11; foot. or 15c lb. Alf oak, At lie, -Nat. - She, attended Pleasant
Music: sauced chorus '36 and '37.
listly Springs Miss an ad: "Corn And where we can unite again,
Lovett's- Mitt 2 inRes of Valley Juinor High in '31 and
-"Grandpa's Adventure ".-Poor Married Man" • It -"Merl
Mtlys Entered New Concord In 35 as a Came." Here in- Kentucky women I'll eleOp• my machetes hands.
'
-01eve.'
Clodhoer:" 'Mt -"Tint .- 'We
•34;
-Weekly Reader
have corn on their toes, men have
---Tuareet-MisoLdeOo36;_riegra MinserM: "Look Who's Here." '37.
_
r.
TUNING- and repairing;
corn ti their cribs and Kentucky
President of senior class of '37.
enrolled
-trel, '37;-Look Whw's • Here," '37.
While
-Activities!
at
- •
•
special price: free examination.
corn whiskey.
senior
of
Secretary-treasurer
Iffelen Hargis
Valley she entered the Colonels have
W. . Travis, Telephone Pleasant
oh n
-"Eagle"
Helen Hargis. 17 daughter of Mr. J
her,
CLass '37.
representing
test,
scholastic
. 3430p
372-W.
Route.
Murray
Hargis,
Joe
Also
Mrs.
since
biol.:ins
she
and
in
school
Rase Henry
Well, thie finds us braving some
. Entered New Concord in her WANTED-standard typewriter, in has been in Concord.
Rose Henry. daughter of Mr. and 7.4
more cold. wet dusty weather.
High
Almo
from
year
'37.
and
leave
Music: Mixed chorus 'MI
Those western dust storms must be
Ma. Otis Henry of New Concord. senior
good condition. Call 488 to
Black Diamond 11'Negro Minstrel,
Entered New Concord as a 'junior School. Before entering Almo she address where machine may be
Somi, of the finest men of Callo- awful for it seems that' We have
Ca110
Beach.
Long
tfc V, senior play '37. "Look Who's way are entering and announcing one every week.
from Pleasant Valley High Sawa came here front
seen.
Here."
Activities: Entered county sch,•1- where she spent her first two years
their entrance into the political
Farmers have, been getting their
A
-Model
BUY
astIc contests in algebra in '35. of -high -wheel, taking part in all WANTED TO
ring for the August primary work
Estelle Kelly
here,
done fast around
address
coach;
Ford, sedan or
activities there,
Member of 1„be debating team '37,
Kimsey seniors, you shoUld pre- planting corn and some are getting
lesnlits' KrIiy Mt -daughter191, Murray, Ky., statBox
In
part
"Y",
took
she
Aline
at
While
'34;
Slips,"
Deacon
"The
Fashioned
Plays:
Mr: and Mn, J. P.-Kelly, Hamlin, sent your play "An Old
cotton, ground reedy and most of
made, ;ontiltion and
"Aunt Samathy Rules the Roost," two plays, "Cabbages or Dollars," ing year
somewhere Saturday, May all the watermelon patch.
tfc Ky. She attended ,Pleasant Valley Mother",
wanted.
price
Negro
'Mt
Rose,"
Prairie
"A
and
'35
-Look
'35;
'35; 'The Night Cry,"
New 8 or Sunday, afternoon, May 9, in
Junior High and entered
The watermelon patch is one of
Minstrel '36.
Who's Hepe." '37.
celebration cf Mother's Day.
FOR RENT-Have 1 vacant furn- Conoord in '33 as a junior.
best sites of scenery for it
our
yell
and
team
softball
Member
Ewin Winchester
Activities: Mixed chorus '35 and
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Neale had will catch the eye quickOr nubs
ished apartment May 1. Mrs. A
you buy. We
Mrs.
week
this
visitors
tie
4win Winchester. 21. son of Mr leader for basketball squad. .
Musstheir.
Black
piamond
Negro
100.
'36;
as
Phone
Compare our cars and prices before
D. Butterworth.
any- of our most beautiful flowers':
haunts-Jones,
,
scholastic
Jim
Mrs.
county
Entered'
Burkeen.
SAVINGS,
Pernecy
'37.
Murof
teal
Winchester
TREMENDOUS
-and larc. F. A.
And not only does it effect. the eye
offer you used cars at
FREE1 -.If excess acid causes you
areent in current events''36.
Mrs. Arlie Jones. Mrs. Ruby Neale- but the Mouth as well for as soon
Maxine Parker
ray, Route 5. While at New Concord took part Stomach Ulcers, Gas Pains. IndiMaxine Parker. .1.6. daughter Of and osin James. Mr. and Mrs. as you see a big, ripe watermelon
Activities: Entered county scholBelching, Mr. and Mrs. L. 0. Parker, of .Johnnie Morris of Olive.
astic contest. geometry '36. -tied in one play, "Look Who's Here," g eat i on. Heartburn,.
your juices of the Mouth .begin to
Bloating. Nausea, get free samples Dearborn, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Tasco Bedevil are secrete and a little later someone
She attended
'37.
for first place.
at
Udga,
prescription.
and
doctor's
Member of softball team
Valley
Junior
High the parents of a fine girl boin is liable to lose a watermelon.
Pleasant
Music: Mixed -chorus ;36.
JyPp School in '34'and '35.
Dale. Stubblefield -Co.
Tuesday. April 20.
Plays': "The,, Little Clodhopper." member crfonxed chorus.
We had a big rain here, some- Lisrlise Eldridge
Activities: Entered county scholinteresting
read your
'36: "The Time of His Life." '36;
Alf. I
foot
LEASE-20x50
or
RENT
FOR
what -too much for plowing now
Lurline Eldridge. 16. daughter c-f
events,
in
'36.
test
current
astic
community
your
if
-Look Who's Here."
"Facets"-even
store, newly decorated. prominedt
but that is one thing man cannot
Plays: -The Deacon Slips." '34; and family doesn't. Your letter
Mr. and Mrs Otis Eldudge of Ham- 1.1cation. Also big lot clean secGladys Alexaaderc- control and I often wonder if
ValleyPleasant
attended
She
Samanthy
the
1m.
"Aunt
Rules
Roost,"
daughter
as
19.
greatly
Alexander.
me
Gladys
last week impressed
ond-hand rugs. 0. W. Harrison.
many would be pleased if man
. you mentioned the name of . my
M13p '35,2A Little clodhopper." '36.
Nt. Main. Phone 325.
could control the amount of rain°shells (Trifle) Eldridge
birthplace, JeffersOnville, Ind., -giv- fall. For man controls our governOphelia ITellio Eldridge, 15, ing me a bit of news. That city
OR SALE-One white, solid parment and it seems no one is ever.
elain top .cook table, $4: two daughter--oT711711-id Mrs. Otis Eld- still shows signs of ravages -of the sandiest with it..
•iirge• stead./ study tables, green ridge of Hamlin. Attended Pleas- flood. Just last surnm-et a friend
As it was so wet and muddy
.,nd oak. $3 each; two twin blue ant Valley Junior High School in wrote that the streets of Jeffetmuch visiting was done this
siental rugs, good condition, $5 '34 and '35.
sonville were being improved and not
But Bro. Henry Hargis
:16; that the work would probably be week.
,ach; Lloyd fibre baby buggy, . Plays: "A Little Clodhopper."!
Comes Charlie." 17; "Look completed by August. Well. when managed .Ago get over, and spend
oet $35: sell for $15; while iron
week end with Mr. and Mrs.
.1ouble bed, heavy, $6. Call 338. Who's. Here." '37.
a fellow hears from the "old home the
Homer and family.,
L.
M.
-Muni: Mixed chorus '37.
to
anxious
•
him
town'. it makes
nger Sewing Machines, Vacuum
Dawson
of
Spiceland
Leen
Member of girls' softball squad visit there after 10 year's leave,
,oleaners. accessories and parts. AU
Theraputic Methods for Hair
Springs spent the week end with
of
rules
the
are
what
Alf,
Say
.1 - -tAshirrt -Klapp. phone 374W,
Growth
his sister, Mrs. Vernon Brigham,
Edward Jones.
contest you mentioned last
Fame' & Hart Dress sh°P• tie ..'_._EdwarcLiones, 16, son of Mr. and the
Delroy Milton and Vitali= BrigLocation vacant lot .West Main Street (Next to
spelling
include
Doer it
week
•
motored to Dover;•TennO .Satham
L.
J.
Mrs.Jones.
presdeceased,
at
Bus Station)
PropropJarvis
Golan
r:RTIFIED
ccrrectly.- composing aelicles,
urday.
Gerrnitaition 99 -Purity ent living with Mr. and Mrs. W. F. er use of langoake'S- You want a
It is tmderstaod that •Mc. J. D.
' . Hill and Hendon. Hazel - McCase- •Attended Ouachita High. "get-to"gether" petty. Reckon Mr.
,99
School
plan15. Ira Monroe, Louisiana,
::..u:e - 2. at- Stott-Lessner Murray in
.have to speak his Dill, -Our local merchant, is
will
Lovett
•
•ning tonstd- a -101010--ft. siderocan in
Map I Pleasant Valley-Junior High School sentiments on the subject.
Hazel.
Ct W.• Curd's
store.
Eagle, it's awful to be deaf, his nice country
.tried and' found, ef1ELM'S CHICKS - REDUCED
Plays: "Look Who's Here,' Black.
As news is scarce I will go.
when an oraespecially
it-and
isn't
in the successful treat$6.90 Diamond Minstrel.
fective
:HICES-Sixteen - breeds
--,The Rambler
'
_
tor speaks in a high or low pitch
ssindred • postpaid-AA
grades _I- lgusac:-Ilixed chorus '37: mixed
the
Of
much
raent-of-battirietet, fal1inot•
so
lose
that yoti
t..8.40. Heavy Assorted- $50 Leg- ..quartet '37; boys' quartet '37.
discnssion or sermon. Many min- Children's Day Program
less hair. Arrange for a series ot
xtv
Member of toir
l•tbsti
:Aim:Males 12.9:i ofliti•U bk•,..
treatment-,
tested ._,C.overno•-ot___ Apprropoirl
-mad- Virgil-Jones. PaduF. H: Spiceland. 15. -son of' Mr
! HELM'S HATCHERY. 'Paducah.
The following program wilt be
cah. were visiten with the latter'
J.-K. FARMER, Manager
Mrs. F, It Spiceland
of
Ky.ICt7p* -and
,
brother. Ed C. Jones, and Mrs. given.at Mount Carmel Church on
Knight, Ky. Entered New ConMother's Day. Sunday, May 9:
. Pigs. cord as a junior from Pleasant Val- 4otses Sunday week.
1FOR .SALE-Twelve 0. I. C.
East 31de Court SitUare
(
.
Franklin Harris, who joined - the
Wesgh about .40 In each, loll 'ley High School. He attended Metstock.
Price $5 each. J. E. ber High' School in Graves county CCC camp recently, has written
home that he .and a son of Mrs.
' Mayer. Murray Route 3
s ltp •
er as a junto.
Pernecy Burkeen were ,gent to
in
took
abd
part
one
Play while
-xANTAD - StrawbeTry_pickers
Mah
Season begins May 12 to 15. See 'There.
,Mrs, Ed Jones met with ri
: emard Wilson. 3 miles Northpainful accident Sunday morning
vest or Mu-ray.
ite
while walking op hes yard. She
slipped on a muddy incline and in
'OR • RENT-at tkb Olive St.. 5
brelte her left - arm be1 • ooms: and bath. basement. Nev:Big rain, thunder and lightning tween the wrist and elbow. She
o papered and clean, •If interThurs.da y night. All the women . was delayed in getting the arm met
• -zed can get key next- door from
jumped out of bed at 2. a. es-and clue to _high waters.
Mrs. George Hart, or write Airs.
Mrs. H. B. Neale is showing
lit coal cal lamps, while the men
.1. W. Denham, Hazel. Ky.
Itc
slight improvement and is able
- - - i just snored on and on.
Saturday, Edd Adams motored to sit up for short periods.
apartni-ent
'OR
RENT-5-room
God gave us Mothers. Mother's
•vith all madeen--eonveniences l'ilie and Elvis Bazzell to Murray
See Emma J. Helm, Hughes and back at 11:45 a. m.-then an-I Day is May 9. Here's hoping that
to
Ave.
1 tc other great flood of rain set in. all will show due consideration
Cisterns, ponds and rivers fud and their mothers here on earth or
-EVEN TIRES--and now is
Everything is advancing in price(lowers -will be used appropLW- Prk-T--3-cooiss- ,apastesee• I don't-mean-maybe,- C-eolsof
present prices and re-tire
the
the time for you to take advantage
Furnished. 721 W. Main, Mrs. J. yot on a big whiz and - stopped riately for those departed.
Mrs. Clyde Hurt arrived last
ltp all traffic which caused awful
Rowlett.
your car before summer and. hard wear,
Sunday from Detroit. for a visit
loud "kussin". exceptin' Allan.
. OR RENT or SALE-15-roorn
Most every first Sunday in 1937 with her aged grandmother. Mrs.
We can give you liberal trade-in allowances for your old tires.
-,Juse on N. 14th St.; , 7 other
has been cold, cloudy. rainy Mate Jones.. who is - ill of flu and
.ousees 5 to 10 rooms, for sale. weather- Pastor Roach's regular is very feeble at the home of her
Why not drive with absolute Safety? New tires give you IletterastreOtlso 3 lots on. Boulevard. .If inpreaching day at Goshen M. E. son Chas. Daugherty.
ty. and GENERALS are sure to give you better satisfaction. Just ask
'crested aee C. B. Fulton, Phone
church. -•ThoUgh the dark waves' Mrs. Emeline Lowery of Hetet
167.As27c roll high. we will be undisniayed formerly of Murray, is spending.
any GENERAL owner if his tires aren't the test fOr- guaranteed - gerConnie Mills has 'broke up' and -sometime with her daughter, Mrs.
vice.
OST-2 Pointer Bird dogs. male
led 15 or 20 acres in cone on .0ctis Puckett and family.
and female, white with liver
Chas. Smith. of Route 1, o
Ask for full partic-pots. Name on collars. Return the land that .Capt. W. M. Pickels •
by the high waters .•••
or call Hubert Dunn. Murray, Ky.. bought of Hiram Finney: 'orcitin marooned
BEWARE THE MOTH! To delay is dangerulars about the
was forced to stay in town I
et•eive reward,
use the baptizer Came preaching in the Saturday
ous. sight now they may be at work . . . eating
Monday. The was, ,
until
swildernese."
- .
ceriiiiiiiZ•.-high-ahd the gardens and
,-(
R TfElf--9-Foom
-5folks are better
t gy
:
. Oti
stra
sick.
*.
into) your investment of hundreds of dollars' worth
eine
all
gaiMen,
double
able to hobble .around on • walk lite, green*-is-soaked. But should we
garage,
of apparel and furnishings.
cot_
o_orreniences„---Fird
modern
-house -3treXs. riii frying to quit lisping. complain?
-Mother's Hands
•or South 13th St.. See-Mrs, Etta hay
resorted to lap on and'
!Such beautiful. beautiful ham-W.
Ito
Williams. 313 South 5th St.
- Dtifirfg--the big rain,. Satutday,l - They're 'netthEr white, nor
Double Challenge
'OOR.SALE--Registered Black An- John:Nanny sowed nitraie of soda' And you, I know, would .
• They offer you the largest and most modern
MOS* sea-sidd mileage
ous -bull calf. Ready- fie service: on hi .tobacco plant bed. Only ,
think
More Mileage Test
storage- facilities in the Mid-South, where every
(;en. E'. Long. Breton, Ky.
Itp sensible way.
4 That they were fair at all. •
.....
YOU CAN WIN
...sore total mileage
article is protected against moths and insured
I've, looked on-. hands whose torn:
OOR
SALE-Studio
davenport; _ I _see' that two fellow-citizens
hue
ahd
against fire and theft. Kraus guaranteed storage
county
have
office.'
for
announced
sood condition, practically new.
than you've ever known
the,.. A scillptor's dream might bi
:Jut color.
crisis no•ratore. PAY -NEXT FALL
Inquire at hospital, whom- I earn ' to vote for,
those aged, swank1,I
Hp courtheuse knows herself, and . 'Yet were
:".37-W. Hickok.
hands
•
.$10,000.00 in _CASH
celculate she does,
Most beautiful to me.'
°OR SALE 12 Ga. hammer WinReceived -a letter from rousing
•Enjoy the extra safety insurance
PRIZES
hestcr pump gun. hunting coat A. Bee Cochran • of Cricka.sha.:i
of General's 'Winding, twisting
to
chance
litre is your
shell vest all 3 for , $7.30. Okla., who was reared up new, Beautiful, beautiful hands!
min one of 1072 cash prtssilent safety tread. Silent-slow
and
weary
was
heart
Though the
Also 4-burr.er oil cookirig store_ Coldwater and 'was married
es-merely for writing. in
wearing with countless angles to
Your
less.
or
100 words
•(nd oil heater, all in good condi:- M.
experiences with D-X or
stop slipping and sliding-for•ori
J. 13. Shelton, 109 So. 9th
D-X Ethyl and Diamond
ward or sichewise• For economy
750 Motor Oil Get an official entry blank and full
and
security learn how easy it is
this
,irtiuseswit
atonal
particulars
6,1LE--6;r6om
to
get
these quality General Tires.
contest
at
prize
$10,11011
oath
seam .heat. "1.)1,431(
*station.
th••••;.-iftte•uts, if you wish.
-Korth 0ti llert-st-Pdvideratc
it;
priced. Peter Kuhn.

WhO's Who in The Senior Class of
New Concord High School

1

Junior High Sk
Activities:. Entered county schoiditic test Its English mechanics '34.
'35, '36.
Plays "The Deacon Slips,- '34,

tIASSIfJF
ADVIEIRTISINit

1

n.

1'hi•--40.--4-44‘.---1.41.,,

Pine Bluff Briefs

Cedar Crest News

1937 Chevrolet Master Coach
1935 Chevrolet Master Coach
1935 Chevrolet Standard Coach
1935 Plymouth Deluxe Coach
1930 Ford Model A Coach
1930 Ford Model A Coupe
1929 Ford Model A Coach
1930 Chevrolet Coach

_

Why Be Bald?
1

These cars are in A-1 Condition- -and
priced to sell
Will pay Market price for good used
cars.

X-ER-VAC

Modern . . . Scientific

MURRAY

USED CAR

.

EXCHANGE

WHITE WAY BARBER SHOP

BOONE'S
GARMENT
STORAGE

-

Stella Gossip

•

re Prices Are
Still Advancing

Tires Have Advanced 22 Per Cent Since January 1 ...
and Still Going Up!

_NON •

SIMILID

-1/Ve Send Them to KRAUS, Memphis

FREE CASH

•

Fats Renovated by Factory Methods

rif

••

BASIC SLAG!

Knit Garments Gracefully Re-draped by
our Knit Blocking Machines

•

•

BOON
CLEANERS
TELEPHONE 234
• •

-Better Clearring Comes'to Murray as
Murray, Cornes,to Better Cleaning-

'"ANTED.-Pagesenger,lo Detroit
!(21r, bear expenses.
".1,,r)0y. May 10. Call 4,
('l',arll Hamlin. ...SWEET POTATO PLANTS N
Hall ofk• Florida Vanri-/and Port •
il:17? Seed %resided for black tt,•t
arid pialits State inspeeted.
o -500. $1.00; 1.000. $1.7",
lend Pricese
3.008 'kite- 81.40- per thousarid: Pi 000 lots $130 per thousand; 20.0,,,)
lats. $1.20 per thousand.' Sane Mc,
Tomato Plants free with order Po
, Potato Mann, The B. E. Robert
- 'Petite 3. Bt/hIhr
Plant
4427(

A Combination of Nature's Own,Plant
Foods!

An excellent still conditioner that contains readily
available phosphate in a water soluble, non-reverti...bIe from, and many rare elements necessary for
healthy plant growth.
•
AS-COOD AS THE BEST FOR GRAINS and
LEGUMES
Sold in Calloway County Exclusively by

N. P. HUTSON
Murray, Kentucky'

We Guavantee You
More Mileage and
Greater Satisfaction or YOUR
MONtY
BACK

a

•

GENERAL ,..yluitil'``r

Super-Service Station
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
EAST MAIN STREET,.

it•

•

THE NEW

MURRAY, KY.

4

41•4444:41:

•

I•4
AD-
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kith
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and

Sarah C. Holcohnb dated Novem- following described property, being
Mrs. Caine. Lassiter, Mrs. Lucille
ty, Kentucky, towit:
Calloway Farm Bureau
Three and one-third acres, more ber 4. 1918, and now of record in and lying in Calloway County, West. Joe 'Pat' ends James DubT.o,
Reports at District Meet
page
119
Calbook
53
in
the
Dwight
deed
corKentucky,
to
wit:
Jona
northwest
and
Stanley
Dubiai
or less, out of the
loway
County
'Court
Clerk's
bfare
acres
of
all
hundred
ten
(210)
Two
.recoyering from measles.
ner of a forty (40) lacres tract of
Eight counties comprising the
land known as the Nancy L. Bar- Mrs. Wilma Dublin hag ,been ill
land off of the south end of the fice.
Purchase Region sof Kentucky met
east half of the northeast quarter
For the purchase price the pur- nett home place, described as fol- but is better at present. sented his school in agriculture in in -Mayfield, April 29, holding a
(Continued from last week)
of Section 4, T.
3 East; which chaser must execute bond with ap- lows: Beginning at the T. P. RobJohn Junes. who recently moved
the county contest when:, a fresh- district meeting. Rev. W. 0. Parr,
Calloway Circuit Court
Thelma Smith
three and one-third 13 1-3) acres proved securities, bearing legal erts line at what is knewn as the frclm this community, rats fbdhci
Hilda Ward and Pearl Cherry,
district director, introduced Ben
Thelma Smith is the daughter of man, sophomore and juniors
Kilgore, executive secretary 6t the
Plaintiffs herein conveyed is particularly de- interes from the date of sale until Bluff, thence running with the employ's:mit in Amarillo, Texas. Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Smith of near
Leon Pogue s
scribed and bounded as follows: paid, and having the force and Jim Nanny line West to Lite Dun- Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Shankle have Brown's Grove. She has only atVs. Judgment
Kentucky State Far Bureau, the
Mr.
Pogue
is
the
son
of
Leon
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the
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by
will
from
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order of sale of the Calloway Cir- teen (16) rods to a
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recorded in Will Book 13 Page l. an automobile accident last week, following activities during her four the Hills." in '3,"A Prairie Rose,"
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of
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the
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My
'37.
Deario",
in
chaser must execute bond with _as...host of friends to mourn .his
cause for the purpose of payment west line of said 40 acre tract:
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approved securities, bearing legal untimely death. Our deepest sym- '37 and "For Pete's Sakes,'" in '36;
of $1400.00 with interest from Sep- thence north with said line sixalso a 1-act play in '35, "Bette and basketball activities during
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interest iron) the day of sale un- pathy is extended to the bereaved
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tember 3, 1928, and costs herein teen 116) rods to the point of
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the
force
til.
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being
the
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beginning.
family.
expended, I shall proceed to offer
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"My, Tbmboy Girl," in '37 and she also been an active member of the 53 charter members. At the preseffect of a judgment. Bidders will
for sale at the court house door land conveyed to Ruby Wright by Bank Of Murray,
. Mrs. Frank Canter and .children also acted as president of junior F. F. A. Chapter of Lynn Grove ent we have a membership of 158
comply
promptly
be
prepared
to
Myers
etal
Apr.
deed
of
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W.
in Murray. Kentucky, to tile highar'e spending'a. few days with Mr. class at Sedalia.
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High
. School.
.• • paid members for 1937. The board
with' these terms.—George S. Hart,
est bidder at public auction, on 14th, 1932. same recorded in deed
Vs. Judgment
and- Mrs. Harvey Shankle,
His plans for the 'future are of sehrectors decided that one of
Thelma has been a member of
Master
Commissioner.
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at
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Monday, the 24th day of May,
W. L. Baucum, P. G. Baucum,
the debating team for two years rather indefinite but he intends to the biggest needs of the county
1937, at 1 o'clock or thereabout way Court clerk's office, at Mur- T. 0 Baum. Wallace Rarieum,
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wifght,
Itusray,
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(same being county, court day),
Cora Rose, Oscar Rose and
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With the help of business men of
lintel)
, decided.
mortgagor
joins
in
this
upon a credit of six months, the band of
Pattie Baucum,
Murray $388.00 was raised for a
Odine Swann
Merrit Burton
I DM'glad to -be with you again
following described property being mortgage, they together waive
Defendants:
Well folks, this is the third day
Odine Swann is the daughter of down payment on a 22 horsepower.
Merrit Buxton is the on of Mr.
this week. I am hoping that-everyand lying in Calloway County, and release all right to homestead
By virtue of a judgment and. of May and time for me to be
one is well apd that all are enjoy- and Mrs. R. H. Burton residing two Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Swann of tractor and a No. 1 terracer. The
.dower or courtesy, and all other order
Kentucky, towit:
of sale of the Calloway Cir- back with you. I..arn glad to be
ing this- rainy- weather. As 'for and one half miles west of Lynn Lynn .Gh)ve. She has spent her board voted to Charge $2.50 per
tenancies in and to the above cuit Court,
rendered at the April with you again, but sorry to learn
Being lots 32, 53, 34 and 35 in
"Sweet Pea"; she thinks "motse Grove. Merrit has done three and entire schoie days at Lynn Grove hour and at this figue 819 acres
lands.
term thereof, 1937. in the above of so much sickness 'and numerBlock No. 3, in the Hamilton Adwere terraced at an average cost
rain, more rest." Guess we will one half years of hi's high school High School.
purchase
price
the
purFor
the
cause for the purpose of payment ous deaths in the country.
dition to the town of Murray.
During her four yeaet in high to the farmer of $1.74 per acre.
quit plowing and go fishing while work at Fairbanks High School.'
chasermust
execute
bond
with
of $2607.80, with interest from this
Kentucky as shown by plat of
Little Fee Max Hutson, who had the ground is wet.
While in high school he has school she has taken part in the •-• There are two out-crops of high
same in deed book 47 page 534 approved securities, bearing legal date until paid at the rate of six measles has suffered a relapse and
Calvin Adams is not very well taken part in the following plays: following activities, three act plays grade limestone in the county and
in the Calloway County Court interest from the day of sale un- per cent per annum, and costs is very ill. We hope for little
at this time. MFS, Ray,. Steele was "The Red-Headed Stepc101d" in '34, -Silas Smidge from Turnip Ridge," the Farm Bureau, with the coClerk's office Murray, Kentucky. til paid, and having the force and herein expended, I shall proceed Fae a speedy recovery.
Flower
of the Hills," operatiup of the Murray 'CCC
effect of a judgment. Bidders will to offer for sale at the court house
carried-*back to the Clinic Wed- "The Wild Oat Boy" in '36; and "Wild
And being the same lots con"Prairie 'Rose," "College Hobo," camp and tise•State Department of
•
Mr. and Mrs. Sip *Williams - and nesday and underwent an opera- the "College Hobo", in '37.
be prepared to comply, promptly door in Murray, Kentucky; to the
veyed to A. A. Jones on August
'1VIerrit has taken part in' basket- "Showboat Minstrel," Cotton Blos- Agriculture, secured the use of a
with these terms.—George S. Hart, highest bidder at public auction, daughters, Norma , Jean and tion the same evening.
5, 1937, from J. D. Hamilton and
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som Minstrel," grid operetta, 'My lime crusher and is .crushing lime
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defendants title to the said real
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Mr.
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afternoon
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get
following described property, beby A. A. Jones January 2, 1930,
New, some fertilizer. It rained and did and Mrs. Robert Jones of near events, English mechanics and This lime is available to farmers .
back to
ing and lying in Calloway Coun- Murray, moved
and now recorded in will book
they get wet! I should say Ray Lynn Grove High. He has taken General Scholarship. Odine tools who have CCC contracts only, so
Providence Tuesday. .
ty.
Kentucky,
towit:
"E" page 511 in Clerk office of the
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of
land off of
Calloway County Court.
fine $40 milk cow from Billy rats I don't think they enjoyed plays, "Silas Smudge From Turnip 2 years and mixed chorus, 3 years; for other farmers. Since February
'calloway Circuit Court
the West end of the following de- a
Ridge,"- "A Wild Flower of the girl's solo, piano solo and poetry I this year four cars totaling 205,3
For the purchase price the purLawson last Tuesday and has ask. their trip back home at all.
Bank of Murray,
scribed tract Viz:—Beginning at a
"A Prairie Rose," "The reading. 1 year.
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ed
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1. R. 6 East, thence south eightyInterest from the day of sale UnThere has been 48.5 tohs of AAA
day and was I glad'to see them! -He played on 'the - basketbett president of 4-H Club, 3 'Torso and
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effect of a judgment. Bidders will
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with these terms.—George S.'"Hart
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Miss Alma Freeland daughter out loud if I could see my dear old
euit Court, rendered at the April (8114) poles to a stake; thence
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Master Commissioner.
of Mr. and Mrs. George- Freeland,' dad coming to see me.
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term thereof, 1937. in the above eighty-six (86) degrees East ore
Murray State Teachers College this
Little Rubie Fay Oliver is haphas the mumps.
to make the office of the county
cause for the purpose of payment hundred sixty (160) poles to a
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Lee
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day, the gth day of Majf; chaser must execute bond with children, Berdine and' Bernice. -Ethel Hutson. are you. down rain the last few days. It favors High School.' In her four years of
Calloway Circuit Court
197'>...t 1 o'clock or thereabout approved securities. bearing ,legal spent Friday night with Mr. and there in -Blood River bottom? If the flood season in 'January the high school work she has taken Electrification interest in,the counJoy Denham,
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make,o a, wild guess and city on the big rivers. We hope it
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upon a credit of six months, the til paid. and having the force and Green Plain Church.
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tell me who is writing this let-, ;sill clear up soon so the- farmers
Vs. Judgment,
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to
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cart
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Wheat look - very well
the work of the lime
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and
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East.
white
trousers Saturday to town—
quite feeble,
Cuit Court, rendered, at the April
Mr. and Mts. J. C. Dunn spent
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We were indeed sorry to learn and if he had come back in that last .. Sunday with the Lorrner's Gowns' and "My Tomboy Girl."
term thereof.. 1937. in the above Forty, (40) acres More or less to
cannot qualify for lime at the
be
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of
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W. corner
of the death of dear • Bro. Edd Out- wagers he wound have gotten them son, Mallet Dunn. and family.cause for- the purpose of payment
keel quarry-.
-•
Bra_ lams/seed tree_ ist _rhayg.
land, who died April
of $1819.311, -with cost and interest of the fast named Qr..-and -twen
Neighbors. friends and relatives
"T.- Cooperate with the civic elti138
I was . glad to ,see my - dear be- of Jim Staples of Benton Route 3,
Outland was a good Christian
from Feb. 9, 1937, and costs here- ty-seven and one half (27%)
in demanding the State highway
ntan, a friend and a • good neigh- loved cousin. Buddy McNutt, of fathered at his home Sunday and
Calloway Circuit Court
in expended. I shall proceed to acres to be taken off of the South
department to mark all highways
bor to everyone. He leaves a numo Brandon in Murray Saturday.
offer for sale at the court house end of the second named Qr. See Calloway County Lumber
By
yoris
Parker
surprised him with a bitrhday dinin the county and city.
her of relatives and friends in this
Those friendly people around rAr. it was a rainy day but all
Company, A Corporation;
We are glad to see the Sundoor in Murray, Kentucky. to the Deed Book 14, page 367.
8. Have a county 'Wide family
Plaintiff, county and he will be sadly miss- Murray are shaking hands and had a pleasant time. Also forty (40) acres more or
light again, since it indicates that membership picnic' sometime durhighest bidder at public auction.
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all.
Fpr
many
years
Bro
going
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over
you
all
ready.
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Judgement
on Monday. the 24th day of May less and being the S. W. Qr. of the
It seems as though Tom Swift we may have a more favorable ing-the summer.
1937, at 1 o'clock or thereabout S. E. Qr. of Sec. 4; T. 2. R. 3 East. Carter Robertson, Opal Robertson, Outland served the church at- just - wonder - who - they are7and Mac Boyd will -have to wear week than it loked as it would
The counties voted to have a
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and
other
Baptist
don't
suppose
they
could
possibly
Charles McLean and Kate McLean.
(same being county court day), See deed book, 51 page.
-their ear-muffs and overcoats all Saturday and Sunday.
bistrict Farm Bureau picnic in
Outbe
candidates!
church
in
this
section.
Bro.
Defendants
For the purchase price the pur•
We are indeed busy taking ex- McCracken county sometime durupon a credit of six months, the
spring te keep warm.
I was sorry to learn that Prosfollowing described property, be- chaser must execute bond with
The Rev. Jee Miller of Portland, arriinaiions the first part of the ing the summer. The presidents
By virtue of a - judgment and land had spent many happy hours
ing and lying in Calloway County. approved securities, bearing legal order of sate of the Calloway Cir- in out home and we will miss ion Taylor of Buchanan, Tenn., Oregon, visited his sister. Mrs. week.
of each Farm Bureau in the disInterest from the date of sale un- cuit Court, rendered at the April hins, greatly. Burial was in Blood was ill.
The kunior play was, postponed trict forms the committee to ar-.
Kentucky, towit:
Alex Wilson. It was his first
River Church cemetery.
Guess I had better be going visit here in about 14 years. He until Tuesda; night.
Known as fifty-five (55) acres til paid, and having the force and term thereof. 19
range for the picnic.
.
37, in the above
Valdie Rowlett of Hazel Route now for it is looking like rain.
morning Mr.
tarly
Monday
left her some 48 years ago when
more or less off of*the east side of effect of a judgment. Bidders will cause for the purpose of payment
—"Sweet Pea" he first entered the ministry and Jones took the senior class to Murthe north half of the southeast be prepared to comply promptly of $347.33 with interest thereon at 2 is ill and intends to sell out his
It Pays to nese the Classifieds
has only been back three or ray to have their pictures 'made.
quarter of section 15. T. 1. R. 3. with these terms.—George S. Hart,- the rate of six per cent per antlum farmining tools and will not Make
a
crop
this
year.
seniors
Master
making
each
of
-the
Commissioner.
He
-is
Mier times since.
East, and embracing all the north
from the 11th day of June, 1935,
Johnnie, Jim and Noble SimBeef calves are very scarce in a present of the class group.
half of the southeast quarter lying
until paid; $179.11' with six per
mons
were
in
Murray
Wednesday
There was a large crowd at the
this section..
Mn. S. C. Boykins al
east of the public road that runs
cent interest from the 17th day of
201 W. Dasie Si., 'Raleigh,
through said land, this road to be
September, 1935. until paid; $162.00 on business.
Heavy -rains fell here on the _ Raymond MeCallon. one of our''prdgram Sunday afternoon, desipte
N. C., said ''l was 'ail
Mrs.
Eunice
Williams,
.Cedar
nerves,' 1 couldn't stand
the west boundary of said 55 acres,
with interest from the 14th day of
night
i
of - the 28th. The ground neighbor boys, left a few days ago the rainy weather. The baccaany noise- or excitement,
laureatte sermon which evsas deand being the same land conveyed
June. 1935; $9.00 and costs herein Knob Mrs. Cassie - Hendon Mrs will be too Wet to plow for sever- for a position in Stearns, Ky.
had loin my appetite anelt-•
Kittle
Simmons
of
Hazel
Route
2,
weighed Only 90 Pound*. 1.
Esq. Radford remains ill at his livered by the Rev. E. V. Underto W. L. Doran and F. J. Doran
expended, I shall proceed to offer
al days,couldn't sleep wed at nioght
by A. N. Paschall on August 17th,
for sale _at ,the court house door and Mrs. Goeble Simmons of New
Some 'corn has been planted in home. We hope he will be able to hill, was. said to be one of the
and felt week mod estProvidence spent Thtirtdaysafter-.
best ever delivered in the history
i hausted. I decided to take
1915, as shown in deed book 39
in Murray, Kentucky, to the highthis neighborhood. Toy Jones nes be up soon,
Calloway Circuit Court
Dr P,rce's k ;write Prescription as & tonic
Well. as .news is short I may of the school,
page 608, and F. J. Doran having Hughes-Houston Lumber Company est bidder at public auction. on noon attended the bedside of little seven acres planted but the rest
and soon noticed a decided change, my
Joe Max Hutson, who is
appetite was increased and then I could feel
conveyed to W. L. Doran on Noof his corn' land is in Jonathon write again soon. Success to the
Paintiff Monday, the 24th day of .May.
myself gaining daily." Buy now!
Mrs. J. C. Thompson, it is about
It Pays to Read the Cliiitieds
"Old Reliable".—Lazy Ned,
vember 8th, 1922. as shown "'by
$1.00 &
1937, at 1 o'clock or thereabout
creek bottom.
New *ice, tablets 50c
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for
tinie
you,to
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that
letter.
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book
deed of record in deed
(same being county court day).
Mr. Morgan of the east part of
Mrs. W. T. Holcomb, Massolette
'CESZ=
Have
you
forgotten
about
it?
page 518. Calloway County Court Holcomb, Dilliard Holcomb,
upon a credit of six months, the
the county will build a new house
Miss Mary and E.
SimmonsClark's. office,
following described property, be,
in the near future for Johnnie
Willodean Holcomb, Woodson
Miss
-were_
ialniness_
visitors
Tor the purchase price the pur- Holcomb._ Elweed Holcomb, Zane ing and lying in Calloway Cbtm-f
Ramsey,. Susan - Lax Saturday morning.
chaser _must execute blend with Holcomb, Aubrey Cannon, Lloyd ty, Kentucky, towit:
T. A. Jones is building a
Day
•
Mother's
approved' securities, bearing legal Waldrop, Clara Holcomb
Lots 11 and .12 in block I in
garargge at his home.
.
Mother's
Day,
Interest from the day of sale un"When he hath tried me, I shall
Defendants College View addition to the City The happiest 'day of all the year,
til paid, and having the. force and
come fourth as gold." Job 23:10,
sy virtue of a judgment and of Murray. Kentucky, Plat 2, same Is in the month. of May.
effect of a judgment. Bidders wilt order of sale' of the Calloway Cir- recorded in Deed Bails 55, page
Dave Collie of Benton Route 5,
i Christmas day is full of
be prepared to comply promptly cuit Court, rendered at the April 159 in the Calloway Clerk's office Althouli
roMaple Spring, visited his aged
'cheer.
-with these terms.—George S. Hart term thereof, 1937, in the above, For the purchase price the purand only' sister, Mrs. Nanme
We all love Mother's Day.
Commissioner.
Master
Stringer here April 23.
cause for the purpose of payment`chaser must execute bond with We love our mothers very dear;
The Ledger & Times of April 22
of $905.96 with interest from this approved securities, bearing legal Of course we love our fathers,
h-ad no "Jots". I looked through it
date, also $2203.61, with interest interest from the day of sale untoo,
there
from
November
15th, til paid, and having the force and The prettiest flowers of the year three times before I would give it
1936, and costs herein expended, effect of a judgent Bidders end-IAre the roses that are now here— up that there was none. Hope
I shall proceed to offer for sale at be prepared to comply promptly A zed rose shows our mother's -that will not happen agaip.
The gossip piece in The Ledger
the court house door in Murray, with these terms.—George S. Haft, s happy life,
& Times 4, few. editions ago Was
Kentucky, to the highest bidder at Master Commissioner.
The white one shows her death,
sure fine. I think about as much
public auction, on Monday, the
Calloway Circuit Court
Though She has proved a faithful
of the gossipers, the tatter. and the
Calloway County Lumber Co., Inc., 24th day of May, 1937, at I o'clock
wife
tale-bearer as Eagles does of the
Plaintiff, or thereabout (same being county
She loved us all to her last breatn,
dogs, cats and flies.
court day), upon a credit of six
Vs. Supplemental Judgment
—Ky. Bell
-As long as he sdNight the Lord.
months, the following described
Aabby Wright and Neely Wright,
God made him to _ prosper." 2
jDefendant property, being„ and lying in CalChron 26:5. o
WBy virtue of a udgment and loway Counly.."Kentucky to wit:
Toy Jones has 10 latitis'
-frit
divlstow nt
order of sale of the Calloway Ctre.
Calloway Circuit Court
The time is at hand when a hogs and a sow. and eight pigs.
cuit Court, rendered at the April land of W. J. Stubblefield ,deed., George Hart, Administrator of J.
L. Culver has e large bunch of.;
flock of serious youngsters march
term thereof, 1937,s in the above among his heirs, beginning at a P. Duncan, deceased, et al,
Plaintiffs down the aisle to receive their fine hags.
cause for the purpose of payment stake with post oak and red -oak
Ye scribe as correspondent since
much coveted reward for years of
Vs. Judgmen of Sale
of $200.00 with interest at6 per pointers in the south line of the
effort. It has only been a few Logan -Curd was editor of the
cent from the 28th day of May. north west quarter of section 28, J. P. Duncan, Lola Hill, et al,
Defendants swift years since the class of 1922 Murray Ledgere'is feeble, hard of
1935; $288.18 with interest from T. 2. R. 4. t. thence south eightyBy virtue of a judgment and was sallying forth to conquer..the 'hearing and clannot learn much
the 19th day of August, 1938: five (85) degrees West fifty-two
$150.00 with interest at the rate cf (52) poles to a stake; with "red oak order of sale of the Calloway Cir- world. And I'm sure there has news of interest s,As Job said,
6 per cent per annum- from Feb- and hickory pointers; thence north cuit Court, rendered at the April never been a moment when we "What is m,_,.strength, that I
ruary 1, 1936, and costs herein ex- 5 degrees West one hundred fifty- term thereof, 1937, in the above have felt more exalted. Hail to should hope? And what is mine
pended, I shall proceed tits offer six (156)'poles to a stake with two cause for the purpose of division 'the graduates of 1937, the pride end, that I should prolong my
s
for sale at the court house door post oak pointers, thence North of property, and costs herein ex- and hope of our nation. May their life!" Job' 5:11.`
The boy that saw the acorn fedi
In Murray. Kentucky, to the high- eighty-eight (88) degrees East pended, - I shall proceed to offer wagons ever be hitched to a star!
The weather man continues to he feeble .grew and gray; the oak
est bidder at public -auction, on fitty-two- (52) poles to a stake; for sale at the court house door
Monday,• the 24th day - of May, thence so th five (5) degrees East in Murray, Kentucky, to the high- send plenty of showers. --The farm. wae—satill-a _ thriving tree apei
are growing very restless as strengthinit every day.,
fifty-two (152) poles est bidder at public auction, on
1937 at 1 o'clock or thereabout one Ii
A 'heav rainfall fell here May 1.
ning containing forty- Monday, the 24th day of May, their enforced idleness continues.
(same- being county court day), to the
All read Job... 29.-01a Glory.
res more or less, and 1937. fit • S -o'clock or thereabout There is only a small amountoof
upon a credit of six months, the nine (49)
**.o
- following described property, be- !being the same land conveyed to (same being county court gay) corre planted and many gardens
Pays
to
Read
the
Clasalfleds
It
are
still
to
be
planted.
.seseseessoos
eeeeesessosevitewseeeeeeeeseeeeeseseeesseeseveweeeesessesesseeeee eseseesosseeree eseeveaseswees:ceseseeetweses„see„
ing and lying in Calloway Coun-'W. T. Holcolmb by the deed of upon a credit of six Months, the

Who's Who in The Senior Class of
Lynn Grove High School
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COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

Kirksey Kinklets
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Faxon School News

A Case of "Nerves"

- Brook's Chapel

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

A DOUBLE-BARREL
INTRODUCTION.
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"GREEN SPOT" Orangeade

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

and

COMMISSIONER'S'
SALE

PrOtemus Palaver

"GREEN SPOT" Chocolate Milk
In New Big Bottles

5 CENTS

On Sale Everywhere
Just Try A Bottle

era

Murray Milk
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ha been in _town for the past WY I
S. R. Pearson, formerly of Nash- days. have been congratulating
ville. Team.. now of Jacksonville. him on his prpmotion to'postal in- '
Fla.. came over from Nashville speetor in the federal poidoffice
Sunday La_ Mrs. Pearson and son system. Zelna visited some of his
Hugh Stephen who have been former friends and co-workers at
'visiting -Mrs. Pearson's parents. the !Murray postoffice, He will
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Wear. Mr. leave for his new post in Nebraskaday. May 1.
Pearson has been with the New within the neat dew weeks..
If you have %Latium of who
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Swann will atMiss Annie Smith, daughter (a
your are not riatiamod,_ plearie ' lend. the .Shaw-Woodall wedding York Life Insurance Co. for 15
H. &lath. colyears and is regarded as one of the -Prof. and Mrs.
report them for this column.
today.
•
very best insurance men of the lege addition ,has been elected a
Prof. .and Mrs. a' D. Mellen had
a
member of, the staff. of David
South.
Clifton Miller, of Mayfield, re- as their guests for the week end
Lipscomb College, Nashville, Tenn..
Mrs
Warterfield.
adraas
Burnett
turned the -Tatter part or laalaweex. their winalr7-1Italena-iitnett
for neat year. .. adiss-Stritth reCharley
-Craw-.
Mrs.
Carman.
A.
from Detroit and reported the len .and baby of Starkville and
ceived her A.B. degree at Murray
critical illness of his e31.1.•111. James West Point. Miss. The two latter fora, Mrs Gertie Story. of Lynn State in '35 and her M.A.
degree
_Mrs.
...L...T.__.Crawfaird
Grave:
anti
of Geiarr
-north- -remained-for a longer alattfront Peabody College. Nashville,
Me and Mrs.,W. A. Leighty, who attended the district meeting of last year. She has
of Murray. at the Herman Kiefer
taught Emilia.
Detroit. of'complications. have lived in the city for the past Homemakers at Mayfield Monday. and French in. Cadiz high school
Mrs. -John Sexy' is, very ill at
Clifton MiHer, who was the son of two years. have 'gale to Benton to
this year 'and will teach those subthe late Givens • Miller. has made make their home. Mr. Leighty is her home.
.te_ats at David _LipScomb. .
Mrs. 0.- T. WillotTabby- avse adhit heime-. in Mayfield for,the past with the Government AgriculMr. and Mrs. Yewell• Harrisor
mitted asastbealitason hospital May. are the parents of a, baby
four' years.. being connected with ture Departmerit.
daughtreatment'
1
for
Illinois
Oil
Co.
the
-Electrolux is the world's best
ter. Margaret Lee, born Wednesday
Mr. and 'Mrs. Charley Hatcher night at the- Keys-Houston clinicMrs. Rainey T. Wells. who has cleaner. if in aoubt ask it's owner.
are building a home an the May. hospital. Mi. Hartison is band inbeen visiting_ her dalaghter Mrs. Call 282 for demonstration.
Joe T. Lovett and family fpr the
struetor at Lone Oak high school.
Jaek Kennedy has returned from field Rd.
past three Weeks,' lett' Friday for. 'a-several days business trip to
Many friends will regret to learn McCracken county, and is the son '
her home in Omaha.
Lcausailie.
of the :poor' h-ealah of Mi. Lynch of Mr. and Mrs. 0. W. Harrison, 1
Mrs. J. T. Cochrth and Mrs. C.
Mrs. Pat Rowland has been con- Baucum. one of. the highest re- Murray while Mrs. Harrison Is the
. A. Bishop were visitors in Padu- fined to her home on Pine street spected citizen; of the county. who daughter of Mrs. W. W. Cole.
•
cah Wednes.day.
• for'several 'dasts- with the mumps. -lives at Cherry. Mr. Bantam. wao
Miss Lela Frank Brown has re- is 70 years M age, has been in
Mrs, M. G.aCattnan is a patieril^-an athe Mason Hospital- dig week. turned for a two 'Weeks visit in failing health to; the past year. tI
iss Reubie Wear arrived Friday Palmetsville and Morton. where He was at the clinic-hospital MontWis 'Memphis, Teraina Where she she was 'the guest cif relatives and day far an examination.
Attorney and Mrs. Hall Hoed
* had- viaited since fall with rela- friends.
Mrs. W. C. la0whind and- son visited Mrs. Hoods mother, Mrs.
•
aaaaHarry Rowland of- -Alnus _have recovered from the mumps. Oliver Thomas. and family.' and ..ao Hold(-harm School
Miss Baty Jane Rnin.s, daughter Mr. and Mrs. Eubert -C. Parkes.
,visiageliter_daughtea,_Mrs. FrankThe Charm School at Murray
lin Maupin. and Mr. Maupin this of the' Rev.' E. B. Rains and Miaa. aaltd family.lialainggold. Louisiana
will present Nancy Earle, aotet
Rains of Memphia is critically all from Friday to Tuesday.
week. • a
- Mr. and Mrs_ Noble--„Saiter of writer and authority. Tuesday
Carthon Pullen ,has gone to Pan in Mason hospital. The Rains are
a fomer Murrayans. alevettenel -Rama St. Louis. Mo.. . are visiting Mr. Wednesdaa.and Thursday, May 11,
ducah where -he is at wcrk
is- a nephew-ofs Mrs. Will Row- and Mr-f. John Suiter
other 12 and 13, evenings at eight, ia
a hatchery.
'
the
Business and
Professional
, • relatives for a few par
- • Cleve Wks has -been quite ill at land.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Swann. aria Woman's club 'rooms.
Jars. Glenn Bagter and daughter
his home on Poplar street for the
Nancy Earle will give three frea
Glendine have returned tq -their Mt. and Hrs. Hervey Turner had
past t*o. weeks. '
The Rev. A. V. Havens left for home in Detroit after a to weeks as their dinner guests Sunday, leeturea on the Development of
Winchester first of.thaavae.akato at- visit with Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Fitts. Apra' 2. Ma and Mrs. Reginald Charm and Individuality. There
prizes -given at each meets.
- • , Lon Lester Arant Benton. was Butterworth. Mr. and Mrs. Johnnia will
tend the -State ,coneeiation..
The .Rev. and Mrs. Perry Li in Murray visiting friends for the Walker and -daughter, and Mra. •ing. Women from thd surrouncana
taavna are cordially invited. to at-Butterworth.
peat avte-weeke
,tour
eia
Miss Tressie Alsman has reMr. and Mrs. Otto Swan and lend each session.
Wednesday. Rev. Stone is easier
ef the First Christian Church in turned from Mayfield where she Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Turner visited
Benton and is district' evangelist. has been recuperating from a in Mayfield and Sedaita. Ky.. last Mrs. 0. C. Obeli Is Maw
,
.Guest At Informal Tea
He addressed the assembly of" extended illness, during which her Monday.
raid:week prayer service 'an titha mother passed away, She will rdYour -hAse cleaaing it a pleasA- lovely „party of the week wasurne her former duties with Coy- ure if you own an Electrolux. Call
the -informal tea given _py Mrs
Dr. F.-Z. Crawford. Dentist, First aaaloa Bros:
282 far demonstration.
-F. Scherfffias and Mrs. N. P
ifa Mrs. Clifton Morris and dattO- e DL.
Natl. Bask Badg.iTeL 192-.I.
ae.on. as raniaing a mod- Hutson' at .tha home of the
latter
A-' habonsiT eatraiaign. decliiraria -tetalb -Alautaieare etsitoaa,faiTlaitatil
-rn_ up-to-dare tobacco barn for on Wednesday for Mrs. la
C.(Mica
war against • the use 'of unake cab last Saturday.
'
Ildatvin Parks of - hear Harris"...
tits
-Crithey. Tletidan Grove. He loaf: his-Jaw-it wad to- witta ia. a. aultor in the eity---a :—
.shortly be'-aauneitedAttractive bouquets added_ clam.
The al:.-F,'Gocidrich Company. aca will leave the first of June for an bacco by. fire last fatl- when fri5
coveting to ciarence Collins. Good- extended visit in, California anti to, little 4-year-Td • son torched it to ,the roams.
•aaaaplate lunch was served, tatsrich tire dealer: Sixth and -Main attend-the• bienniaa copventaan of off - with ,a tate*.
Friends .arid iii the afternoon..
'
Streets Gulf' Staalan thabetang althe Woodnien .of the 'World, to neighbors -M a
*. Parks' are also
Present- were- Mrs. 0. C. - okell
a_ meeting Ise attended- iri Memphis, which Me Hendon is a delegate. coatributiaga avi*k on this barn
litarvina Falters.
I
-Y., Lloyd-a-head of Old fee bantsissee
'TtaiMa where the safety Janagragia..,-:
. • hit _entire crop and
,
,A
-Mrs, Gee, Nut- Mm..
hmaa
n were li-fotal
Carman. Mrs. Chas. -.Hire, Mrs
Weafare -spent Friday night :11
Mr. andaftirsa-Lubie Carlton.
Mt. Lorizilailitan has been suf- Carlisle Cutehin.
.
Detroit. visaed Mr. Carltads pars" Murray.
fering arida illness-.
- Mrs. Herbert Drennon, Mrs:, E
ints. Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Carltan
year home 4 really clean, you
Notth. Parks. who has bet:A.:con,
froan 'Friday to Monday and al: awn Wm Electrolux. Call Oft, for fined foa months with a -leg in- S: Diuguid Jr.. Mrs. Harry Sledd.
Met. -Waal. Caplinger, Mrs. A.; F
tended atid-aveddlaila-of--Mr. Carl- demonatration.
fection, is able to be at work. again.
Elder and Mrs. J. H. Neale and Mr. Parks has been in Detroit for Yancey, Mrs. J. T. 9aehran.' Mrs.
ion's -niece. Miss Clade Carlton
Vernon Hale
'
atiansas, &Loan mr;raters Anna James °dean and Brodie. nf a number of.years. Friends
here
Mrs. laranklin Inglis, Dare F. E.
saa has beeta_Aaropenher
laiga -aae etad
Wara ilaasta
learn of his improveas CraWfard. ---Mra:C.
LaWriaa.---Mis
Detroit pollee farce -for -the past Alpha McCroueh and other friends ment.
Hood. Mrs. Wade Crawford.
13 years. This'
first visit here Sunday to Tuesdaa•
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. 'Rae-sell are Mrs. B.
r0. Langston. Mrs. Bruca
Eiders Carroll Hubbard, Clyde the parents_ of a fine daughter
,
home in three years.
born Maituira, Mrs. A.
Butterworth.
Mrs. J. L. Fulton was admitted Robertson. .Chas. It. Wilson and Wednesday -a-t their home on Murto the Mason hospital Thuisciaa, Misses.Lois Farley and Alpha-Mc- ray Route .7_. The little miss has Mrs. Joe Lovett.
April
to-iiralergo an -aperatiana Gsugh.- were in Clarksville last been -christened Wilda Jane.
- R. H. Falwella7r.. Whaalias been week to hear Elder George
0. C.. Beale was.aamitted to the Service Circle Meets,
attending- the ' Southern Baptist who was a preaching at the First William Mason Memorial Hospital
The Service Circle of the First
Theological Seminary in Louisville Baptist Church._ They were, guests May 2 for surgery. .
Chrialian Church mets-Tiseaday arrived home -Tuesday night to inathe home of Elder
W.-- Carlin
J. D. Wrather. native Calloway afternoon in the home of Mrs. C.
visit his parents.• Mr. and Mrs. Ft- -tamer resident here.
.
cauntian, who is now one of the
Packraana. manager of larger oil operators of Texas, ac- S. Lowry.
'Ha-Falwell, Sr. Mr. Falwell wal
Plans for local services to the .
saudy at Ridgecrest, Noith Can-- Lermali Bros., was a business cbmpanied. by Mrs,. Wreaker
and -church were -discussed.
hint, du/Mg a portion of his vaca visitor in Memphis last Friday.
Col. and Mrs. Garrett, were in , The service gift was presental ti
Mr. and Mae. Jake Dorm and Murray Wednesday- entitan.
-route- to a
• Mr. and M. Harold Caplinger children. -Freeda Mae and Bobby attend the Derby, Mr. Wrather. Miss Grace -cwt.
._Deliglittul
refreshments
we.a
Gene. and-Mr. and Mrs. Vorts An- who has amassedna
and children of Lams-vale
sulasiantial for- massed
were ih Parhicate
_IirriveL.Silairday--tra-aPetIcl-the-week
s sarrce -going to Texas. makes
Present
were
Mts.
Rupert
end_ with Me. and,
Wa_J.. _Cap- arse! Mayfield Sunday. They also his home in Tyler. -and is president
Parks. Mrs.. Frances Johnson. Mrs.
linger.- Mrs. Caplinger and the vacated Mrs. Andrus' sister. 'Mrs. of the Overton Reaning Co. He
is Maurice Crass, Miss Judith Morbabies will remain through
next George Clark near Tri-City.
a brother to Frank Wrather of the gan.
_
Mra Shelby Davis. Mrs. HerJags Marguerite WiLlarchia stu- west vide-of the county. Mrs.
week_
•
-Gar_ Billy • Ross, son of Mr. and' Mrs.. dent of Chillicothe Business Col- rett and Mrs. Wiather. are aisters bert Farris, Mrs. 0. B. Boone.
Miss- Clotile Pool, Mrs. Zelna
Herman -Rom. usiderwent anao_pe-ra: leges- Ciallicathea Mo., has been and Col. Garrett is Mr.
•
Wratheas Carter. Miss Grace*. CoTea- Mits.
lice for appendicitis at' the Keys- elected as Miss .Kentticky-Tennes- attorney.
'
Herseriell Dorn, Mrs' Harry Bepaca
see to represent the Kenn:irk).Houston haspital Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Davis and Mrs. Mrs. GeoaHart, Mrs. Jack Farmer.
Mr, and - Mrs. Burman Parker aennessee Clan in ita selection ie Nat' Raan Jauglies left
Thursday Mrs. C. S. Lowry. '
liaye moved into their pretty new May Queen
neat week.. Maii5- -morning• for Louisville to
attend
Willard is the daughter Of Mr. and the Dertiaaas
home on South Ninth. '
atria C-eeii
ix-.'s
- itt at Mrs. AT- %Sort Willard.
Mr.; and Mrsa- Joe Lovett and a Miss Helen Hire and Miss Mary
Elizabeth Roberts will give a joint
Miss Virginia Sue Pennis quite 5,1'711S accompanied
-home in tlarksdale.- miss.
Mrs. R. T. Wells
-reeasa -in -the- college allflit,ettIM
-an-her- haraeain Martin, -Term., lo Str -Leu:s over
Mr- and---Mrs.- at•P. Ehriserson -of
the week end.
ear-Thuraciay evening, May- La The
-----ainiareaille are- the a guests -of- lara-eau-seci-fromr-havhig- a:firthEX
sTifferls returned to °Mahe.publia is invited.
tracted
and Mrs "Joe Baker
'
Little
Betty Yancey. daitah--Mr.--and Mrs. Bryan Shell4n-w11-.
Haut: 8 as m.
of Miss. Jae
Mraarirt alasa
Itaimuy_r
a
• • • •'I - '"•
leave.the 'alit. to make 'their ham' -Crass._ daughter of Mr. and Mrs is ill.
—
in -Detroit.
ara"raferliaS. a lie andel went
_ .
leaFa.' Wade Crawford-ailas return- Mothers' Club To Meet
•
_
Mr. and Mm, J. G.-Glasgow spen. aemergeney operation for appendia e4-from aayisit
to Akron. 0.
Mrs, C. S. Lowry and Prof_ W.
the week and with Me. and Me..- alas last Friday week an Maori;
.3. Gibson wilt be the speakers at
Carl Townsend and children in haapital :is suffielently improved dress, Tuesday
before the Womarias aim. Mathes's' Club. on rridayaa.
_
Hickman.
far- heialliabi pronounced out
Miasifihary Society of the M..E:
'Allainothers Of the school are in- Mrs. Cala 5,urrier is giant_ illaaaagera
Church in Mayfield.
vited to hear them.
gt her- tiame.aa
'
S F. Helcorrib. -who is in the 1. Miss Martha
Gregory. .13enton' -Mothers of the first grade will
Kodak, to Logi
:
a at 'aaaaaastaanta poultry .bustraess
Lexingtar. was a visitor in Murray
tat§ week- be hosts in Miss Berths 'Manor
- Mt. and ?Ian Joe. Baker - Mr_ aaaaa, Tenn.asfent the week end at laime
Prof. and -Mrs. Kenneth Wells. roam
Mrs
Swienn‘
leave Frielia.-a with .his"family.-•
"ittiaileia4A,ho Sy
•
a a Tear 'Louisville to attend the Derby
Pletairdframing at Love's Stadia. Band . Concert
Mureaa State
Mrs. 0. D. Edmonds entertained
Mrs
Mrs. 0 C. Oitell, !Nina 'Mary
Harold *haw of lamem Callege,
Jast_taerania_
- ----marayonsayana-an- yeasaa -atnrea, an-Taal-Sy, Tenn.. is visitir
at bride* oh Wednesday afternoon.
aftss Halva
Miss Mary Lillian Ha.po -will go , Mr. and. Mn;
Kanneda. .f Curdy 'and aMintie Lee htualler
Mrs Clyde Bresaks of Pine street. were evening visitors in *array
for the
:try
tb
-Mrs. Gaston Pat.] af
is
underwept a mafor operation s at ageanassian
9
.1(' Masan* hosaital Sunday.
has camellia-led a valt I-,he:- a
' Mart'W. Robertson' is receiving 1
ater. Mks -haat.laastaaasaaa a‘aaasea;Contributions to this. eaturrm
aaaaaaaala_Sa -Latviag. her taatailastaitnist the Makin hoSpital.
asaaa aganaasa wean. aisai ,a-sea a-es/valence
upon topics of interest are al-en laartai Fifth street reMr. and Mrs. Harry Lee - Wide-aways welcome. They do not
a, aaialeled and a.edt-corateel.
J..ne
datigh.ter. ar.a_
field. Ctinten, brought their .little
necessarily express the views(
Robert I. Carney. local manaeer daughter'
- Fulton this week.
of this newspaper.
the Clinic-Hospital
at. the Keatuaky-Tepneasee Light
,Mrs. Arinte Lura Bra a, urn.
Wednesday evening.
The a little
ta -• a re? a business visitor miss is
-era r. •
-a-p
went an -o
larITS VS. TVA
.very
with possible 6:imy
Mason Mena
7a-tea-lay- aftera. plications of appendicitis. •
atatielegramsalaaralFlowers Ito-- .4i Call.- Berry antsers7mocia...e, ul
for
'ital. Toted,. Ohl aaaannonnce the Tenneelee are Suing
earth of 7aan •born tei Mr. and
arpaige of mineral right in-the
Oria Dam oyerflova, and this will
Mrs, E-Ilasadams. ,Mr. Adams Is laa
athwart of a gibe store in Bow: be the trouble in the .lower Ten-At The Time of Need.=Within Your Means
ag Green. Ghia.' He is a sun .ttessee seation and all theaaralasited,
Mr., Burgess. Parker. Sr.,' and overflow of the 011ie Valley..
. Miir:h araffic ealTayais leased fm
af Sarassai
Dr. liaar - Wanches•ter and friend minei•al arid is beffig- worked foi
attiv Mexico. visited With hai spar, coal.- nil. timber &ma. other
•
ar: Jae Manche-item, Tuesday things- which will be overflowed
The.y were an-lbeitawaa to by seapage and from the' Via ..,
2/111ili Cal'eS.• re' lierstataity Derby. Trak-was the'
Mrs. Boyd filbert, 14i-cly Asistant
.
T. 0- TURNER arst aatilt
.pr. Winatipster to
in
Calloway
County
Onty Lady Olidertaker
:.-teirav
30 Nt•nr,.
Read the Classineci a as.
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Little Boys'
Dress-up
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COMPLETE, RELIABLE SERVICE

FUNERAL HONE

INC

SIMONE '19$ AMBULANCE SERVICE -141IRRAY.Iff
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'
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VALUES!

WASH
-SUMS

Yes
Yest Smart Styles!

They're

Whites, colors and at
combinations.
u ell made. of Minna,
and broadcloths, guaranteed fast colors, all
Sizes from I to 8 yrs.

NEW!

Thrilling Values! We have a whole storeful of colorful and %au.
tiful dresses to wear now and all summer kale A glorious array
Highly Styled
Pastels Prints

8
Save
$1
•CREPES
—a -

•SHEERS

• TAFFETAS

• ACETATES

Becoming New Summertime

Little Girls' Sheer
Dresses

HATS

tel

•

— PAGE PIVE

AFTERNOON, MAY 6, 1937,`

• FELTS • STRAWS • CREPES
$1.49 Values
t
flatter.
Included are peach baspats tag
kets, saintrir-Mmisps. tithns, white and all
the wanted colors. Chairing is easy treat
so large a selection.

•

98c

25c
5,'A feature value, these cute
little frocks of tub fast materials.

New, Ready-Made Curtains
2 I-4 Yards

Long

2 1-2 Yards Long

49c

88c

Priscilla style curtains of
fine net mesh in solid rose,
blur
green hello, yellow,
ecru and cream. A feature
offering.

-Cushion do,.4__In colors and
solid grounds-curtains that
sell regularly for up to 51.39.

Sheer Summer Frocks
for Girls

49c
Sheer, crisp, organdies and sums
lawns,

pretty

styles to delight

CURTAIN NETS

36-in. CRETONNE
(
new :NI15
c
men
cretonnes
in a broad selection for covers. drapes, etc.
Buy Now! Save!

Fine nets, mart
quisettes
15C
cushion dots or in 1
solid ecru and cream.

36-in. Upholstering
• Rose • Blue • Rust
Heavy

the heart of every hale

miss.

AIL Year Weight

SUITS

Jaspe

eloth for furniture coaeia upholstery and drapes,

A regular

• Plain or Sperrt-Ba•ek

39c value.

• Single

3

RAYON DRAPERY
Gold. Green and Rose

39

Heavy ratan dam'.
ask for,_over. drape., at a real
money-saving price.

-RAYON DAMASK

NEW CURTAIN ,GOODS

-50 Inches Wide
hoose from
new
scores ot
marq Ilisette5,
A 79c value. Thais,
nets and scrims in ahite, ecru, heavy rayon daand solid shades as well as new mask comes IN
rose, cream, blue and rust.
floral designs

IOC

or Double

\

Breasted

$9.95_

-

All Sizes
NON-WILT COLLARS

. SHIRTS
di WHITES
• SOLIDS
FANCIES

8c •

Skirts that men like because they base nonnut collars, and such a vast selection ot
styles; batten dmin or plain collars, non-wilt
prace•sed.
01;

STRAW HATS

RANAOS, liEDDOS, WAlER
PROW' NOVELTY STRAWS

6411.0Rs,

Thousands of Pairs of
High Grade Summer

Pants

Mummers' Samples, Close-outs, Manufacturers' Surplus Stocks, Etc.
THREE GIGANTIC GROUPS
EVERY PAIR SANFORIZED SHRUNK
Every pair sanforized shrunk and greatly under-priced for this' May
money-saving sale.

98c $1.25 $1.49
8c
National Stores Corp.
OTHERS UP
TO $1.49

a

r

. _
---ea-sahriaalairmalessaaisailtaaanataa,...asaaaasa
•

itit'aVt*, v - •

! eat
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Musical Revue Planned
for Murray State May 28

TiititsDAy-AFT_EgNooN„ mAy

the care of Miss Ruth Weeks. The rtdges down and seeded to levee
young people include those from 17 deza with at least 10 pounds to th
years of age and above. All of acre for payment in the Agrieull
these group, meet at 6:45.
tural Conservation Program. The
Our second quarterly confer- opportunity a large number Of proence meets on Monday night, May ducers wanted this year is- here
Dr. Raymond A. Kent, College 17, and the officials of the church and one should take advantage .of
earnestly request the cooperation it before i becomes too late.
Commencement Speaker, al
of the entire membership in their
Leading Educator
plan to meet our budget in full
Dr. Raymond A. Kent, president up to that date.
uf the University of Louisville and
A 'featuring of our worship serIn memory of my deer grandone of the foremost figures in cer- vices is the playing of old hymns father,
rent matters of state and national before the opening of the service. this lifeLewis Morris, who departei
March 23. 1937:
administration of public education, If you wish any hymn played,
emaill deliver -the address at the pleased send the name of the In the church-yard at Palestine
fourteenth annual commencement hymn to the organist at the organ. where the flowers, gently wave.
Lies rills' dear grand-dad, sleeping
of Murray State College, June 3.
e J. Mack Jenkins. pester
in his cold and narrow grave.
A native of Plymouth, Iowa,

ORLDfIN

COLLEGE SPEAKER
GREAT EDUCATOR

Production To Be
I Miss Gunter Will
Original, Say
Represent Murray
-Sponsors
at Lautiel Festival
The

In Memory

music department of Murray State College will present its
first annual musical revue.
"Rhythm Telks of '37," in the college auditorium Friday evening,
information released by the pro-.
ction committee.
The revue will be •entirely
original, the music having been
written by the composing and orchestration classes, under the direction of Prof. William Fox. There
will be eigkit tunes, some of them
hot "swing" numbers, and others
on the sentimental or torch-song
type. Gaston Taylor will direct

-

if
-.

Preekbat of The
Meter Comm and director of the
eletion,
Ow that 11=7:es Aiesk bullt Moe
Si develipient it. seldom entity lea•
sada al tlyn rent eed

the l3-jv ptt-orefrertrac-whil
LeRoy Offerman will have charge
of the 10-piece "swing" band on
the stage..
The continuity,has been written
hy Bill Carrier, Gil Colaiartnl, and
Morris Carter. The story concerns
the escapades of a young lady who
is determined to marry, whether
or not she has the permission of
Miss Sue Gunter, Union City,
her father, or the groom. After
the marriage, a hut
:
tied trip to Tenn., a senior in Murray State
Europe and the Orient follows, College, was, chosen April 3 by
and after a few exciting and rather President James IL Richmond to
gay scenes, everyone is pleased reimesent this college in the
with everyone else. "Rhythm seventh annual Mountain Laurel
Talks of '37" will have some of Festival to be held at Pine MOLt.l."the cleverest lines, and best dia- tain State Park, Pineville, Ky.,

Sheer

lege cute
fast ma-

Frocks

SPANISH monument troops t;ghtlrig desperately behind
maknitift barrIcailso during the defense of Madrid. Photo
shows a militiaman, unconscious of personal danger, mening a breastwork teas* his comrades on to battle.

Sweet shall be your sleep dear
where he was born in 1883, Dr.
grand-dad for I know your aches
Kent's enviable career began soon
Livestock
and pains are o'er;
after he received his A. B. degree at Cornell in 19303. since • EAST ST. LOUIS, III., May 5- And when my Lord shall call mo
I will see you again on that hapwhich time he has served for six Hogs 6,000; 1,000 direct; steady to
py solden shore.
years as superintendent of educa- Sc higher; top
10.40 freely; some -Written by a Grand-daughter,
tion in various parts of Minnesota held higher; bulk 190
to 270 lbs.
Alice Dixon
and for four years of the same 10.25fi 10.40; 170 to 180 lbs. 10.10Te

office in the schools of Kansas.
10.25; peckers cleaning up few at
the University of
dawn:, 140 to 160 lin 9.5c111
lumbia conferred the degree of 9.90; 100 to 130 lbs. 750'9.10; sows
A.M. on Dr. Kent" and five years 9.4ft 9.65.
later he received his PH.D. degree -Cattle: 3.200; calves: 2.000; buyfrom the University. Dr. Kent ers going
slow on liberal supply of

When You Need-

.isno

was Professor "of education at the
University of Minnesota for two
years, at the University of Kansas
for four years, and at Northwestern for six years.
From 1921 to 1923, Dr. Kent was
dean of the school of education at
the University of Kansas and was
dean of the college of liberal arts

a Laxative
- Thousands of men and women
know how wise it is to take BlackDraught at the first sign of constipation. They like the refreshing resteers; mostly common and me- lief it brings. They know its timely
dium natives; "12 cars Texas grass use may save there from feeling
steers included; other classes in badly and possibly Insin* time at
dy; heifers and mixed yearlings Work from s:ckness brcught on by

moderate supplyt...and opening stea- constipauen.
If you haee to take a laxative oc7.50e 10.00; cows 50i
.507.50; cutters casionally,
can rely on
and low cutters 4.000 5.25; sausage
bulls downward from 6.75; ton
vealers 9.75; nominal range slaughat Northwestern for six years. In ter steers .. 7.00415.75; slaughter A COOD LAXATIVE
1929 Dr. Kent became president of heifers 7.00@.11.50.

May 28-29. Miss Gunter, who is incumbentesit
vice-president of the Student Organization and who will receive
her B.S. degree in home economics
--teen' created by Bud Ruhl, Ruth in June, was a former member of
Rogers, and Betsy Greer. The the debate team at Milligan Colchoruses will be composed of one lege and has been president of the
gfrl^horus and one mixed cherus. Student Council at Wells Hall,
There will be about forty in the dormitory for women. Miss Patricia Mason. Murray. was Murtwo affairs.
Tryouts foilk this production will ray's representative last year at the
be held Satutday, May 1, in the festival.
logue thai could originate from the
fertile brains of Murray dramatists.
The dance steps for the two
chorules are original, and have

6, 1037.

STREAMLINED trucks to bring new beauty to the itighways. Compare the
appearance of this new White tank truck, styled by Count Sakhnoasky (right),
with the ugly ducklings of the highways a few years ago.

DER.INT ALEXIS OE SAKHNOFFSkr
World-famed authority on streamlining, who styled the truck at the lefel
recent returned on the Hindenburg!
from Euro

B LACKIDRAUC HT

the Uhiversity of Louisville? which
position he--has held for the last Lespedeza Seed Plentiful
eight years.
Says County Agent
In addition In his..actual_InstrucHanel activities. Dr. Kent is the
author of several books, magazine

A large eumber of producers responded to

articles, and bulletins in the favor week's paper the article in last
'relative to .the
Of education, and the edrter of
seed
Jivedza
and County
George H. Betts' "Foundation or. Agent John situation
T. Cochran is glad to
Character and Personality", which report that seed
can be bought in
was published this year.
Murray for 10c per pound and the
Dr- Kent is a member of foursupply is plentiful.
teen important state and national
Ground that was cultivated last
educational associations. He is
president of the Association' of year and has lain out over. the
Kentucky Colleges and Univers- winter should be disc to cut the
ities, vice-president of the South. emari-Marwie
"AMOK
ern Association of colleges and
secondaey schools, and a.inember

Mies Gunter will be the guest
auditorium:- Anyone is eligible to
tryout for- the ninety-odd posi- of the Mountain Laurel Festival
Association on her trip. Governor
thins.
The set& .will be some of the A. B. Chandler will crown the
of, the State Liquor Control Board
most massive affairs ever assembl- queen of the festival at the final
and of the Advisory Council of
ed on the Murray stage. One banquet of the meet May 29.
Yenching University. Peiping.
Murray's representstive, is a
huge set, au.-ouean--iitter seesterwill
STREAMLINED beauty of stilt another sort is illustrated by this
China, as well as many other sigbe the last word in lighting akd member of the Chemistry Club and
bevy
of
Paramount
movie personalities who do not seem to mind
nificant societies.
scenic effects, according to Carrier. the„Household Arts Club. She was
, 41' that their contracts force them to swim daily on Southern CaliThe set ,will be so arranged that Maid-of-Honor of the 'Juni 0
tornia beaches to keep in-shall we say-nliape/
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
the characters will go. from, one Senior Promenade for 1936. She
, room t, the other, and the audi- is a graduate of the Union City
Sunday, May 9. art
ence will be carried with them due High School. est-bit Sta'es_ - Noraia.444frprodateing--Flos
ck -galantang znlcsuliw-- mOrbinsi
----to'he
thiough
tith
-Nalras
Per
Hen
Avsrage 2tic
the time of ..the morning worship
a complicated lighting- system, ar- Farm Real Estate Values
showed decreases.
service is changegl frdm 11 o'clock
ed- by Letcher Melton..
Rise Fourth Straight Year
The South Atlantic States showto 10:50. This is in line with the
A number of, poultry producers
t the conclusion of the last
ed the largest increatie of any of
custom that now prevails in most
e, the audience will be invited
Farm real estate values contin- the major geographic regions of from over the entire state of Kencongregations. This allows us to
tucky Mind in each month a recor4
- to participate in a dance to cele- ued to rise in the year ended
the country. The East North Cenclese our service at noon.
brate. March 1. 1937, the Bureau Of tral and Pacific Coast States were of their poultry flocks. A sumMore than 150. courses will be
On this Mother's Day we expect
Agricultural Economics reported not far behind. All other' regions mary Of these records for the offered in the- 14 departments-durour people to assemble at our
month' of .March 'show that the 10
today. This was the fourth . cone
_
the
summer- school which church-co TIM airy
eel_.-aueriparetively - -email-to bear the
ighest prOclucing flocks laid an,
secistive year of incerase.
begins June 14, according to an beautiful music that will horicir
creases.
average
of
23.7 eggs per hen. This
" For 'Kentucky, the Bureau's The Bureau noted that United
Announcement from administrative mothertiOod,"but'also
to honor the
Was 801 hens laying 19.001 eggs.'
March 1, 1937 index of the aver- States farm real estate had inI sources today. Tbe- health build- God at your mother by worshipThe lowest 10 producing flocks of
age value of all farm lands with creased in value by 4 per cent
ing, recenUy completed will be ping him; You should
wear a
same--group shows an average
improvements stood at 98 per cent each year from March 1, 1933 to this
of 5.4 eggs per hen. This Was open for, the physical education flower in honor of mother, a white
of the 1912 to 1914 level, compared March 1, 1937.
department, and the home -demon- one if she has passed
on to the
1,112 hens laying 6,049 eggs.
to 80 per 'cent March 1. 1933. to
stration house for household arts future, a red one if mother still is
* *The average profit per hen of all students will be in ocApation.
Acreage of. red clover and al- which it had fallen from 200 per
the hens of all the flicks Of the The calendar for the summer spared to you. If you do not have
. fella has been considerably ue- cent March I, 1920. The annual ina proper flower at home, some one
state sending in these records session follows:
creases in Kentucky were from 80
creased in Wayne county.
in the vestibule of the church will
show. the highest net profit per
June 14, Registration for first present you with the proper emper cern March 1, 1933, to 81 per
hen for the month of March this term.
jnue
cent a year later, then to 87 in
blem.
Winter' Wheal seeded, on the year than any year previous since
1935, to 89 per cent ih 1936.,
and
15. Class work begins.
At the evening hour. at 7:30. the
Bring Mother to the
farm
of
J.
'Mer
R.
McNutt.
profit
1931:near
-per
Murhen
net
for
cent
March 1, 1937.
to 96 per
June 16. Last day to register for pastor, continuing and concluding
ROOM
March
1937,
Was
was
24c.'
for
1936
For the United States as a whole ray, proved its ability to hold soil
the series of sermons on arl
22c and ranged downward on back maximum credit.
For Her Dinner Sunday,, the Bureau's index of farm real during the flood time in the. win- to 1931.
June 19, Last day to register for Testament Heroes, will preach on,
estate value stood at 85 per cent ter of 1936 and 1937. Mr. McNutt
"Selomon: the King of Wisdom."
May 9th
If the', net profit _per hen was credit.
of the 1912 to 1914 level on March
Last Sunday evening a "'High
J
17, First term closes.
1 this year as against 82 on that seeded wheat on a portion of his shown for the 10 highest producLeague was organized to include
July 19, Registration for second Those from 13 to 17 years of age.
date a year earlier and 73 on 1936 tobacco field and in prepar- ing flocks and the 10 lowest- proMarch 1. 1933. The 16 per cent ing his wheat field he worked .up ducing flocks for March 1937 we term.
Mrs.-Joe Ba,ker and Miss Frances
Give her a day of rest
increase in farm real estate values a small strip extending from the would find even a higher range
July 20, Class work begins
Sexton . will meet with and help
foot
of
up
the
creek
to
the
bottom
fur
than
the
years
we
do
mentionand pleasure
since 1933 was said to -be largely
Those 12
July 21, Last day to register these young people.
a result of increasing farm in- hill and after he finiatied sowing ed above. The 10`:loav. producing
years of age and under are under
Relieve her of that Sun- comes, which have expanded at his wheat he had some fertilizer flocks that laid 5.4 eggs per hen for , maximum credit.
his drill and ne for the entire month of March did July 24, Last day to register for
the rate of a billion dollars a year and seed left in
day meal burden
during the past four years. The drove'one through across this bot- not pay the feed bill much lees Credit. ••
•
August 15-19, Commencement
continued rise in farm realty Val- tom From the wheat field down to the,additional cost of taking care
the creek. Atter this wheat grew. of them. 'Why not make all of our Week.
ues also was partly a result of reThe 'BRING-A-GUEST"
growing at the present Hocks Aual to the 10 highest of
and
.is
lieved conditions of farm credit
session
August 20, Summer
The Ledger & Times -ts, authorI and of farm real estate taxes, the time in this little narrow strip, and the State? They are accomplish- closes.
_
_
after the flood had -cese.eel this- ing-This gout and if it is,pr'SS.sibl
I Bureau said.
ized' kV announce the following
Classestrays
will
eath-six
meet
bottoth land Mr.' McNutt went for them to do it it is possible
SLIM
TWO for
week for ten weeks. The regular candidates, subject to the action of
Increases in values were less down to the bottom and found tnat for poultry
producers of this faculty
will be in charge. The, the Democratic,- primary-e-Eabermay,
! widespread durieg the last Year this- wheat- was-on- land-freau,
Neon
Ir.vening
-lode it too.
1 than during the preceding year, to two inches higher than _thee eeeAugust 7, 1937.
•
One
-muststart now Ad haVe a 4-T
ils•
I'sWiulinugefur
ga
ingth4-14;3-e:
because- ofthe edverae- ter- - iiidei•Britt:-field."
e sumn
i:r:
Vi
be
mith-productz Hoak or llsa state
•
flueece of the drought in certain
FOR laGISTRATIC
The top soft of the bottom is next Yeara. ley ehicke Would be
After 56-soli tests wereLn_ALle
!areas.
No increase in average
Liberty, District
taken off- with- the oteeption cf kept on clean ground with -all the
for Bourbon county fart-tiers. ,they
value waft -reported --for the West where•the wheat
J. F. BRATTON
was growing.anst feed that they can eat, of the
Manager
ordered
DUMAS,
phosphate
62
tons of
for
ELIZABETH
!North Central States. where the 'the wheat held'the soil and today
HARDIN MORRIS
proper kind, and they should not immediate use.
h was severe, and the hardHUGH THOIVSON
there is a littie ttrie-the width of be allowed to get hungry from
Hazel District
the drill that is from tine to two now until this time next year.
W. UNDERWOOD
inehes higher lhan.the remainder Clean water is also essential and
Wadesbdie Distriet
of the had extending from the by all Means a laying house that
- L. A. BURKtEN
EXPRESSIVE HANDS—
creek -up te the wheat field,._ • is light, dfreyeend comfortable._ ..
— •
W. H. (Herbert) TREVATHAN
'
Crimson clover will not only
Keep them -beautiful!
Swann District
•
prevent erosion or-bottom land but Work Program Calls
AUDIE MILLER
will
also
prevent
erosion
orr
hill
STORE
For Winter Cover Crop
Remember the ECONOM
J. GRAHAM DENHAM
land and will be even more ch.
'-se Murray District
when you buy feed for Poultry. Hogs, ows,'
fective on the hill than the bottom
The
1937
program
of
work
for
D. P. (Plenty) FARRIS
because the erosion is' greater,
Work Stock. Remember we have Purina Chow for
.Calloway
county
as
in
I
adopted'
v
FOR CITY JUDO
E
. OF lifURR4T
communities where programs of I
every feeding purpose.
•
C. C. DUKE
wesk. gee-been adopted calls for
R. BURGESS PARKER
use'Seen% of all the tobacco lando
ge sure tia see the chicks on display in our
C R. LEE
In sad but loving mernary of a this year With" Sodfte seri of liraitVr4
windciw. They are proof of the difference Purina
"
I. OVELY MANICURE
J. H. ORR
dear little cousin, William D. cover. This is an eiceeptienalty • A
Startena makes.
for hands that caress
Ihitson, who pa ssecr through fine project for these communities
FOR COUNTY COURT CLERK
death's valley November 7, 1935: to undertake and the-county agen1:
Spring Silks!
LUBIE F. THURMOND
Visit us while in town and take advantage of
and the akSistant agent want te
the many values we are offering.
In the church yard sweetly sleep- urge the remainder, of the farmers
FOR SHERIFF
•
of the county to plan nOW'te seed
ing.
J. IRA FOX
•
their- tobaerti /tens to winte:
Where the flowers gently wave,
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
wheat, oats, barley or rye unless
Lies the one we loved so dearly
You are always welcome at
LEE CLARK
one • wishes to try a legume. In
In the lonely narrow grave.
that 'case crimson clover, austin
Chirebraistk:
The science that
Sweet Mall 'be your sleep dear winter pea. and harryvetc\li are
makes people well and
OPFP ATOPS
heel
adopted
fin
thia.territpre.
William D.
happy.
IN-mu' Futrell
CHARLEY LYNN, Manager
-Sioby Miller
Tis sweet to 'breathe your name
Winter wheat or ryk, hatvo-ver,
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
In life we" loved you dray are sure to withstand freezing out
•
PHONE 191 :Chiropractor
William D.
during the winter than is winter
Peoples
Savings Bank
Murray
609 West Main
I r D(Ws Make a Difference in the Feed You Feed"
In death we.ato the same.
turf Oats, barley, or crimson
Murray: Mon., Wed. & Fri. F. M.
-A cousin, Pernie Mae Simmons clover. .
Benton: Tam.. Thurs. A Sat.

erin -Wilt
-Open
June 14 for 10
- Weeks

w

y
„
.

DRESSED FRYERS
•
Early Spring Milk Fed
Chickens
•
Call
Cheslie Adams
5303
Deliveries Every Day

SWANN'S GROCERY

24—PHONES---25
•
10 extra coupons FREE with 5 Octagon
Soap Powders

if
25c

Octagon Toilet Soap

Sc

Soap
24 lbs. Good How
24 lbs. Dainty Biscuit Flour

3 Palm Olive

17c
80c
90c

50-lb. can Pure Lard

6

__Not .Everyborty in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it! .

Winter Cover Croos
Save Soil Erosion

COLONIAL

$6.45 or $6.65
4-lbi carton Pure Lard
60c
8-lb. carton Pure Lard
$1.10
Coffee, grain or fresh ground, 2 lbs.
25c
2 lbs. best Peaberry Coffee 35c
Quart of Extracted Honey,_nice
----- 50c
Quart Salad Dressing
25c, 35c or 40c
2 No. 2 cans Cherries
25c
1 pound Marshmallows
15c
1 pound Vanille, Wafers
15c
2 pound jar Peanut Butter
25(
Cannon Towel Free
Snowdrift)
pound bucket Snowdrift, 60c:
withSnodrf)3
$1.12
6 lbs.
A nice White Bowl Free with Large
Snow King Baking Powder
25c
10 lbs. Pure Cane Sugar
53c
6 lbs. Pinto or Great Northern Beans
50c
3 lbs. Butter Beans
25c
A Glass Free with quarter pound Lipton,
American Ace or Canova Tea, each
25c
2 pound carton Cocoa
12c

•

Political
Announcements

eight

Dinner

75c

_
Armour's Star Bacon lb. .
. 35c
_
2 Hu. Veal Chops
35c
Beefsteak, pound
20c
2 lbs. Sausage
35c
Pork Ham, half or whole, lb.
19c
Pork Shoulder, half or whole, lb.
17c
Beef Chuck Roast, lb.
15c
Beef Rib Roast, lb..
11c
Lard, lb.
14c
Hens, lb.
27e
Salt Butts, lb.
14c
Fresh Fruits
Kansas City Ste_ahs

New National Hotel

5
1

its
mufac-

1K

• this

May

49

AtTENTION,-FARMERS!

In L,ev.ils&Alenv,..,

ECONOMY FEED STORE

La Vanite Beauty
Shop

,
".".... • •-•• A
4011.111WiliPar

Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides
•

WE BUY RAGS and-SCRAP IRON

Shroat Bros,
MEAT MARKET
Fres Delivery

Phone 214

eewee.e.--,.......seweleresiassereeseerwreeseaseri
^

-.1.1101.00,1r

,

TA-dt six

tttOdEtt &

DR. R. 1. KENT TO
DELIVERIADDRESS
AT COMMENCEMENT
Head of University of Louisville is Listed for Annual
Exercise
REV. A. V. HAVENS WILL
GIVE BACCALAUREATE
Dr. Raymond A.
sit the University

Kent...president
of Louisville.
adalai) president of the Kentucky
Association of Colleges and Urnirersities. will deliver the address

at the fourteenth annual cornmencement of Murray State College at 10 o'clock. Thursday morning. June 3. in the college auditer1
...A
urn.
Philosophy for Living" will
be the subject of the baccalaureate
sermon to be delivered by the Rev.
A. V. Havens, pastor of the First
Christian Church of Murray. at 3
o'clock Sunday afternoon, May 30,
in the college auditorium. This
will the the opening service of the
commencement.
A holder of an A.B. degree from
Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, Imola,
an A Tit and Ph.D. from Columbia
University, Dr. Kent is a. well
known educator Before becoming
the president of the University of
Louisville, he held many positions
in the educational field. He was

Tolley & Carson
FOOD MARKET
BETTER -FC9011S

MONEY.

Armour's Branded Beef, Veal, Pork, Ham, and
Dressed Friers, Topmost and Richlieu Canned
Goods.

7c

59c
...... 25c
21c

LARD, Armour's Star, 4-11i. carton
Paper Napkins, any color, 3 for
Heinz Ketchup, large size

OXYDOL

33c •
25c
35c
9c
25c
25c
15c
9e
25e
13c

Will PAY highest market price for nice
Eggs and Cream
WE DELIVER

PRONE 37

4

BANANAS

Golden Yellow

week:

es

STARTING MASH,'8 1-3 poundbags
TOILET TISSUE, 6 roils
WASH BOARDS, regular size
EGG NOODLES, medium or wide
Snow King Baking Powder, large
size and mixing bowl
1 Kellogg's Krumbles and 1 pkg. Whole
Wheat Biscuits, Glass Free .....
Canned Prunes, No. 2 1-2 can
Green Beans,'No. 1 can,`2 for
Furniture Polish, half pint, 10c; quart
Dry Salt Butts, fresh and nice, pound

Medium

To each 100 gallons of water add
3 lbs arsenate lead
3 lbs. hydrated lime
6.1bs. wettable sulfur
lb. liquid soap or
to lbs. soap chips.
Most varieties of apples are now
ready for the petal fall spray. To
100 gallons of water add:
1L2 gallon liquid lime sulfttr '
3 lbs lead arsenate
3 lbs. hydrated lime.
From the density of bloom,- it
looks as if we might have a heavy
set of fruit. If so the trees should
have plenty of fertilizer to support the crop and prepare the
trees for next year.

Green

CELERY

Tenn. Tender 9c
Pound

Jumbo

7c

fall of 1936. the health building.
largest structure- on -the campus.
will be open for classes at the
beginning of the summer semester. •and will be dedicated sometime during the summer term, the
date to be decided upon later. Its
gymnasiums, health offices, and
physical educatich
facilities for
programs are unrivalled in the
state, and its swimming pool Is the

largest indoor peel in. the colleges
or universities of the South.
The home demonstration house.
contracted for and architecturally
designed at the same time as the
health building, already is in use.
accommodating senior majors in
home economics.
Dr. Com associated with the
college since its foundation in 1923,
was Murray State College's first
president, and later he has served
the institution in the capacity of
dean and president. He is 77 years
old, alert and vigorous as many
men of 50 .and he attends to his
duties as dean -with the enthusiasm
of a youngster.

Sc

Lemons, dozen

22c

Apples, Winesap, dozen

lic

ORANGES, Large, dozen

28c

CARROTS, bunch

5c

Borden's Evaporated

facilte.
Bob Irvan won the individual
free throw event bagging 35 tosses
PRESBYTERIAN
The freshman team
out of 50.
composed of Hal Kingins. Charles
The financial committee of the
Mason Baker and Hugh Perdue 'Westminster Foundation of the
won the team contest in free synod of Kentucky is planning to
throws. Each of these contest- use the local minister. Mr. Maants will be awarded a medal.
guire. as a speaker :in the camThe intramural softball began paign to raise funds to erect a
Tuesday afternoon with the fresh- Presbyterian Church across from
men defeating the seniors 7-5, and the college campus. For this
the juniors bowing to the sopho- reason there will be no service of
mores 13-5. Because of extreme the Presbyterian Church during
dampness of the softball diamond the month of May. Those who
due to recent rainfall the games have been worshipping with this
Wednesday afternoon were post- group are requested to attend the
poned, however the schedule will services of another of the churches
,be resumed today
The fresh- of the city during that time.
man-senior gathe
was enlivened
The Westminster Fellowship
by the spectacular pitching of which meets 'at the home of Mr
Patterson and the home run by Maguire each Thursday evening
Huie for the seniors with the bases will continue to meet until the
loaded to score four of the senior close of the school year.
group's five runs of the game.
Bruce B. Maguire

CHURCH

No,! SItata
r rd

SWEET OR SOUR

1EA Canoya-Tea Glass
Free-Quarter lb.

CRACKERS 15`
SPAGHETTIor
MACARONI, Red Cross, •
25c
6 for

ty gro c_e r s ea.
fruits and vegetables.

'VINEGAR
P

Not feeds and
hardware, and
that's why we
can give YOU
cleaner, cheaper
and better
quality.

5`

PEACHES

Lard, pure hog,
4. pounds
57c
Rice, Whole grain,
25c
6 pounds
14c
Pickles, Sour, qt.
Peaches,
. 14c
No.2 1-2 can
Salad Dressing, qt 2Ic
Corn, Pride of Ill.,
10c
No 2 can
Apple Butter, qt. . 15c
Part-T-Jel, 3 boxes 10c
Pears, No. 2 1-2
Rosedale
16c
Red Cross Macaroni,
3 for
10c
1 Shredded Wheat,
25c
1 Krurnbles
(1 Tea Glass Free)
Peas and Carrots,
2 No. 2 cans . 15c
Green "Beans, No. 1
Sc
can
Oxyd6rWashing
Powder, 2 for .. Ilc
Matches, 6 boxes
16c

1Or

FANCY SHELLED

PECANS La. 49C
RIVER FISH

2 Pounds

35c
23'
15c
16c

Pound

Wt.

DOZEN

Murray Food Market
•

WE DELIVER

At the
Rural
Electrification
meeting Wednesday night, AprO
28, Ben Gilgore, executive secretary of the Kentucky State Farm
Bureau, outlined- the following
steps to take in order to secure
rural electrification for Callow..y
county.
•

.

Boiling Bacon,
12 1-2c
pound
Smoked Bacon Butts 15c
Sugar, brown,
10 pounds
48c
Vienna Sausage,
25c
4 cans
Peaches, Evaporated,
- 22c
2 pounds
Cheese, American
24c
Loaf, lb.
15c
Coffee, Arbuckle
Sardines, 6 cans .. 25c
Lye, Merry War,
15c
2 cans
Toilet Tissue, 1000
sheet rolls, 4 for 15c
Furniture Polish, qt. 19c
Dairy Pail, 10-qt. 19c
Lime, 10-lb. bag .13c
Aluminum Double
Boilers
39e
Tub, Zinc,
59c
Large No. 3 .
Lamp Chimneys,
7e
N.n. 2

PIG and HOG FEED, 100 lbs.
STARTING:MASH, 100 lbs.

PHONE 12

The first step to take is te ohtain literature and survey sheets
from the Rural Electrification Adratnistration. Hold a mass meeting
and explain just how this project
is to be obtained. This money is
available in the form of a loan a!
3 per cent interest for a period Of
20 years.
Obtain a vote of the people
present at the mass meeting arid
see if they are willing to go out
and survey the territory. This
vote being favorable the next step
to take is to set up a county wide
cornmittea_who . will go out And
take a survey and see if enough
customers per mrie can be secured.
The R.E.A. would like to get os
much as 100 miles to the project
with three farms to the mile.
A county map is secured and
the survey plotted on the map
an dthen map and the application for loan is submitted to Washington. Au engineer and lawyer
who have been approved by Washington are then hired. The Articles
of Corporation are drawn up and
the officers and directors are elected and the R.E.A. sends an enMeer into the field to so ke.
final
inspection.
Construction contract! are 'then
let. Each step must be checked
by the R.E.A. to make sure true
Calloway county, as well as other
counties who apply for rural _electrification, has a sound corporation.
"If you conduct this survey and
do this job you will have a great
opportunity to electrify a large
portion of 'the Purchase region
sometime in the future", stated Mr.
Kilgore.

ter, Odine Swann.
Hobo, a star football player, J.
R. Jones.
Fritizy, Reba Mae Miller; Bess
Mary Sue Wright; Ellen; Minis
Lou Sinothermon, attractive coeds.
Miss Weaver, dining room super.
visor, Kathreen Dunaway.
.Adolphus, witty college fresh"
man. Milton Parks.
Prof. Crockett, college
president, Merritt Burton..
Marvin Marshall, ministerial student at Blake University, Fred
Furchest
Pat, Jlobo's sister, Tennie Wilson
Rogers.
Cousin Susie, aeomical old mail
Martha Belle Harris.
JohnitTe Johnson, cousin Slime's
nephew, Leon Pogue. .

With 255 tons of triple superphosphate ordered, Oldham county
farmers are spending $8,000 of
their soils allowance in this way.

At the Last
Call ...

In the moment or
parting you will seek
those who will give the
tenderest care, whose
Ideals of craftsmanship
and service stand hist,
who have had long
years of experience to
your
tor
fit tnem
charge.
As evidence
Lynn Grove Senior
of our sincerity we ofaturday fer
to Give Pla
a service with digand
Saturday eveni
May 8 at 8 nity, reverence
o'clock the sem
class of Lynn economy.
High
'rift present,
Sincerely,
"The College
". a 4-act
comedy-daram.
e College Hobo" is a gripping story with plenty
of fun mixed with pathos.
J. H. Churchill
The cast will include:
Funeral Home
Mr. Sims, a farmer, Ortis Guthrie.
Telephone 7
Sally Sims, his attractive daughMurray, Ky.
•

OGE
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET
Full Pint Box
STRAWBERRIES Red Ripe
10`
1c
Red
-Home Grown
RADISHES Large Bunch 1 Fresh2Asparagus
BUNCHES
157
PEAS Fresh Green 2 lbs. 15' GREEN
BEANS Fresh
2 lbs. 25c
37c
OLD POTATOES N*--1/4"th•rn 15-LB. PECK
A BRAND
7pc
FLOUR Lyon's Best, 24-11). sack 99c Bov
Mat
24-1b. sack I 0
Country Club, 24-lb. sack
89c Gold Medal,-26.1b. sack
Pillsbury's Best, 24-1b. sack.
$1.05

LAUNDRY SOAP TUN" or 0. K. 8 Large Bars 25c
Pus C. Club Sifted,
No. 1 can 10c
STANDARD PACK
No. 2 can
15c
THREE No. 2 cans
25'
PINEAPPLE Del Monte or Country Club 2 No, 2 1-2 cans 39c
1 2-0Z. CAN
PINEAPPLE Dole Fancy Spears or Gems
10c
TOMATO JUICE C. Club 411-411d 3 24-oz. cans 25c No. 1 can 5c
LIMA BEANS Webster Brand
3 No. 2 cans
25c
16-ounce can
5c
-_SOAKED -LIMA BEANS

BULK
2 Pounds
PURE HOG LARD
27c
BACON "muuR=s
7
25`
Armour's Star No Rind, No Waste Pound 35c
SLICED BACON
BULK
PEANUT BUTTER
2 Pounds
25c
PURE AND SWEET
OLEO
2 Pounds
27c
Pound
FRANKS OR BOLOGNA
15
CLOTH OF GOLD
40-0Z. CAKE 49f
,
CAKE SPECIAL
"

$2.55
$3.10

What
.
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4

$1.05

,-:-Fancy DELUXE PLUMS
- -Wesco Soda CRACKERS,
TWO No. 2 1-2 cans . 25c
Salted or Plain,2-lb box 15c
Johnson's Wax, 1-1b. can 59c
GLO-COAT, 16-oz can 59c tIVALTINE, small size . 31c
...Large size
55c
Miss Lou Turnip Greens,
-Embassy Peanut Butter,
2 No. 2 cans
19c
23-oz. jar
25c
Mary Lou PICKLES - Clock BREAD, Half White
Dills, Sours, qt. jar . 17c
and Half Whole Wheat,
Sweets, Swt. Mix,
24-oz. loaf
10c
qt. jar
27c

MURRAY aiid1tAZEt----

EVAPORATED

DRESSED POULTRY

SAUSAGE Country Style-No Beef
POTATO SALAD - Pound
OLEO
FRESH4
OM THE COUNTRY
EGGS

Kilgore Outlines Steps
For Rural Electrifieation

The present standing of 'the
Juniors Win Intramural
Basketb911 at Murray league is as follows: Juniors. 28

me

Pound
-TOMATOES RED RIPE
11
NEW
Pound
CABBAGE
r2c
FULL LINE FRESH VEGETABLES AT ALL TIMES
Grain
CORN Libby's, Tender and Sweet OR No. 2 Fancy Whole
- 10c
CAN
We have
SOAP
29c only
ONE
MILK 3 "Ns 10c
14e
Store
CORN
Not two 'et a
chain.
a We sell oriltfan PICKLES ` 9za 7e1
2-POUND BOX

"Tell me what pictures hang
upon his walls and what books are
his companions and I will tell you
what manner of a man he is," the
words of a wise man.
An opportunity for art education
will be afforded in the exhibit of
masterpieces of modern art to
be shown on the campus May 11,
12, and 13, by the ColO
Art
Company of Oklahoma City"
Mrs. Hall, president of the American Association of University
Women, and head of Murray College art department, is enthusiastic about the exhibit, which includes 150 large colored reproductions of old and modern masters. Among the most famous
artists represented will be: Gainsborough, Titian, Da Vinci,Terborch,
Murillo, Van Dyck, Raphael, and
many others of the old masters,
while among the more modern are
representative subjects from the
brush of Ben Foster, George De
Forest Brush, George limes, Ernest
Albert, Frank Duveneck, Gardner
Symons, Bruce Crane, William
Wyant, Harry Vincent, Robert
Wesley Amick, and Gustave Wiesand,
The exhibit will be sponsored
by the American Association of
niversity Women and will be
held in the college library. It
will be opened by appropriate
musical selections.
The small fee which will be
charged will be used to purchase
pictures for a circulating art collection for Murray State College.

Your Business

Lettuce, head

Yellow
jumbo DOZEN

Art Exhibit Will
Be Sponsored by
University Group

points: Freshmen. '15 points; SenThe juniors of Murray High won iors .6 points; Sophomores, 3 points.
the intramural basketball - eontest between the four claims by
Silage from trench silos cut the downing the sophomores 20-7, the
cost of dairy feed in half for many freshmeo 14-13. and trimming the
WHAT'S THE NEWS'
seniors 10-9. The seniors placrt
rC3"11 county :Armors.
meet
with
i`ecotal
the
in
fres
the
Fifty-flve baby beeves are on
Improvements and additions are
sophomores following in
feed in the Graypon county 4-H men and
, third and fourth places, respect- being made to the elevator at the
project.
%lab
calf
A
Lynn Grove Milling Co., which is
ive!y.
operated by the Crouch brothers.
Members of the junior squad
iother
Fleetwood and Gordon.
•
are: Puckett, James. Irvan, Fulbin will increase the capacity to
DOZEN 15c
Large Size
ton: Manager Phil Cutchin, FarEach,20,000 bushels of wheat and better
ris, Coleman .and Wilson.'
s for loading and emptyof tint
amw
eamrbe
d. r will recerve a medal _twin/

STRAWBERRIEsie Crciwn

BEANS

College New Health Building

A few reports have been comir4
In about the appearance of curcollo in this section.
It is now time to apply the following spray for peaches:
To each 100 gallons" add:
A ve are pictured the,
the new
3 lbs lime
$250,
John Wesley Carr
1 lb. zinc sulphate
build' g of Murray State College
3 lbs. arsenate lead
man for whom it was
and t
6 lbs. wettable sulfur.
named. Dr. J. W. Carr, present
Most varieties stould receive the dean of iie college.
calyx spray by the last of this
Under_ construction since the

med.

Oc

superintendent of schools at Mabel.
Lanesboro. Winona, and Duluth,
Minn., eat Lawrence, Kan., where
he was also professor of education in the University of Kansas.
Amass other positions held by Dr.
Kent, was deanship of the College
of Liberal Arts, at Northwestern
University, for four years.
Dr. Kent has written "A Study
of State Aid to Public Schools in
Minnesota," (1918) and is joint
author of several books and bulletins on surveys of building programs in various cities of Kansas.
Two books_ edited by him. are
"Higher Education in Amelica"
(1990), and "Collaborator of Foreign Language Equipment of 2325,
Doctors of Philosophy" (1929).
, At present he is a member of
the Federal Advisory Committee
of Emergency Aid in Education,
National Association, National Assticiation of College Teachers of
Education. National Society for
i Study of Education. Phi Beta Kappa, and Phi Delta Kappa.
The list of seniors who have appliedt,for degrees in June from
Murray College has not been comeordin to Mrs. Cleo Hester; registrar of the college.

Fruit Growers' Timely \
Spray Schedule

FRESH VEGETABLES
Strawberries, Asparagus, Lettuce, Celery,
Green Beans, Green Peas, Squash, Radishes,
Peppers, Cucumbers.
Lrrge

iMPt Mt.IRttAY. KIINTVOICT, 4}tifriBbAY -AFIt111400N, MAY -It st-931.

•
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ball player, J.
Miller; Bess
Ellen; fermi,
attractive co-

SECTION TWO
Pages 1 to 4

Isc room supercollege fresh.
college
presl1.
ministerial stunversity, Fred
Tennle Wilson
mical old maul.
cousin Slasie'3
C. .

f triple superOldham County
ling $8,000 of
'e in this way.

or
seek
the
host,
ship
long
• to
'our
'Gee
ofdig and
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
Fair to its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon May 6, 1937

CONFLIFTE CoVERAOR OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

ALCOHOL TRUTH
NOT -ALL IOLD

of alcohol on lower animals, in
are also active in referring to the
this case guinea pigs, showed that
Commission crippled children in
ths, death .rate of the generation
_
need ofea_arnillatioll and.. treat.
t011in.eing- that -treatrt-With---ateci-ment and in arranging for such
hut was 80 percent greater than
cases to attend' the clinic in Paduthe one not treated-and that of
cah, Committees are now being
the second generation was 64 per Those
Knowing of Maimed Chil- formed in each county to pro- 7 Nurses
To Be Graduated at
cent greater. .1
vide transportation to Paducah for
dren Should See Senator
Murray Merchant Former Coilege
First Methodist Church
"Alcohol , attacks
the highest
all
cases
who
have
no
other
way
T. 0. Turner
Dean of Men Hits Booze In
May 16
mental functions". The qualities
to get to the clinic on May 19.
Chapel Talk
it has taken years to build up are
Senator
T. 0. Turner is chairMiss Marian Williamson, direcThe -Rev. J. M. Jenkins has been
the first attacked; judgment, con"Ads do not tell the whole truth sideration, modesty, and piety are tor, Kentucky Crippled Children man of the Crippled Children's eiigaged by the 1937 graduating
about alcohol". declared A. B. among such qualities."
Commission, has announced that Committee in Calloway county.
class of nurses of the William
•
Austin, Murray merchant, in a
the Commission will hold its usual
Mason Memorial Hospital to deIn relating alcohol and poverty. spring
chapel address at Murray State
clinic in Paducah on Wedliver their baccalaureate sermon
College Wednesday morning, April Mr. Austin stated that 25 per cent nesday, May 19 at the Methodist
trie Methodist church on Sunof all dependent charity is a re28.
Mr. Austin was formerly
Church instead of at the Woman's
'4ay evening, May 16, at 7:30
sult
alcohol,
and
use
of
the
of
45
dean of men and instructor at
Club as formerly. It was feared
o'clock.
.of_.Child poverty
MO,,ay State.
resu
o
e
the
President James H. Richmond of ranged with Elder S. A. Ruskjer,
the alcoholism of the parents-art
Mr. Austin opened his remarks instance in which liquor is more clinic might be postponed this Murray State College and the Rev. grneral manager of the hospital, to
spring, but Miss Williamson stated
with illustrations from newspapers important
Bruce Maguire, Presbyterian min- &liver the commencement adparent
to the
than that
for this very reason it is ister,
and magazines _concerning liquor beans.
discussed armament "pro" dress at the same place on the
believed that
same evening. It is planned to
the Commission's and "con- in its
.advertisements in which he pointed
relationship to
In closing, the Murray clothing services are .needed more than
out that alCohol was connected
world peace at the regular meet- clover the commencement exercises
merchant, left the thought, "Do ads ever by families of crippled chilwith such words as "reverence",
ing of the Westminster Fellowship lit -the one meetings, beginning at
consider your welfare and mine?" dren who have suffered from the
"hospitality", and "virtue" to draw
Club
at the Maguire apartment 7:30 and closing shortly after 9
and said by way of answer, "I recent disaster.
otclock.
attention and to make the product
Thursday
night, April 29.
The
don't believe they tell you the
The clinic is free and is plan- apartment was crowded with stuattractive.
Dr. Ora K. Mason will adminiswhole story; and I don't belieoe
ned for the benefit of children in dents from the college.
"Why do people drink?" was a
ter
the
Florence • -Nightingale
they want you to think,"
ten counties - Ballard, Carlisle,
question which he answered by
Maguire, taking the. view that pledge and Dr. Will Mason will
Crittenden, Calloway, Fulto n, "means
-saying that 'according to drinkers,
determine the ends- said take charge of presenting the diThirty Gallatin county farmers
Graves, Hickman, -Livingston, Mar- it
alcohol produces a toed feeling,
was his opinion that wars might plomas to the members of the class
have ordered 50.000 pounds of
shall and
relieves the brain, releases timidMcCracken.
of 1937.
It has be averted through a
non-armasuperphosphate.
become a semi-annual event spon- ment
ity; it is the smart and social thing
The class roll is as follows:
program in which a reciprosored by committees and clubs in cal
to do". But against these things,
Miss Crystal L. Day. Miss Ann
program of "neighborliness"
each of the counties. For several would
declared the former dean, are the
bring about the desired ef- E. Olson, Miss Carolyn E. Crandall,
years the Junior Charity League
facts that it is not a food-food
fect. Richmond, Who declared he Miss Lorene I. Youngs, Miss Ahlie
of Paducah has been in charge of "would
must build
tissue, and
alcohol
rather die than see a M. Lonnstront-Miss Grace Bart.
local plans and member of the
breaks it down; it is not a stimbL. Upton.
kaiser strut dowfl the streets of lette. and John
_
.
League • assf3t—the Commission's
lanf- but---a drug, liti-liTaalitneire7iiIt is.. plannect-tcr-have special
Washington or New York", denurset upon the day of the clinic. lineated
narcotic-and thus is adepressant
his belief in a purely de- pipe organ music and spedial vocal
Statistics 'concerning the effect
The County Health Departments fensive preparedness, and outlined selections to intersperse the prohis view that peace might more gram of the-evening.
Graduation exercises of medical
equitably
be
brought
about
through negotiations such as the ieftitutions are always of general
present reciprocal trade agree- interest and the public is cordially
ments with other nations put into invited to attend these commenceoperation by Cordell Hull. "Trade ment evercises. A detailed prodifficulties are the bases for every gram will wear in the columns of
The Ledger & Times next week.
War", stated Richmond.
-] After the principal addresses, a
'foruni"-in which ..Richmond and
Maguire were .leaders aided the
audience in assimilating the views
of the two speakers.

CRIPPLED TOTS
EXAMS MAY 19

CIRCULATION APRIL 13-2.935, SWORN TO.
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

HOSPITAL CLASS
'TO HEAR JENKINS(

—AUSTIN

Coldwater Junior
High SchoolBy Robert Carlton
Thursday, April 29, the long anticipated event took place, we went
on our picnic. For several weeks
we had been in a quandary as to
where to go, and just a few days
ago decided
to to Columbus.
On our arrival at this beautiful
place, we all agreed that we had
not erred in our choice. We spent
the day exploring and eating (we
certainly made the food disappear)
After making a tri
o
m • y
ississippi", we returned home, a tried'but contented
crew.

"Armament Discussed
.at Fellowship Meet

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

Lovely Gladys Swarthout, star of
Metropolitan Opera and screen,
makes her latest appearance in the
fattir
medium in "Champagne
Waltz," gay musical comedy which
opens Tuesday at the Capitol Theatre.

- PUBLIC SALE

We were unable to give our
mystery play, "The Night Owl"
Saturday
night
because of inclement weather. The new date
for....the.,play is Friday night, May
7. Don't forget it.
Friday, April 30, was he last
day of school and things took on
quiet a different aspect We began
to think more seriously: many of
us will never go to school together again, we have, of course, had
our little ups and downs, but whatever may be said, we have all enjoyed the school year and will
never forget Coldwater - Jun
High.

1

0f friends-by- rnany- t
miles east of Hazel on
Found memory loves to dwell.
State line road: good pair mules, It cost a ugh, perhaps a tear,
corn, hay, wagon, buggy. All _ To bid theni all farewell.
kinds farming tools, some house- But distance never can efface.
The lives of friendships dear.
hold goods. Starts 9 a, m. at Lula
Nor times destructive hand erase,
Rowlett's,
Impressions strong and clear.

Tilay is. 5

'TREE

nn a year In
el •"Marshall,

Calloway.
Graves, Henv
ry and Stewart Counties.

elsewhere 1g
$1.50thea year
State of Kentucky.
a year to any address
$2.00other
than above.

Volume CV; No.18

170 YOUTHS AIDED
IN COUNTY BY NYA
120 Are in School. 71 in
School and 49 in
College

High

LOUISVILLE, Ky., April 30The National Youth Administratibn has prov,ided part-time employment for 176 young men and
women residing in Calloway county since Its establishment in June

5,

NYA Director ,announced today.
• Of this number 120 were enabled
to remain in school and continue
their. education through the NYA
educational aid program. Seventyone high • school students and 49
college student* were aided under
this phase of t'/A.
NYA work Projects, which are
designed
provide occuppational
training and experience for outOf-school young people, have employed 56 local youth workers.
In the state 39,323 young people'
have been employed by NYA-16,516 under the high school aid progsam, 4.715 through college -aid,
and 18,Cr3.5 on work projects,
-The National Youth Administration also sponsors a vocational
guidance and placement program
414rough wri4eit it serves--abi-yonttz those in school and young people
who have left school.
NYA project supervisor in
way county it Miss Mary Begy
Patterson.
-It-Pays to Read the Claestifleds

VITA FRESH

J..H. Orr Candidate
for City Court Judge

BlUILD, REPAIR

S.

J. H. Orr, for more. than .20
of the best known citizens of Murray, today makes his
The Rev. E. V. Underhill de- formal announcement for the pflivered-a woraferfai--eeresene-Sunday. We had a good crowd ,deMr. Orr has served as a deputy
spite the rain.,
sheriff and city police offker here
"The Antics of Andred," the for more than 10 years. He was
senior play, will be given Friday born and reared near Taylor's
niltht. Be sure to come.
Store in. the Southwest -Tomer of
Sid Harkreader, ' likrrmerly of the-diunty, and is related to all the
.Grand 91e Opry, and his company prominent Orr family of that secwill be here on Saturday night. tion.
May 8. Don't fail to hear them.
He said thiiif-1! elected he would
be a fair and impartial judge to all
Several hundred tons of marl and asks the help of all his friends
were used recently in Madison in giving him their vote and incounty.
fluence.

I
1Oc

wn

ah
bs.

15

25`
37`
79c

We Can Save
You Money!

1•11•••

FaxonSchool News
_

years' one

"THE DRINK WITH THE FRESH ORANGE TASTE"

,

CITY CONSUMERS CO.
Incorporateed
PADUCAH

KENTUCKY

ack
$1.05

25`
25`
39`
10`

A home will last only
as long as the materials
you put into it. Build permanently

by

ordering

1 can 5C

We furnish complete and accurate plans

•

and specifications, drawn by the foremost ar-

from Murray Lumber Co.

chitects of the nation, FREE OF CHARGE.

where you can select from

25`
5c

complete stocks of naWe render complete building.service from

RS,
[lox 15c
e . 31c
. 55c

and

Abe very_ start to the very end..

building

supplies.'

The'bet materials cost
lesiju the leas_ run, and

Use the

at Murray Lumber Co.,
prices you can afford to

F. H. A.

r,
. . 25c
Vhite
eat,
10c

27`
and 25c

tionally known materials

If you have some
little folks like these to
take riding with you,
N‘know you'll want to
give them the maximum
protection afforded by

build

permanently

and

PERFECTED HYDRAULIC
BRAKES

economically this year.
^^

We'll Be Glad to Help You Get
Your F. H. A. Low Cost
Financing

•
THE 67/inth.27PLE7E C4R-PRICE1 s0_JAW

a Phone 262

Ind 35c

25`
27`
15`
E

Murray Lumber Co., Murray, Ky.
Send me your complete Information
booklet on low cost homes.

Co* acootosol<AL

NEW HIGH-COMPRESSION VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE-NEW ALL-SILENT, ALL-STEEL

CHE VaOlf-r-

BODIES-NEW DIAMOND CROWN SPEEDLINE STYLING-PER FECTED HYDRAULIC BRAKES

******°VITA TIC IN

Quality Lumber Products
Lew Cost Contracting
Complete Building Supplies.

"More than 25 years of successful experience in serving the people of
Calloway county on their building problems".

.-IMPROVED GLIDING KNEE-ACTION RIDE'-SAFETY PLATE GLASS ALL AROUND-

GENUINE FISHER NO DRAFT VENTILATION-SUPER-SAFE SHOCKPROOF STEERING'.
•Knatt-Actien and Shockproof Stearin. on Matter D. Immo medals only.
•
In stellrnont Mon-monthly
payments to tuft your purl*. CHEVROUT MOTOR DMIMON, Chanoral Motors Salo, Corporation, DITROIT, MICHIGAN

PORTER MOTOR Co.
Murray, Ky.

TELEPHONE 97 '--

West Maple Street
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JUS

T JOTS

six little goslins from a setting of
*tient hen eggs", which proved to
partly of duck
have consisted
eggs.

Route 5 News

Across the River

Sitting by the fire is a very
comfortable
occupation 'at
this

Can this be blackberry winter
we're having? It leaves a fellow
quite undecided when going away
. It is to be hoped that any diffifor the week end as to whether
he'll need his red flannels or his
Poe T. Lovett
Editor culties about. the right of way on
the Coldwater road can be speedsummer gar'b.
ily, amicably and fairly adjusted.
Vacation time has at last arThis is the first. Wee in *story
rived for the school children over
that Calloway count" ben bed the
here. Vacatioo time is here for
NAIICAM PITORIAL opportunity cg CatiEtli.a concreie
the teachers too, only . they just
• if ASSOCIATION roail. andPool get the vacation, for some
•
O. •
merely ctuinge their set of books
and start in to school again, while
The people of Graves county are
others change their clothes and
about to lose a wonderful highdelve into the soil or into some
Kntered at the Postoffice, Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail matter way from Mayfield to the Mcother occupation.
Cracken county line because of
A bomb shell in the form of an
Subscription Rates:—In First Con swew--sional District and Henry and
Stewart Counties, Tenn, $1.00 a year; Kentucky, 44.50; Elsewhere. $2.00. difficulty in getting the right of
announcement exploded last SatwaY.
If
they
lose
out
it
will
market
Calloway
Advertising Rates and Information about
County
urday when the board members
doubtless be many years before
.furnished upon eppliCation.
declared that no married women
they will get another chance to
would be employed to teach in.
70—to make a close inspection of get such a road. '
number Eight District the coming
motor vehicles, as as done in some
term. The theme song of some
states. However, it has been found
Not only will the road be lost
now, is, "I wish I were
No agency of the state governanalytic
ofit didn't affect my plans
ment 'Tr renaeringter service most wrecks are due to ignorance quarter of a millon dollars,
which
Mrs. Cornelia Kirks left Sunday
for the amount being expended and carelessness—and these are
would mean much to the people
to travel with her husband on
upon it than the state highway what the safety campaign is de- of that couqty.
his salesman 'route through Eastern
patrol. When it was established . signed to correct. Mechanical difWestern Kentucky people should
Kentucky and other places.
about four years ago it was round- ficulties cause some accidents, but
realize that they will not always
Mr. tied Mrs. Lloyd Spiceland
lv criticised by—dome who could , only a minor portion of them.
have the road commissioner of•dhe
from Tola„are arriving Saturday to
not see the need for it.
Commonwealth
and should coWhile_ the patrolmen themselves
be at home for the summer.
Under the Chaodler. administraoperate 100 per ,cent with Mr
and
Mrs. Lucas Ellis spent Saturday
tion and under the odirechon of will admit that the system is,
Humphreys who is doing his level
night and Sunday with Mrs. GerAdjutant General G. Lee McClain' Must be for the time heing. politi- best for the people of his home
trude Spiceland.
.
the highway patrol has expanded cal in its complexity, one is un- section..
It is thought that Sheriff Ellis
the scope of its services and has
diately struck by the fine, high
is improving slowly from the gun
convinced thinking and observing
We do not know what the ,bids
tispe if • men who compose the
shot wounds.
people that it is indispensable.
personnel of the patrol. with their will be on the Coldwater road but
The body of Grerly Reader,
The safety campaign which . has efficiency and diligence, and above It will run into the hundreds, of Editor Ledger & Times:
Approximately 200,00a strawher- drowned victim, was recevered
just been inaugurated is being
with the well-trained courtesy thousands because it calls for conry 'plants have been set its Crit- from its water grave on ,Friday.
In the Ledger & Times, a few tenden cOunty.
pushed with energy. intelligence With which they deal with the crete surfacing. The spending of
almost
two
weeks
after the
weeks
and thonaligkiness and Al it receives motoring public.
ago, you had sohaethins
that much money wile be of imabout
a
of
one
the
tenth
from the people
watch running four years,
The tughwas% patrolman is ens- mense help to Calloway county.
and that was very very good.
co-opera' turn it deservei at will ployed• for the specific purpose df
save hundreds of lives . and thou- protecting you and making your
Senator Turner has taken a However. I have something that
shouljd take that prize, in the time
sands of maimed wreck victims. highteay driving safer. You have great interest in
this road and is
not to - mentiOn Yundreds of thou- ald_to gain and nothing to lose by
expected to take the leadership keeping 'department- rtsands of chatlers.„ wearth of motive C'esoierating with him.
in signing the right-o-way. No into a clock, nothing in the watch
sizes yet.
property that are destroyed , in
Matt art the state of. Kentucky ba*
wrecks.
It is something new on the marIn Harlan county. 11( carloads of been more effective or more unIt is not possible for the limited certified seed potatoes were sold selfish. than Tom Turner in worts- ..ke1...tastre.-1a. the _States. The first
number- of men available—about last m.soh
ing for good roads. He has tgiven ones were sent in about 1931.-The
of his time. 'efforts and money first one was made and started in
without stint or hope of reward 1917 and ran till 1932 when it was
except as a citizen partcepating in stopped and taken apart to see it
their benefits just like the rest of, there was any wear. As it AK:lived
• no wear it was. put together and
us.
._
We don't think he .has ever been is still running. This test was
given his die measure of reward made by itte:-/davado Watch co.
and'credit.
We'
-the agency, for them
•
here in Los Angeles, One of them
• • • ... •
Tom'Turner may not be the dad- has been running - in tom. of our
dy of good roads in Kentucky but stores for four-and one-half Year::
die. has, nursed the baby through without the toueb- of man.
The clock is known as "Minos".
long, arduous and discouraging,
hours and is .entitled to as much There are 10 wheels and their
...s4
glory for ' our soleilaid, movement is so slot and the efsystem of highway as any man in fort made .so small that it ,would
take several centuries to wear
-the state.
„
4 them out. The power is given
• • • • I
.
the
Some time we'll wake up to a train by a• ratchet wheel with is
10 IMPROVE
realization of his efforts and , prop- PoWee Comiihr from mercury and
YOUR HOME
erly recognize them. How about a liquid gas. A difference of temIMP a' a' NIL/
it right now?
perature of evee 1 degree cente-.
FORMERLY AM COED AMC
grade supplies h .reserve of energy
Not, all pablic officials are sufficient to maintain the clock
honest. Nbrs are all. of them dis- working more than 120 hours.
'Ne. I
honest. We think We have a pretWell Joe, this should take. the
opt
ty fair set in Calloway County.
story for a time-keeper? I mutt
•
•
-. • •:sf •
get
some
work done now. Bet
A RARE ATTICA...
*dust collector
Week's funniest picture: J. P. last but not least I want to tell
add catchall toe
Morgan
in
a
silk
chasing
phoyou that I surely enjoy all the
.csetalls."7
tographers with an umbrella.
news -of the old home town and
•
••
IT C.A.N RECOMIL
that it • is always found in the
•a-"sunhat engin.
'Wet editor •dares Mit Ton- - sit- Ledger & Times_
elabt---abe
Pal Ilan at
Of IMP' down strike.
• Buel Houston
room b•Itsw.
bat oftb
A LOVELY GUEST WON
Maaallle I aaatlat.Calloway county farmers believe
lei Board aad
thefirstlh• vritarr.- in the full -dinner pail but-not in- Don't put up with undene__
Ambelese Plat- the full rain barrel.
PAIN
bawd.

By _slat

aa rating.
Honestly: the Jotter reay knew
that little &wits were dicklingt _Several glen in this enighborand little geese goslins, but in the hood planted cos* la.st week but
hurry we editors sometimes get in. fear it will have to -he planted
got tangled on his terms and used over.
them indiscriminately.
Mrs. Thomas Hargis Is ill, trill)
measles.
Some of my friends have been
Billie- Williams and Mrs. Serial
kiddin:II.
POtterlown visited their
a small farm a week or so ago.
Mrs.
1.t Bud Hale, and Mr.
But Lovetts came nearer belonging I Hale last week.
on farms than anywhere else for
Mrs. Nora Parker is spending a
every lasting one of the older part of this week in Tennessee at
generation was a farmer and most I the home of her daughter, Mes.
all the present.
Wilburn Clayton. }dr. and Mrs.
Clayton are the parents of a son.
The Jotter knows more about The infant has been named Gerald.
Mrs. Wavil Rye was a fourth
farming 'than 'the city boy a year
or so ago who was bragging about Monday visitor with her sister,
what a -tobacco setter he was. Mrs. Ray Houston.
Mrs. J. H. Self of Birmingham.
Someone asked him how many
arrived in Murray Saturday
hills of tobacco to the acre.
near
he said, 'there are a lot of 'en" to visit relatives in oandrson
tray.
Y e
ow-many?" his interrogator ptessed 'Oh. lots" he finally a sister of Mrs. Sell.
James Howel Parker
helped
admitted, "between 12 and " 15
Robt. Parker spray his fine orhundred."
chard Tuesday.
W. B. Outland. son of Mrs. Onie
Oullsuad, is in. Montana in a CCC
camp. He reports that he likeS'
hue, sees lots of Indians and
that the weather is truly cold.
R. B. and Beauton Fitts visited
LONG-RUNNING WATCHES
their "uncle. Phillip Redden, and
family
e
of Hardin, over the week
Los Angeles, Calif.

=7

Highway Safety

FORUM

an,

tragedy.
- Many mourned the passing of
dear old Bro. Ed Outland. His
had certainly been a life of service, and surely he has now exchanged his cross for asglittering
crown.
Miss Maidie Outland of this
neighborhood, was stricken with
paralysis almost two weeks ago
she was in the garden planting
potatoes. Her ,condition is. critical.
Mrs. Chatterbox accompanied a
load of ladies to Dover last Thursday to go with the home demonstrator on a better homea, tour
through the city. Mr. and Mrs
Jim Weeks have a lovely new
modern home which has attracted
quite a bit of attention.
I went. to Murray last Saturday
but was almost afraid to get out
In the crowd for fear a pet corn
would be trampled on. I knew
I wouldn't get the living room
suite. I'm called a Stewart cowltian now, I guess.
I spent a very pleasant week
end, tho, at my old Kentuckj
home. Heard lots of news and
together with father, mother and
Uncle Will Loins' family. Ate
Sunday dinner with Mr. and Mrs
Otis had
Otis Lovina family.
packed the old suit case to return to Detroit, but the smell oh
the peach blossoms She green ol
the trees, the whip-poor-wiles call
accompanying
the ' other
and
charms of the country in spring
were too irresitible. He stayed. I
heard some one say "Success was
measured by ones peace of mind,"
why can't we all be successful.
I hear that Policeman Burman

Parker and family have a new
gone a long way
house. -HE
in
ladder
dd
ewe
mattera rs. with
upvirol
thiede
what's athfe
"Alf"„ from Faxon. First thing we
know she'll spring some obig old
words on us that will take us all
summer to define. She ,hasn't told
us about that trip to Louisville.
That Highland Parker from Detroit could send in a few items.
every week and we would all
appreciate it. Joe most of us have
acquaintances
relatives orac
I heard that some grandparents
went from Concord to Paducah to
attend the first birthday party of
little Carolyn Sue Lovins. Yes,
she's the only grandchild they
have, of
Well,f guess
e readers will be
glad that I've used my last sheet
of stationery,
ybeforeI sw
o rm
iteayagain.
'
—Chatterbox
beit
be

Administrator's
Notice
All persons having claims against
the estate of W. F. Grubbs, deed, ,
will present same to me, properly
proved, on or before June 5, 1937, '
or same will thereafter be forever barred. •
All persons owing said estate for
prOfessional services' or otherwise
will please come forward and settle same without delay.
J. M„ MARSHAP.4 Adm'r.
W. F. Grubbs. deed.
Read (ha Clayeltled thinows.

ant to SAVE $100?

so.

New kkas

in 5 Minutes"

11

And still everything's not right
in Harlan county.
• a • • •

"April showers bring May flowers" but May-showers bring &Sap-pointment and frustration to a
farmer with a plowed field or a
planted crop.

FREE Johns-Manville Book shows
how to turn waste space into
extra rooms, pictures many other
remodeling suggestions!

This is one on the Jotter, who
'wrote last week thet Mrs. Sam
Wilson, near Wistes!t had go••••

•

NEW
HAVE TIRES LIKE
FOR SPRING

You'll be amazed at these new ice refrigerators.
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Morte:kuithetamo or kilirs.iniltaig on a new
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"It Actually Washes
the Air"

,

Compare the cosk. See how for ONE-QUARTER of the cost
of a gadget refrigeintor you can
a fell family -size MODERN ICE
- ----=-REFRIGERATOR. YOUR INITIAL - SAVING WILL' AMOUNT -TO
- MORE THAN $100,
READ THIS OFFER:

2-Year Purchase-Service Offer!
We offer you a fine new

•nd toOdeft. ls
shout the Huta'•

This Saving is on
First Cost ALONE!

Find out how to-get taste-ifree ice cubes in five minutes.

MONEY SAVING PRICES (u

ADDliESS

lug

TI

-4

-

I, Calloway County Housing Guild
filtradquarters at

Calloway County Lumber Company
WALNUT STREET

U. hi KORAI+
SICSO
1.75x19 _
$11.40
5.00AI9
a.25a18
$12.70
•

of 'order."

S. Safety Tube
coasts ne mere ...
Patented risture
prevents"trapped
air" blevrearts.

5.

U. S. TIRES
Guard Type
4.50x20

56.05

DEPENDABLE-BUILDING SERVICE

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
West Maple

Street

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL
ICE CO.
Phone 64

- MURRAY, KY.

e*louss

Phone 97

rants•I

1937

Air Conditioned Ice Refrigerator,
arid L'IlARANTILL.
to ice it for TWO whole years for the same money or less than you would have to pay for a
1937 electric model, same size, of ANY hte).KE. Remember, ICE doesn't
get "out

Please It Slirl ft,
J-Ni 101

I

or More
With Modern
Ice
Refrigeration

Come down to the Murray Consumers show rooms and let us
show you the big, new Modern Ice Refrigerators. Notice their gleaming. white beauty. Notice their roominess. Notice how economical
they are. on ice, bow one filling lasts front foni.-40-neven-flays. Find
out how, by new' air
:
conditio_ning.-the .MOLIERN ICE-MFRIGEKA
--,-TOR--kEreps Teas fresh in clean, washed air that is constantly circu-

SEND COUPON for FREE IDEA ROOK

$

q-00

And your Month-to-Month Costs Will--Show Additional
Savings!
HERE'S HOW:

FREE BOOK!

P4iJ.,boo4s will help you visualizere-rode or reside your home
roanx_thipssagu_can.40 Eo—lAtiRkfUSESSM241.44.0tiesEeli
bRIM•EaER.
improve your home. How to puts etc.-Also tithe how you can finance
came rocsn in. our basement with -hodie -improvements with conve,!s of InauL4ng Beard insulate
silent smoothly payments out of ieegainst heat ant cold with „I-M coose'Whder the terms of the
J-11
Rock Wool Homelusulation; modMillion-Dollar -to-Lend Plan. Ulle
'erre= kitchen tir bathroorn walls
of *out ma COPT Of Ttal
with sisset-tiie Asbestos Wainscot- -let" hOrjg TODAY,

ea •

"Foods Stay-Fresh.
Longer"

Get rid of it
When functional pains of men-'
struation are severe, take CARDUL
If It doesn't benefit you, consult a
physician. Don't neglect such pains.
They depress the tone of the..nerves,
cause sleeplessness, loss of appetite,
wear out your resistance.
'Get • battle of Cardul and see whether
It will help you, es thousands of women
have said It helped them.
Besides easing certain palms. Carritai iiSa
in buildnag up the whole system by helping
erorrym to get more strength from the food
tin:- -at.

Get Proof of
Actual Saving
of

Murray, KY•

Phone 64

for Serv10E

for ServICE

M. L. WHITNELL, Manager
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man September 1933.From
Smidge
Turnip
Ridge," Mayfield Saturday on business.
In addition to regular school' Negro Minstrel.
A quilting was held one afterwork Dorothy Nell has taken part
He was a member of the softball non last week at the Vernon
in the following activities:
team in 1934, '36, '36.
Young home. 'Those present were
Played forward . on the girls'
He is a member of the Future Mrs. Itt Young, Mrs. Verlie WalEldon Tacker
Farmers and was a leader of ker, Mrs. Annice Walker:Mrs. Edastic test in current events in '36. basketball team.
Eldon Tucker is the son of Mr.
Club officers: President of Future
Played in the following . plays: the Athletic Club.
na Beach, Mrs. Ethel Boyd, Mrs.
and Mrs. J. H. Tueker of Kirk- Farmers in '36 and '37, president "Ranch on Sunset Trail," "Silas
He !shoed in the Kirksey braes Jessie Mi•Natt, Mrs. Era Young,
sey, Ky.
of Bible Class of '37, and was Smidge From Turnip Ridge," "It band in 1933 and was a member of
He entered Kirksey High school vice-president of Kentuckian So- Ain't My Fault," "Who's Crafty the Kirksey quartet in 1936 and
as a freshman September, 1933.
ciety in '36.
Now," "Cupid
Up To Date," 1937.
In addition to regular school
"Laugh Clown," and "Old „Faith. 3.
- • Rath Hanley
C. Brewer
work, Eldon has taken part in the
Ruth Hanley, daughter of Mr. ioned Mother."
following acllvitles:
J.
C.
Brewer
is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. E. D. Hanley, Murray*,
Played third base for the girls'
and Mrs. Joe
Brewer, Murray
Plays: "Silas Smidge From Tur- Ky., Route 2, entered Kirksey softball team in '34, '35, and '36.
Farmington
nip Ridge," "Laugh C 10 w n," school as a freshman September
Member of the Debate Club and Route 2. He entered
Negro Minstrel. "An Old Fashioned 1933.
a member of the affirmative team High school as a freshman September 1932. He was absent one
Mother"; represented Utopian soBesides the regular school work in '37.
year on account of illness. He
ciety in oration in '35; chosen to Ruth has taken part. in the folEntered in Algebra I and World entered Kirksey High September
represent the school in avicul- lowing activities:
History in tbe interscholastic con- 1935.
ture four successive years, enterPlayed In me plays, "Silts tests.
In addftion to regular school
ed ,in County and district in pub- Smidge
Ridge,"
Turnip
From
President of the Kirksey 4-H work J. C. has taken part in the
lic discussion in '37; treasurer of "Laugh Clown," "Cupid Up To
club '36; a member for three years, following activities:- senior class in '37; and treasurer Date," and "An Old Fashioned
went to camp two years where she
Played basketball in 1932, '33, '34,
of the F. F. A. '38 and '37. He Mother."
was a star camper; also secretary '35, '36.
•
was one of the three to represent
Representatiee for school in of 4-H Club.
Played in the following plays:
Kirksey judging 'team at the State Mulish Mechanics, in scholastie
President of the Campfire Girls "Red Fiaeded Stay-dead," "Site.
'fete end was sent as a delegate to tournament '36, '37; secretary of
Club.
Smide From
Turnip Ridg e,"
the F. F. A. Convention in Bow- senior class, member of Campfire
Member of Marquette society '33, "Laugh Clown," "Old Fashioned
ling Green in 1938.
Club, member of mixed chorus, '34; member of Utopian society '35, Mother,"
Negro Minstrel.
Alfred L. (Cotton) Billington
member of news committee.
'36; secretary of Utopian , society
Members of the, softball team
Alfred L. "Cotton" Billington Is
Lomax Lee Housden
'35 and '36.
1935136; member of the F. F. A.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Lomax Lee Housden. son of Mr.
Members of glee clubs and Chapter; was a member of the
Billington of Kirksey, Ky.
and Mrs. Everett Housden, Murray, choruses '33, '34, '35, '36 and '37. Kentuckiao
Seciety in '35-36.
He entered the Kirksey Htgh Route 6. entered Kirksey in 1933 Member of girls' trio '37. .
School as a freshman in September as a freshman. Outside of his regRevs Pearl Parks.
Selected to enter in oral interof 1933. The following, in addition ular school work he has taken pretation in '37.
Reva Pearl tearless, daughter of
to regular school work, are the part in the following activities:
Cheer leader, '34, '35, '36 and Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Farless, Kirkactivities in which he took part:
Took part in plays, "The Ranch '37.
sey, Xy., entered Kaksey High
Member of baSkitball squad '35, on Sunset Trail," and "Laugh
Valedictorian and giftorian of Sawa as a freshman, September
'36, '37, and Was a member of Clown."
class.
1933.
team that won- regional championSelected to represent the school
James Pierce
In addition to regular school
ship of '36; was a. character in the in arithmetic in the scholastic. conJames * Pierce is the son of Mr. work,7Reva Pearl has taken part
following plays: "Dancing_ .2doon- Wit in 1937.
and Mrs. Charlie Pierce, Kirksey, in the following activities:
beam," "Beads On a Siring," Was vice-president of the senior Ky.
Plays: "Two, Brides,"'34; "Ranch
"Who's Crazy Now." "Ranch on class.
•
'
.
He entered school as a freshman On Sunset Trail," '34; "Red-HeadSunset, Trail," "Red-headed StepLqmax Lee is also a member of at Kirbsey in 1933. In addition to ed ,Step-chlid," '35; "The Mis„ child," "Laugh Clown," 'Cupid Up the Future Farmers of America. regular school work James took
chevious .Begger," '36; "Laugh
to
Date." "Tildy
Ann," and
•
Novise Copeland
part in the following activities;
Clown," '38. ilatcl "Old Fashioned
"Old . Fashioned Mother."
Novise copeland, son of Mr. and
Played basketball 1934, '35, '36, Mother." '37..___
-lie" was chogeo to represent the Mrs. G. W. Copeland, entered '37.
Operetta: "Cupid Up To Date,"..
school in current events for the .K.ITAsey high school as, a freshPlayed in the following plays:
Member of softball team '34, '35.
years '34, '35, '36, '37; vocal solo in man September 1933.
"Silas &midge From Turnip Ridge." '36; member of GIee,_Club '34, '35,
-14galtember of the maleand MixIn addition to regular school "Who's
Crazy ...Vow." "Laugh '36, '37.
ed qtiartets of '37, member of the work he has taken part in the Clown," "Old Failioned Mother,"
She was chosen vice-president of
mixed chOrus of 1936-'37.
following activities:
"Cupid Up TO Date," and 'Negro the Kentuckian Society in '35 and
He is a member of the F. F. A.
Member of the basketball squad Minstrel.
'36; vice-president of the Y.W.C.A.
and was County F. F. A. reporter in 1931 '34, '35, '36; and was on
Member of softball team 1934. Bible Class in. '3T, and for reprefor the year 1936.
the team that represented Western '35, '36.
sentative of English Literature in
He has been a member of the Kentucky at Lexington in 1935
Vice-president of F. F. A.
the annual interscholastic contest
Utopian and Marquette societies.
and 1936. He was captain of, his
Was a member of Joliet society in -'37,
' .Wilson Marine
team in
1933-'34 and of Utopian batiste-in
Wilsosi Marine, son of Mr. and
He took part- in the fcrllowing 1935-16.
Itlubeth Lawman
Mrs. A. -L. !Refine, Farmington, plays; "Little Oscar," "Cupid Up
Elizabeth Lawson, daughter of
Ned Washer
- Route 2.- He entered as a TO Date." **Silas Smidge From
Ned Washer, the son Of-FiV; atid Mr. and Mrs.-•1,14.-Lawaces, Ben'freshman on September 4, 1933 at Turnip Ridge." "Ranch on Sunset Mrs. Jim Washer, Murray, Route 2 ton, Ky., Route 3, Entered KirkKirksey High School.
Trail,", "Fifty-Fifty,"
"L augh entered Kirksey High school as a 'say as a freshman September 1933.
In addition to regular school Clown.
In addition to regular school work
freshman September, 1933.,
work Wilson has taken part in the
Club officers: President of the
In addition to regular school. Mimi:yeah has taken part in the
aetivitiese,
-Kentucky Society, president of Ms -work Ned has taken part in the following *activities:
. Member of Safthall.teaM in '38. class in 1933. '34.
'Playa; "The Red.-Headed &CP'following activities:
'34. '35; played basketball_in .33
Repreeented his
_ "Laugh_ Clown." "It Ain't
-Played basketball Aa-1•933,and '34 and has been in several member of the male quartet in the '35. '36; in 1935 and '36 - Ned and My Fault," "Cupid Up To Date."
' plays, including "Laugh Clown," district meet at Murray in '37.
his teammates went to the State and "An Old Fashioned Mother."
"Old
Fashioned
Member of girls' basketball team
Mother," and
Hetet* Nell Stark
tourney.
Negro Minstrel.
Dorothy Nell. Stark. daughter of .He also, has taken part in the of '37; pitched for the girls' softk
e -51 Scholastic: Member Of debating
. and Mrs. J. V. Stark. Enter- following plays: "Laugh Clow," ball *team during '33, '34, '35,,•"a8 aao
team in '36 and entered in a scholKirksey High school as. a fresh- "An Old Fashioned Mother," "Silas and captain during '33-'34.
President of the senior class in
'36 anS '37; vice-president of the
CamPfire 9irla during '36; treesairer of junior class in '35 and '36;
president of Utopian society in
'3§ and '36; wen first place in
biology in '36; entered county, district, and state in public discussion
in '37; and salutatorian of her
class.

Who's Who in The Senior Class of
Kirksey High School

told

ker from Bea few items
•e would all
ft of us have
nces there.
grandparents
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iday party of
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PAGE THREE

Kiss Mary Jetton, Mrs. Wardle
Snow, and Mrs. Ola Jetton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Snow were
in Mayfield Saturday, also Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Young.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Brandon of
Tennessee, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Alvis Beach
recently. Dolphus

Wilson and sister, Miss Opel Wilson also visited in the Beach home
Artice Beech and children were
in Brown's Grove last Wednesday.
Clots Butterworth has put up a
new barn shed.
Qufttings were held at the homes

of Mrs. Bernice Boyd and Mrz.-ida
You,ng recently.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Turnbow
visited the, latter's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Luther McFadden, west
of Mayfield Saturday and Sunday.
I guess I had better quit for
this time.-Jay Bird.

••

aders will be
My last sheet
,be it will be
again.
-Chatterbox

.ater's
claims against
Grubbs, deed,
me. properly
June 5, 1937,
after be forsaid estate for
or otherwise
ward and setlay.
ULi A.tim'r.
rubbs, deed.
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AN ENTIRELY NEW
AND DIFFERENT KIND

tirsia)0 •

df-5-

(149

l'sg/ifeces

NEW StPIRMIT FRIGIDAIRE
omi,,Y14T.7 METER MISER
Brings Sensational Advance in

:ional

ALL 5 BASIC SERVICES
for Complete Home Refrlgeratiom

asithe..aatikeil
1. GREATER ICE-ABILITY

let us
gleamomical
Find
.;1414Acircu-

Ends "Cube-Struggle" and "IceFamine"!

2. GREATER STORAGE-ABILITY

•

do°

--

aghland Park News
A birthday dinner for Guthrie
Grogan of FlefilsTarid-Park, Mich..
wae„recerftly enjoyed by a number
of relatives.
Brothers, sisters and their lamBiel present were Mr. and Mrs.
Elviood White and children B.die and Ann; Mr. and Mrs. Low,
Parker and daughter, Fae Ann;
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Grogan and
children, Bill Jack, Max. Fay and
Gerald; Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Grogan, and Felix II Dunn, George
W. Dunn, and Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Grogan and daughters, Barbara
Jean and Charlotte.

-Brown's Grove

PRESENTED BY

THE LEDGER & TIMES
AT THE

CAPITOL THEATRE

New 9-Way Adjustable Interior!

-}reliciToTkSraffolifTs everyone'
We are behind with our coin
planting in thislection.
Kendell Armstrong. and Marion
Lee West have 25 acres of corn
planted.
5-Year Protection Plan, backed by
Robert Rouden
has finished
General Motors.
planting his corn crop.
5. GREATER SAYE-ABILITY
Clarence Jackson was in Brown's
Grove last Wednesday on business.
Only Frigidaire has Um
."UticTe -Jim" Davis of Marshall
county, is visiting his daughter',
-Mrs. Clarence Jackson.
Cuts Current Costto
Mrs. Kathrine Black, of Graves
the Bona!
county, who has been visiting relSimplest refrigerating
atives in Florida for sometime, is
mechanism ever built!
ack again at the home of MalOnly 3 moving parts,
old Jetton.
indaiding the motor .. permattendy oiled,
'John Trepy Turnbow was in
sealed against moisture and dirt. Gives SUPERDUTY at amazing saving. SEE THE PROOF
with an actual electric meter test.

3;GREATER PROTECT-ABILITY
Keeps food safer, fresher, longer!
4.GREATER DEPEND-ABILITY

DOORS OPEN AT
9:30 A. M.

7Patiz-711
dIeit

PRICES
AS LOW AS

BODY and ..

e
IDAIRE has th
Mile FRIGCUBE-RELEASE
INSTANT

See it in

Action!

in every
Frigidaire.
every ice-tray
It's in -Duey"
"'Super releases ice-cubes
dozeo
Instandy
two or a more
from tray,Yields 20%
mete
time.
at a
ending_ faucet
ie. See
ice by
waste. Comescuon.
age muck. easy
its

THRILLING TO SEE AND USE1
PAYS FOR ITSELF!
Yes,the 1937 Frigidaire is today's big news!
For it brings you sensational new completeness in AU.s BASIC SERVICES for borne refrigeration - and gives you PROOP ofall 5 I...So don't
EASY TERMS
buena mere claims. Come in an4 see the PROOF
that the new Frigidaire is the rook complete ice
provider, food-stoter and food-preserver ever
.
known! PROOF that it will save you enough on
food end current bills to pay for itself
......
r=71"I
- TCIDAIRE *Os and pay you a profit besides. Siete
money...save regret...see our Frigid
saes 1011 row*
111411141.4111
we PROOF-DEMONSTRATION first!

•

Johnson-Fain Xppliance, Co.
North Fifth Street

Murray, Kentucky

THE MOST INTERESTING AND FASCINATING PKESENIATION OF COOKERY EVER
DEVISED

FOR , THE

HOMEMAKER.

YOU WILL BE ABLE TO SEE ALL

epan•

AND- HEAR ALL

*0*

The Best Body.Man in Murray
6

Plan. NOW
.

tolbe:there-, .

. , REX TABERS
Texaco Sta., E. Main at Railroad,

'I
"1r

•

•
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s

-

A
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Who's Who in The Senior Class of
Faxon High School

•

•

-46--
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6, 1937.

part in "Bean Nash" '35-36.
Robbie entered Faxon in the' set•e
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Houser and Houser.
Ruben. Roberts .
enth grade and has been a faithson, James. Mr. and Mrs Ottis
Newell Doores and family have
Rubene Roberts is, the youngest ful. conscientious . student Once.
Riley and daughter, Charlotte Ma- the measles.
daughter of Mr. and ,Mrs. C. C She is the Pyitlias and the
Jonorie, Vernon Wilson and Burie
Roy Brooks Mason .small son of
Roberts. She is the third mem- than to Hilda', Damon and
David.
4Continued from last week/
Houser were Aaturday evening din- Mr. and Mrs_ Clifton Mason is im•
college. Likely she will fulfill ber of her family to finish at She has been rather popular In exconnection
In
with
the
National
pf rest found in the midst of wide ner guests of Mi and Mrs. S. D. proving nicely from a broken leg
Hilda Colson
woman's greatest destiny, that of Faxon. Rubene is the artistic tra-curricular activities, i n music,
Hilda Colsensis the daughter of making a happy home.
member of OUP class. She designs plays, and in scholarship contests. Hospital Day exercises of Wednes- expansive desert lands?
What
day.
May
general
the
12,
manager
would the modern motorist do
Dir. and Mn. Joe Colson. and the
and makes. her clothes and wears She has assisted the English
teach- of the William Mason Memorial
Farris
Hal
were it not for the garage found
Sister of Mrs.'Holman Jones. Her
them with grace. She has been er with standardized tests. •
Hospital has prepared the follow- in each' community which
Three older sisters are alumna of
Hal Farris is the son of Mr. and artist for Faxon Cardinal, the
dissemlicibbie has participated in the
ing statement setting forth the po- inates instruction in the operation
.Faxon. Hilda is the beauty of Mrs. Bedford Farris. Several of ;ear bock .and for fair .displays. fallowing activities:
sftion the, local hospital occupies of his car and which is in posiour
Fihe. early- entered Fatt- the Farrises. have attended-. Faxon She tut! been assistant iomakptg
Secretary -of junior class '35-'36,
in the community it serves. Mr. tion to make necessary repairs
en and _has__heen_. a _consistent stu but Ail is the first one to grad- stage equipment and assistant di- grits' trio -'35, mixed
by
chorus
_pucker_
.1110113.1......a_modern _ meetianical
--diebt_iiince- She .and Robbie have %-iiate. He- will net be the last, for rectos a---lhe Theepian Club. -Mt member of---the-Theapterr
-C11111
equipment
beetelneePerable class mates.'Hilds he has a younger brother who is has been the first in the oral in- '36. member of the N.
in
the
The
hands of skilled
real worth of a modern hosit A. soworkman? What would any comhas barticipated in many activities a senior and a sister who is 3 terpretation. She. excells in high- ciety '33-'34, '34-35, member
of the pital with it's up-to-date equipment
munity
outside the class room. She has sophomore.-- Hal spent -several ly dramatic, tragic rules. When Sigmora '36-37; scholastic
do without the modern
rild its highly trained efficient staff
reprehospital prepared as it is to rebeen assistant to the English teach- months in a CCC camp. but he Faxon has had a music teacher. sentative in general
science '34- of doctors, nurses and helpers to
er in grading standard tests.
lts surrounding community
concluded that he should finish She has been outstanding in vocal '35. health '3.5-36.
has spond at any moment by day or
never been fully told either by night to the call of the afflicted
Some, of the activities she has high school. and, so returned in work. Rubene entered high school
Plays, "SqtarIng It With the
the pen of the ready writer or and to teach the. well to avoid in
participated, in are: secretary of his, sophomore year. Hal is thor- at ml-term and to catch up with Boss," one act play
'34-'3.5; "The by, the voice
of the silver-tongued a large measure, the ravages of
Thesplan. Club. "15; mixed oughly dependable. and he acts as her class, attended the Murray Wild- Flower of The
Hill,"
'34-35, orator. The modern
hospital is not disease.
chorus '34-'35; girls'. trio '34-'35, big brother to the group who 'PreinirtgSchool last summerA. "Mammy's Little
Wild
Rose,"
'34- only an institution where
Some of the things she has parthe very
scholastic representative. English. come.,from
Town. That
The local hospital, being an insti'35. "Plain
Jane." '35-36, "The
latest. findings of a progressive tution with a real heart of symmechanics, '35-'36;
member
of was a big order during the flood, ticipated in are: plays. "Man in Girl In the fur Coat," '36-37.
"The
science
Green
The
is
Shirt
applied in the healing of pathy takes an interest in the
" -Mom." "Listen Antics of
Leaders League Society. '33-'34. '34- when the car must be left on
Andeew," '36-37.
the sick but it is also an educa status of health or sickness of
'35: "Mammy's Little Wild Rose," the west side of the hieb-sizater-, To Leon.- "Silas Srnidge." "Mamtional teaching_ th,public how to each individual member of
mem- 1
the
in The Fur Coat." and "The Antics
keep from getting sick.
her of program committee '36-'37; ground around their homes.
community it serves. The local
No profession has made greater hospital is a life-saving station.
-Girl in a Fur .Chat71 IX and I He has participated in the lot- of Andrew." -.Girls' trio. '35; mixed chorus, '35; girls' solo, '36; girls'
Mrs. Gracie Morris visited Mrs progress in • recent years along very often under-paid financially
"Antics of Andrew." the senior , lowing activities:
trio, '36; mixed quartet, '36; mix- Tube Adams Wednesday after- scientific lines than has the medi- for the services it renders in behalf
, play in -37: inernber of Signiarb4- Repiesente
d the school in -cur- ed chorus.
cal. No profession has risked mere of both the sick and the well. It
'36; oral interpretation, noon to help quilt:
Society '36-'37. ..
-,
rent. events. '35-36. - seeretary.- of first
in its constantly enlarging pro- perhaps more fully demonstrates
place in county, '36, AmeriMereditn
Ostircel is ill
IL! to ::,
e: not plan to attend the Thespian.-Club -35-'38, took
with
gram of bringing relief to the the spirit of _true philanthropy
can literature. '36: oral --ullerPre- measles.
tation. third place in coiintr.• '37.
Misses Lottie Harmon, Louise suffering and healing to the sick than does any other organization
than has the medical. A medical or institution.
Member of Leaders League. '4. '3,5; Ostiron and brother Meredith
were
profession is more than a mere
Thespian Club, and Megarien. '35, in Hazel Tuesday night
How could any community hope
week for
profession. It is a calling. Those to
'36. Member of the Sigmaro so- the Grand Old. Opry.
long exist without the services
ciety, '37; assistant director of
who
respond to that call, give of the local
Bill Taylor returned to Paducah
hospital and still offer
unselfishly of their time, talent, a
-'Grand Cham's Diamond"; secre- Thursday week.
,,fair opportunity to its infants
ary of • the senior class. '36, 'it;
George and Garvin Linville, and if need be, even of their own to be born right, or to its youth to
life's blood in order that sufferrng develop
secretary of the Sigmaro society, Clovis Grubbs, and
Insurance rates are necessarily based on the
Tosco Collins
clean, strong, heelthy
number of fire losses. When you help prevent
were in Murray on business Tues- may be relieved and lives saved
bodies and to permit Its aged to
• A, hospital is not merely a work- prolong
We predict that Rubene becomes day. April 27.
fires, you are saving yourselves money whether or
their days in -health and
outstanding in dramatic- and othRamiind Tidwell. of Murraf. is shop in which medical science happiness.
not you have ever had a fire of your own.
carries
er artistic work in college. forward
its
unselfish
enat the home of his parents, Mr.
Every community is in great
deavor
in
behalf
of
others.
It is
and Mrs. Joe Tidwell, recuperating
L. V. Row'
.
The cost of fires is bourne by every property
that, but it is more than that. It need of the services and influence
L. V. Ross is
son Of Mr. from the mumps: '
of the hospital.
owner.
No one escapes and no one -ever knows
is
a
living
institution. It. is a
Little Jimmy Dale, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Murray Ross, Dexter
where fire will strike Jnext.
Every hospital is in great need
life-saving institution.
For a refreshing drink, as an aid to healthI
Route 1. He finished the grades and Mrs.. James H. Foster.- had
Second in importance to the of the moral and financial supfulness and vitality, for.more • natural
hie Palestine grade school in 1933. quite a painful accident last Thursenergy,
Your co-Operation in the fire prevention inchurch which
ministers to the port of every rational wide-awake,
day
when
he
fell
on
the
coal
grate
He entered high seltdol at Vixen
there's nothing to take the place of milk. Keep a
spiritual needs of mankind, but forward-looking,citizen of the comspection
and progritm here this week -will pay you
and
burned
his
face
and
ear. He
.n January. 1934. • secoqd only to the church, the hos- munity. Do not fail your hospital,
• dividends.
bottle of milk in your refrigerator at all times, for
L. V. has upheld •his family was just getting over a burned
pital is the most Important -insti- your hospital will .not fail you.
reputation for high scholarship hand.
regular meals and between-time drinks.
A. W. Simmons. Noah and tution of which any communitty
I He has attended school uoder
may boast.
ciifficulty. for he has had to walk George Linville visited in Murray
Every community, be it large or
4
' aboilt five miles twice each day. and Pine Bluff Thursday week.
Henry Hargis of the Stone small, is represented by the more
Mrs. Coy Newsome's condition
He has been a conscientious. %edgvicinity is getting ready to farm than 'twenty million afflicted and remains unimproved.
ing student:
suffering members of America's
He was a member of the Fu- on a big scale. He passed through
Stele Houser ano Johnny Riley
PHONE'331
population who each year have
GATLIN BUILDING
ture Farmers for three . years: a with a tractor 'hied of new plows.
their -needs ministiared to by the have . returned home from Dettnit.I-*
_Gaylon
Jackson.
Lelon
Thomas
member -of the N. R. A. and Wit,
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Galmore of
hospital. What would these milter
meteties• a...ram:giber - of •the of Buchanani_were Sund,
- - without the hospital' Paducah spent- the week - end- with
tient noon
callers
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
GarThespian. Club. lie entered the
"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes
What would the weary ,thirsty relatives.
scholastic contest in English me- vin Linville,
Mrs. Rayma Reid and daughter
traveler
do were it not for the ocEarl
Stone
has
a very sore, hand
Your Insurance"
chanics II,. Ti!. and TV. He was
tasional springs of water and place June, left Saturday for Detroit.
in the plays, "The Grand Cham's paused from a barb-wite 'watch.
His
little
daughter. Leola, gave
Diamond.- and the senior play.,
them a scare when she - drank
-The Antics of Andrew: .
He is undecided as to whether some arsenic, • but the Clinic doefound -she -hadn't taken enough
will enter college or not.
to hurt her seriously.
'
Robert Ross
Mises Sue and Frances Linville
'Robert Ross is 'the elder son of
When time who steals our years away
Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Ross. Dexter, spent Sunday night with Mr. and
Route I. Robert has been one- IVira. Otis Falwell of near Faxon.
Shall steal our pleasures, too,
Hardy Wilson was. in Murray
the greatest basketball forwards
Saturday:
Faxon has ever produced.
The
mem'ry
of the past will stay
This neighborhood was well repHe was a member of the basket-bill squad the years of '33-'34. '34- resented at Murray Saturday Week
And half our joys renew.
'35, daptath in '35-'36: member of but we failed to draw a lucky
Future Farmers Club '33-34. '34-. numtier.
—Moore
Mr. and Mrs. Lige Linville and
so.' secretary in '35-36, member
of N. R. A..society '33-'34. '34-'35: 'family had as their dinner guests
members of Thespian Club '35-'34; Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Lin'-Wild Floiver of' The Hill-, '34- ville. Mr. and Mn: Otis Falwell.
Mr. and Mrs. G. McSwain cf
'3.5. 'The Heart of A Shamrock"
'35-'36 "Mill of The Gods." '35-'36. Buchanan were dinner guests of
"The Garin A Fur Coat.- '36-'37, Luther Freeland Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse .Stone and
-The Antics of Andrew." '36-'37...
,isce. act play. "Squaring It With .Apipc. Thomas and Aubrey, Mr
ififel Mrs. George Linville, Sue and
The
. . Bee'"
-Robert has not decided whether Dot,,Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Linville,
Misses Dora and Donna and Lolce
e will enter college or not.
Morris.. enjoyed the radio progabble-WU diner Robbie Williams. the only child gram at Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stone's
'
,f Mr. and Mrs. Arvie Williams. Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy McSwain of
.1 Buchanan. Tenn.. were visitors of
Mr. and I/
1
41
,rs. Clovis Grubbs Sur.day.. .
Mre---Lola--Linville-and--dailghter
Frances, were visitors of Mrs. Geo
Linville Tuesday where they helpDeath is endless and a monument commemorating the life of your loved one should
ad quilt.
be
permanen
a
t thing too.
Miss Sybil Simmons of Hazel
•
Spent the week end at home with
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
i
6
9
1119 ),___
:
D_O
,
Our sole deikire in placing a monument is that the family be completely pleased
Edwin Simmons of Paris. Tenn ,
with
visited home folks over the week
every detail of stone, design and erection Of the comffleted memorial.
end. . , •
-Poop-Deck-Pap py

Hospital's Service to Community
Pointed Out by S. A. Ruskjer

urray Route

Fire Prevention
Is Your Protection
•

Enjoy Its Fresh, Delicio-us Flavor.
Safeguard Your Health and
Energy! •

•

Clark's River News

FRAZEE & MELUGIN
•

•

Grade 'A Pasteurized Milk, Butter,
Cream

111
Beautiful Memorials
That Live Forever

Murray Milk Products Co.
----Telephone 191
-Your Safe Milk Dealer

-

'Al LAS! WE GO!.A OUT OF THE cosi.
.. . .,. . ,

15;''"NO
1
W WE'RE
DRIVING A GREAT
BIG NASH—AND IT
JUST A FEW
LLAR S MORE"*

I

sun'

Murray Postal
To

Mr.ff. J. fientlitt•tt

-Alamo'trir•go.r•
:
- .e.Nemot.Lalrayette-"4490" 4-Eloot Sedan with trsne

11""Iorth;701tsii:7:'er
'
;,',/
ref-reify
louring for, a big ear," said H. J.
Kemp:en. "Asti trken I heard you
could yet a is
Laiayette-'100'far
just clew dollars more Man the 'All
Three'ears..,ifteline rat,/kW Mullet?'
Look what you get. A luxurious,
big,, 117-Inch wheelbase car, a

98 horsepower six cyffriffeeengine, larger hydraulic brakes,
stronger all-steel body, extrawide seats, more headroom .legroom.All t his-plusa let moreyet this Nash LaFayette-"400"
costs Just a few dollars mere
than any of the "Alrthree."

st011 AS EI11I.1 AS $T 0111 $2 A MOWN ETTRA
you cm get out of tith 'AP Throe" class. A
chock-up nervily thuds In los roprosonta.
purr cthos shows that the Nash LaFarrthr"400^ 4 DoorSedan with nun& DELIVERS ice

Phone 373

be

Clerks
Convention Hosts

one.

eternal -Stone iWr-tite departed totied

naturally think of decorating perma-

nently their graves, too.

C1erks in the Milrray pOstoffice
will be hosts at the Kentucky
Federation of Post Office clerks to
be held in Paducah,May 29. 30'and
3/. it has been announced,
H. T.' Waldrop. Murfay . postmaster. Will make the welcome
address at the convention proper
at 2 o'clock Monday. A banquet
will be held et-the Club Lakeview
Monday &ening at eight o'clock.
followed by a -dance.
Delegates will register Saturday
and g'-short business session will
be held that afternoon. A business session Monday *riling will
be presided deer by the state
president. M. 0. Wilson. Leant'ston, and delegates will also hear
a ,speech by Horace J. -Yarbrough,
Louisville. _national representative.

Please remember that

monument

prices here are not exhorbitant and that you can obnot know that a marker may be had for as

tain a suitable one at very moderate cost. -Many do
little as ten dollars*

REMEMBER MEMORIAL DAY IS
SUNDAY, MAY 30!

IiIMMAy MARBLE WORKS

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE

just a FEW dollars 100,111 Mao the hmilarty ) Ask ',bout cone*nre•
I herrn', low
oautposd 4-1Doof sedans of IA*"All ninth.
'i rates eranablo through N o sh
small cars. In many places. the SLIGHT
C. I. T. Iludgkit Plan. Aut.:sm.:Inc
cltlisusincs In Rico onicsonts fait's* ill er $2
Cruising Goer wrath:SI* on oil
emonth extra oft yew isms parson's.
Nash inodolt Si/ slight teen, cost.
• .

triteMilittrisne to erect a menfori▪ ta
Now, when the lovely flowers are blooming we

An orie,•ef,
wend kneels
Ion hyperacid stomach
Ineetarrel 'Ire are prawn
bed opener 41w Pfuncler's
Telo4ets1 Coale In Min Frage
Peen

A suitable grave marker
may be purchased for
as little as .

•,GOLDIE ORR, Manager
" East Depot St.

$10

-

„

Murray, Ky.

PARKER BROTHERS GARAGE •
Murray, Ky.
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imall son of
Won is unbroken leg
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t nil a year in Calloway.
v''Marshall, Graves. Hen-

ry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere la
$1.50the State of Kentucky.
a year to any address
s""other than above.

$2.nn
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Dr. and Mrs. L. G. Colley and
I 'SQUIRE ALDERSON
Y
"son, John D., and his wife, FarmAGAIN BE A CANDIDATE
Sells Cow in, Mayfield
ington,- were dinner guests of
Through Advt
.
. Before
and Mrs. Jake Mayer.
It is understood thatrktsq. Wert
Mrs. Robert Maddox of Murray
The public is invited to take
making
Own Paper Alderso n is consideri
Getting
His
was week end guest of her daugli- part in a miscellaneous shower to
In order to clarify discussion of tion 370.
the race for re-election as magisFloyd
Fudge.
ter,
Mrs.
be given May 12 for the Mason the effect the proposed dam on
chool Closing First Year As
trate from the Hazel district.
The bottom chord of the KenProfessor Member Of Faculty Since
Quint Guier, ...Well known young
Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Mayer of Memorial Hospital, at the hospital. the Tennessee River at Gilberts- tucky State Highway bridge over
Consolidate Institu,
School Founded; To Be
'Esquire Alderson, who lives near
This day will be observed as yule would have on the highway the Tennessee River On Kentucky Calloway county farmer and busiMayfield, were in Hazel Monday
tlon
Counsellor
Midway, was elected four years
night, visiting his parents. Mr. and hospital day here. Let's make this bridge at Eggner's Ferry and the State Highway No. 94 is at eleva- ness man, .lastweek sold a cow ago. A former jailer of
Calloway,
shower the biggest and best one amount of land in Calloway coun- tion 395, or about twenty-five feet
The ccmmencement exercises are Mrs. Jake Mayer.
Prof. W. M. Caudill, geography
which he had advertised in The Mr. Alderson is one of the county's
on this week at the Hazel High
ty which would be flooded at the above the highest surcharge level
Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow, Mrs. H. I. yet.
appointed
instructor, has been
best known citizens.
Here are the mose needed ar- peak levela ef the pool, The Ledger considered. It would be necessary Ledger de Times classified column
School.
The baccalaureate ser- Neely and Miss Libbie James were
Dean of Men and Personnel for
mon was preached at the school Murray visitors Tuesday morning. ticles, but anything will be accep- & Times contacted Carl Bock, as- to raise the steel truss in order to to a Mayfield resident before be
Murray State College. according to
building Sunday
evening at 8
sistant chief engineer of the T. V. provide the clearanci prescribed got his own copy of that edition
L. N. Callis, of Murray, was in ted:
the announcement made in chapel,
Bed
spreads,
63x90
or
72x90.
o'clock by Elder Carroll Hubbard Hazel Tuesday on business.
A. at Knoxville.
by navigation regulations. The apMr. Guier, who 'lives on Route
Monday, May 3, before the student
--Blerskete end sheets:
of lefuerays---stireuld also
-h-ave to
The lietr.--W7-17. -Perefired-,-TIFT
tay7Telrfirs Ledger & limes
ittri—
-Preeldent Richmond.
Bath towels, any size.
ed in the true facts about the raised in order to provide frie around noon. (Will Higgins WhitMrs. Davis held her musical re- H. Mason and Fred Barber of MurCaudill
is a graduate of PeaMr.
Face towels, any size.
proposed dam and its effect on required freeboard of five feet nell ,the carrier has lots of 1A•dger
cital Wednesday night. Max Hurt ray were here Tuesday on bussCorrespondents and local adver- bildy College and the University
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grand-Children,
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the garcious Hart and Scudder Galloway, mem- Marshall Courier.
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returned and
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Clanton and the past nine months,
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hospitable home of Mr. and bers; Dr. C. H. Jones. former presiMr. Wyatt has purchased a widow, Mrs. May Henley. arid 10
1"rianing School Debaters
Gleason, Tenn., to celebrate her W. D. Kelly were in Paducah Sun- home _last Friday._
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Miss LaVern Hill and feiend, Joe Mr. Crouch is the member
Get First Awards
eighty-second
birthday, Sunday, day to visit the Rev. and Mrs.
of the Supt. and Mrs. M. 0. Wrather, Mr. square, next door to the new bripthers, 'W. W. Henley and J. frk'
Moorhead of Nashville. were week- board film the.
,I.. E. Underwood ;and family.
May 2.- Swann district.
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The debate team of the Murray'
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Owen Brandon and father, H. E.
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a Henley, Mrs. Della Baker", and Training School received sweatets
Those present were Ivo. and Mrs.
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It was the third of a series of machine-equipped plant.
Sam Hill and children, Edward, Brandon, were in - Mayfield Tues- G. Hill and sister, Miss Jewel.
Mrs. Addle Lassiter, and -'a host of and letters Friday, April 30. It
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He is a native of Benton but relatives and frien,di to !bourn was the first time the Training
The Rev. J. E. Underwood of dressing, a bountiful
Jim
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Myers
of
dish
of
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Paducah
arMrs.
Scudder
Galloway and Mr has resided in Murray for more his departure.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Smith, Mrs.
School debate team obtained
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won- and Mrs. Gardie Lassiter having than 15 years, being connected
Pearl Pitts. and Mrs. Ode White, rived in Hazel Tpesday to visit business.
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A
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is
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in
1931.
Miss Leila Ellis, Miss Marjorie
her father, W. C. Osbron, and
Lee of Hazel; Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Dick, Mrs. Alice Jones, Mrs. D. N. grandmother, Mrs. Vera Osbron.
That never can be filled.
Wall. and Charlet Stamps. McAdoo and children. Billy and White, Mre. Felix Denham. Mrs
—A
Friend
of
the
Family
John
C. Peterson, Marion county,
Cecil Gentry, Reidland. a senior
Mrs. T. R. Jones of Murray was ill for the past three weeks.
e
ritily presented at Pine Hill sold two high-geade bulls and2rie
ilicent; Mr. and /sirs. John Elrod, W. B. Scruggs. Mrs. Frank Alton,
in Murray State College. was coach
The Myers brothers, who broadBrandon and Collie Scruggs, in Hazel Tuesday to visit her
surely was a success and cow last month.
.
111
rd children. Rein Lee and Elnor
It
pays
to mead the Cluralflells
of the Training School squad.
father, J. W. Denham, and Mrs. cast over WPAD. Paducah, each a
attended Quarterly Meeting at
large crow ewes in attendance.
.
all ot Martin, Tenn.
Denham. "
Sunday afternoon, are to be comMr. and Mrs. R. A. Nants and Mason's Chapel, Saturday.
Mr.--itnd Mrs. Willard Howlett
Miss Manelle McLeod of Murray plimented on their programs. We
C. B. White of Nashville, Tenn.,
grandchildren. Sherry and Nancy
was in Hazel last week to visit rel- "are proud that we have boys in and son of Point Pleasant visited
was
in
Hazel
to
visit
his
wife
and
Sandefer. Mrs. P. A. Pritchett, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Enloe 'Martin over
atives and friends.
•
our community that have such tal- the
Spann; Mr. and Mrs. Mark Mitchell Children over the week end.
_
week end
„__
Wilson of Mayfield was in ent.
A.
F.
Joe
T.
Lovett
of
Murray was a
and children. Barbara, Ann. Marg.
Little Bobby Gean and. H. L.
Tuesday.
business
on
Hazel
Hazel
-business visitor Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Rutherford Hutson, Paris. Tenn., are visiting
are., Mark Jr.. and Elaine, all of
0. B. Turnbow has re-work-ed
afternoon. _of Murray spent the week end their grandparents, Mr.. and Mrs.
Gleason, Tenn.
last
few
during
the
residence
his
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wright and
with the latter's parents, Mr. and S. F. Hutson.
additions and
family were in Murray Tuesday. weeks and the
Mrs. William Holland.
P. T. A. To Meet
to
the
add
much
made,
changes
Brent Shackleford or near New
Mrs. Eva Curd Thompson and
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hill anappearance and convenience of
Concord, Ky.. visited John Grooms
• The Hazel P. T. A. will meet in Miss Hankins were in
Murray
nounce the arrival of a new son
this home.
Saturday night.
the auditorium Thursday. May 13. to shop Tuesday.
T. S. Herron spent Sunday in born last week.-"Rose-bud"
Mr. and Mrs. Hassel Hutiores
at 3 p. m. All members are urged
Mrs. Wm. Hull and daughter,
who
is
a
his
father
Memphis
with
family are recovering from the
to be present to elect officers for Barbara and Ann. of Paris, Tenn.
hospital
it
Baptist
patient
in
the
the ensuing year.
measles.
were in Hazel over the week end
that place.
The eighth grade, of . Pine Hill
Elwood Blackburn. who is workI am writing a few lines to let school took final' examinations
ing in Paducah, spent Sunday with you know I am reading The Tuesday and Wednesday.
his mother. Mrs. Nannie Black- Ledger '94i Times and surely enjoy
Mrs. Eula lefeClure is delighted
burn and sister, Miss Edna Black- reading it, 'especially "Across the with her nele 'home.
burn.
E. .F. Malcolm, Dortha and
River" and "Cedar Knob- colDozens of attractive models
J. E. Patterson was in Nashville umns as I know several persons Dapherre Malcolm are leaving for
in a wide range of leathers
on business Monday.
Detroit, Mich., where they will
in these eommunities.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Wilson. chiland colors.
Mrs. Cora Reynolds of Sikes- make their home with Mr. and
dren, Claude. Clete, and Anne Lee,
ton. Mo., has been visiting her par- Mrs. R. C. Malcolm.
were in Gleason, Tenn., Sunday as
Will write again sometime.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Grooms,
the guests of Mr. and MrS. R. A.
-Freckles
but returned home Sunday.
family.
and
Nants.
Mrs. Verna Chilcutt of ,Michigan is visiting her parents. -Mr.
and Mrs. S. T. Hutson.
All who are interested in the
Mr. and Mrs. Edd, Hutson and
Mrs. Eula McClure went to Mur- upkeep of the Goshen Cemetery
Mrs. Hoyt Roberts who has been ray Monday on business. •
please see anyone of the followvisiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Christine Weatherford._ Cle- ing oommittee-Mrs. Emma Hawks
1 Jim Adams for the last three tus Pflueger,-Mildred and Laura -Grover Cunningham, Edwin Crawweeks, returned to her -home in Sue Bucy, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Sol- -ford, W. A. Ray.
' Detroit, Mich., Monday.
man- and child have the measles.
Mrs. Wavel Curd and Willie
-Read the Classified Ada.
"Daughter of the Desert," a play
Mae Paschall spent Monday in
Paris, Tenn.
Hafford Carlton of Detroit, Midi..
arrived Sunday to join his wife
Girls' Sandals in white,
who has been visiting her parenta
red, blue and gray.
for the past three weeks. They
gdlurned to their home Monday.
William Everett Dunn spent the
week end as the guest of his
And bank loans, no matter how well secured, are
In the development of the new All-Crop Hat.;
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Billie
• based largely on faith in the borrower.
Dunn.
vester, A. C. engineers worked for many years to'
Bernie Paschall. who lives on
Dees Bank of Hazel is always willing to conperfect'a small, compact harvesting unit for the
the farm known as the Cage
sider loans for the purpose of remodeling homes,
average farmer, a machine that would cut and
building
a
place,
new
is
Scruggs
building new ones, or for new roofs, flew floors and
thresh the farmers crops' in one operation. They've
house and is also preparing to
Smart ... a large selecnew
porches.
done it.
erect a new stock barn and a totion of styles.
bacco barn.
Go to your favorite dealer, learn the cost, then
The Ail-Crop Harvester can be pulled by any
Agnes Dunn who has bees vieitdreams
come to us for financing. Don't allow your
2-plow tractor with a power take-off. Weighs
ing in Nashvilie:TiPli.....tikanr4
to 1i:ism:Ave just for the lack of ready cash. We
to her home Monday.
only 2,650 pounds. Wilt cut up to 25 acres per
have it. We lend it.
Mr. and Mrs. Euclid Cohoon and
day of wheat, oats, rye, 'barley, soybeans, clover,
family
Homer
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
lespedeza, and many other seed and bean crops.
Cohoon were guests Sunday afterExtra value, all leather!
noon of Edgar Wells who has been
SalsesPriced so low that any farmer can afford
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Obituary

Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch
Hosts to county Education Board
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SHOES that set the
Pace for
SMARTER STYLE

Bluchanan News

Dependable

SALE

Economical

ALLIS-CHALMERS
All-Crop Harvester

Ladies' Shoes

Notice

Midway News

For Girls . ..
High Styled Oxfords

A BANK WITHOUT FAITH. . . .
in the citizens of its county has no place
in that courtty.

Most Revolutionary Invention Since
the Reaper!

SANDALS
$1.25 to

$1.95 to

For Men ...

$2.95

DEPOSITS INSURED

it.
No twine, no shocking, no extra men. Lowest cost
harvesting known.

BY

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Only $625 (f.o.b mill)

WASHINGTON, D. C.

14.84 1RX
$5000 ,

For further information see

J. T. TAYLOR
I

AZEL, I:ENTUCKY

Try the new method
VULCO-50L1NG
No nails, no stitches

Dutch's Shoe Shop

D E gsAI
Il
eAAUCMH INS
Z
N

$5000

YEES BANK OF HAZEL
Mattel, Kentucky

For Men ...

Ladies'

$3.95

ADMIRATION
HOSE

59c to 98c
All new spring
shades

For Children's active, healthy feet ...
$1.00 to $195

J. E. Littleton Ham
'
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-.red by A. A. U. W. to create pant. Universitf of Iowa. and ensue win leave Fr:day for Wash- burden
'
Officers elected for _1938 were
A very delightful time was nad Training School with a delightful
.for a loan art gallery. Pub: Texas Christian University 'have • melon, D. C.. tc, attend the Naa-Meilen-- Admission lan Wiiinbeen Fined effrcrently by her az: twain Rea cross conference.
three'days. -Place-Art Roane Mnrray State College has been
fortunate • in having her on its wonnmen are* wen
sTrainthg Scrawl Minding.
'
In pastels. flev. e r pripts and siring lace•
faculty for 'the past two years .
n.
n1Fedisesnay, May 12111
--The Woodman's -Circle 'met Tues..
Ants and Craft Club enll Mutt Dr Bcrdelaux babidelasett inz'7
nneneningrmra. Laiand owar,intartmouth. Columbia Universitv.
the
ns. of
Ne
.w members initiated were
Londor,
find the - Umve_MitY
.
or a wail:leo nnnnn
"
..7;
na,7
maat.
Mrs. Ralph
scholar in jj
n'ombers are also asked 10 bring England
Sheer 2 and .1 thread base- perfectly keyed ill year
' He is a
aranaeound7
a, Mrs. frgish..
R.,sar
al f
custaine...car work.
_n_lierman Doran. Mrs. Ivan Futreli
,nana..* *
Plans were made for a large
Thursday, May Ltak
Amnia! Junior-Senior Pima
number to intead the district meetThe Garden Department will
Held
At
Cisliege
--nen
s lialselnilitir reducers on am)
-r-- _nnias Monsen -aiesetthagnesesenl-beynferny-oarsein.eet in the home of Mn. H. S.
with a gift from
Anaaetivenaleeoraticen au_ran-thin-latin-Mala-Dern-Alestanden
Itfoit.vnitrsn Riney.-Mrs
n. P. Inxbon. Mrs. Marvin luIrcin, low arid green, soft lights playinik Tally of Omaha. Nebr.. will
the honor guest and speaker.
%Ira Jessie Wallis, Mrs. C. B. Ford_ upon the dames'floor, the lovely
• •' • • •
spring formals .of the co-eds peesHour
ent and -the music of LeRoy Of- Deltas Meet
Friday. May 2Ist
ferman and his • Collegiate -.hand
Elaborate plans are being car- formed the _netting Inc Murray . The Delta Department had the
std.. out unifard Man Day- which. State Col/alma outstanding social last program meeting of the club
--Tnesday. evening at the homc
h
Inthray High. event of -the amen the ann
bennaelsrated
Students of the grades and high Junibr-Senior prom. given on the Of. Inas nkwida Wear with Mri
._hool will take part.
auditorium stage. Saturday, even- John Farmer arid Mrs, John WhitMrs. John Whitnell
Mrs. John Farmer
Miss Mary Elizabeth Roberti ing. May -2. between the 'hours of -nen assisting - hosts.
be_crowned May Queen. Her it and 11:30.
A business session was- belo
_ttendants are: Freshman class,
Miss Betsy Greer. OWensboro, Mrs. Roy ,Farmer appointed her
Frances Sledd. Miss Mayans reigned as queen of the affair. program committee for 1937-38
. ,
Miss Vaginialee'Thomson. Kut- follows:
taws, was
maid-of-honor. and
Mrs.' A..D. Butterworth. chairMisses Doris- Bushart. Fulton, and man; Mrs. Geo. 'Hart. Mr's. F. E.
Dorothy McElrath, Pacluea' h. were Crawford, Mrs. Wells Purdosn.
.- tendants. The queen and her Mrs' V.rdl Whitnell.
art are men-ibers of the junior
Summer parties were -planned io
-.ass and
were _elected by the is the custorr.. Chairmen nn''inn
-401'J
,ass. Miss Kathleen Imes. Almo, same are Mrs. A. D. Butterworth
- the retiring queen.
Mrs. Wallace L.assiter, and Mrs
The grand march was preceded *A. B. Austin.
-.y a blare of trumpets announcing
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger was, a
- t.e 1937 promenade.
Dr, and guest and spoke briefly on itemmrs. James FL Richmohd. Dr. and of club interest_
IT'S arwise Mother who doesn't look her years ... and
%Yrs. I. W. Carr. and 12 lead-out
Mrs. A. V. Havens, Mrs. HuTh
the wisest of them rely on Modern Beauty Shop's de-..uples led the -march. in - which Houiten. arid Mrs. John
pendable beauty aids to keep them in step with the youn-couples present participated.
were voted as new members.
ger generation! Try our specials for Mother's Day, and—,
After the march_ the queen and
Three papers marked
with
Phone 392
let The children be more than proud of you.
: court entered_
Miss Greer origumlity and saturattid with
a white chiffon dress cut on food for thought" were read • by
New Waves, Facials, Expert Dyeing, Manicures
for
Mg- A. D. Butterworth whose subject,was "Companionship." and by
Appointments
Mrs. A. B. Austin and Mrs. ft.-;.,
Stewart who dealt with
•
• • •
Time."
Roll call was answered by "My
North Fifth Street
Hobby."
p a
a ape
--rentellInnanne- for YOUL-11DIRES
-Thera--ewe %veiny-Mx --present
if on Ituthe-eis- -1-tak, think --tha•t- of elitalical a-p-pliances- for home or .per..'

I

A

/lame 334. Please

Social Calendar

ci.ir

i

Cotton and Linen- Dresses

da,

11-:95.1i)17.95
Carrulk liose

TO MAKE YOU LOOKNEARS YOUNGER!

69C to $1•00

The

Shop

Princess

Balcony Corn-Austin Co.

•

Sunday
Kay

•

Gifts That Please
and.Help for Years

,
q)

r

They' to.sta•little and look as well—they ro a- la-tfti
ful—as any.thing_worthwhile you could glye.

Modern Beauty Shop

arid

"What Do You Want
Mother,

A few suggestions which you may purchase from any
reliable electricpt dealer anywheie:----Electric toffee-Maker or Pereolator
Electric Range or Roaster
'
Electric Toaster- or Waffle-Maker
'Electric Food-Mixer or Dishwasher
Electric Table or Floor Lamp
.
Electric Cleaner . . Sewing Machine
. Hair Dryer

I am at TURNER'S

Carnation with
Ribfion and Fern
• • • 1-..h.4

••a7 nualasay 111-93

pW

/woad peetsqee" .. so extra chirps

They Have Everything You
Wear"

•

Refrigerator
Electric

Radio
Mathes's Day Card
boauthally hiberaphed. cowering seem
try oi way 11L00 pee pound 1110111,1191111...me

It is fitting that one day be set aside in honor of mother, and none will consider it a sacrifice to honor mother
irigift, or to worship the memory of the departed at the
church.

•Aro chArgit

There Is No Substitute
For Electricity

KENTUCKMENNESSEE LIGHT & POWER.-t0
•

-Murray, Kentucky

•

Lace Handkerchief
. =ads al serie Ire sag Mashed
yt•••• inane Ni endow see aeon
Gower . peke leg oft&

Ir. 0.

A Public Service for Community, Home and Indivi'dual

TURNER

•
-

-'
•

41•844.40,-.0-111•

AL.

-

.••e.

5.

-

ne.

/

a

4001.44)4...141011~,4.14444,....MFRenolbdrs....
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• a--.
ay evening st
of Miss Oneida

d conversatien•
ghout the even-

W. B. Moser, president; Mrs. Garnett Jones, vice-president; Mrs
Ralph Churchill, secretary; Mrs.
N. P. Huaion, treasurer; Mrs. Bun
Crawford, historian; and Mrs. J.
H. Coleman, librarian. Mrs. Leland Owen presided at the installation of these officers.
Miss Meadow Huie was selected
chairman of the membership committee; proaradt. Mrs. Ronald
Churchill; publications, Mrs. Dewey
Jonesa haspItality, Mrs. F. M. Perdue; publicity, Miss Myra Bagwell;
and finance, Mrs. Joe Baker.
Mr. Moser, president of P. T. A.,
•
summarized the year's work. A

•

A. Names
P. T. A. hela
the year 1936
afternoon, May

was given, for
customary: is
ne. The meetthe, invocation
me Hale read
"A Leap Year
by Rebecca
Series Broadihnson,

the district'
ry inspirational
ea of the state
in which was
and which she
.a

for .1938

were

LI

Prom Queth • at Murray State

Dr. And Mrs. E. B. Houston Have
Dinner Guests At 'Shadow Lawn'
Dr. and Mrs E. B. Houston entertained with a dinner party at
their home Tuesday evening.
-Covers- were laid for Dr, and
Mrs. James H. Richmond, Dr. and
Mrs. J. W. Carr, Dr, and Mrs. A.
Carman, Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Houston.
• • • • •

Irvin Cobb Book Club Meets
The Irvin Cobb Book Club met
Thursday afternoon in the home
of Mrs. 'A. Carman with Mrs James A. Dulan.ey and Mrs. Clete
Farmer assisting hosts.
,
The hours were spent informal1..._
ly at games played at small
tables. Mrs. L. J. Hortin and Mrs.
; F. E. Crawford sang q group of
numbers accompanied at the piano
by Mrs. Leslie Putnam.
Books were exchanged.
wasplate
party
A
lovely
served.

tic , was served

Mary Virna Sue Gibson.
inney, Louise
Wren Coleman,
lanes,
Oneida
ans - Joepn, Oliver Hoed,
it, G. W. Garden, Jessie Paul

worthwhile contribution of the
P. T. A. was the presentation of
drapeti for the Murray High stage
The flags were won permanently
by the sixth and twelfth grades.

Miss Betsy Greer, Ownesboro,
was crowded 1937 Prom Queen of
Murray State College at the anJunior-Senior
Prom
nual
Saturday night, May 1. The queen's
coulk the new queen,--end Miss
A GIFT .SHE
Kathleen Imes, 1936 Profit queen,
Luncheon Is Given For
took part in the coronation cereWILL LONG ,REMEMBeF Mrs. 0. C. Okell
monies. Bob Noel, Someree4s, is
Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin and Mrs. jwaionspresident, and .dwin GanMOTHER—more than any-,
Charles Hire were hosts at a pret- ter, Paducag. is president of the
one — desgrves the best. ty appointed luncheon at the
Remember her with a distinc- home of the latter on Tuesday in vines and pink and white flowcompliment to Mrs. 0. C. Okell of
ers, held a vine-wreathee flower
tive gift that will always Glendale, Calif.
Contract satia en)oyed in the covered basket concealing many
remind her of your love...
with Mrs. Clifford Me- small gifts. Above the table a
Come in and see our wide afternoon
lugin winning,the high score prize. migliature stork perched on the
selection. Quality gifts are not the honoree was presented a gift. edge holding the name of the
Covers were laid for Mrs. 0. C. honoree. Other gifts were conexpensive. She'll appreciate
DWI, Mrs. Marvin Faille°, Mrs. cealed among the vines.
an intimate boudoir accessory, _ Clifford Melugin, Mrs. J. H. A program of readings which
omed Little
a bracer—
et, al ring, or a good Branch, Mrs. B. 0. Langstiiii;Mrs. Thellided,
Stranger," "A New Bat", "Empty
Joe Lovett and the hosts.
watch in a Wadsworth case.
Arms", and a "Letter from Infant
..Why not see them right Mrs. Solon Duncan
to Uncle", caused much laughter.
Other contests and games were
away--now?
Honored
enjoyed.
Mrs. 011ie Schroadera
Mrs. Howell- Smith entertained was awarded a prize.
The host served delicious cake
Monday, April 26, at her home
with a shower in compliment to and coffee.
,Those present were Mrs. Mollie
her daughter-in-law, Mn, Solon
Duncan, Mrs. Willie Biffle, Mrs.
Duncan of Independence. a
Joe T. Parker, Manager
The living - room was decorated 011ie Schroeder, Mrs.- Chas. Smith,
with a' note of the spring season. Mrs. Olman Jackson and the host.
We Buy Old Gold
A small table, interwoven with Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Ruel Jones, airs. Jesse Culver,
Miss Fancy Burkeen and Miss
Gertie Duncan.
••••• .

Parker's Jewelry
Store

AT THE REGAL SHOP

Smart

Mrs. Lucy Staples Honored
With Dinner

0.e

Grail ages
No matter what her age, give MOTHER exactly what you'd
buy and like for yourself! Something new and smart
something she can wear to complement her charm.

SHEER DRESSES
For Women With Young Ideas

$4.95 Up

IN*

An interesting collection of smooth, sopbbiticated prints, delightfully soft sheers and
new lace frocks, featuring high and low
necklines. graceful sleeves, smart shirrings.
Black and white prints, flower prints, sheers
and laces in black, navy, beige. Sizes
half SIZOIL

... and
[op's (lehe youn)ay, and

Neighbors, Friends, and relatives
surprised Mrs. Lucy Staples on
Sunday, May 2, with a birthday
dinner.
At noon a large basket dinner
was ..served in honor of Mrs.
Staples" 58th birthday.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Lonnie Filbeck, Mr. and Mrs.
Julian Hughes and children, Jessie
Louise, Margaret, Frances, Naomi.
Waldine, and Jeanette; Mr. and
Mil: Joe Dunn and Mildred, Mart
Youngblood.
Sam Culver, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Watson, Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Burchett and Clinton, Mr. and
Mrs. John Culver and Melvin, Joe
and Norma Jean, Mrs. J. C. Dunn,
Irvan Dunn, Vivian. Starks, Kathrine Dunn, Mrs. Elontas Lyles and
Virginia.
Betty Jewel, Mr. and Mrs." Earl
Usrey, J. D., Usrey, Mrs. Mary
Usrey, Mr. and Mrs. James - Usrey
and Pat Mr. and Mrs. Willie Glover, Mary, W. F., Jack, John
Wayne, and Shirley, Raymond
Long. Brooks Blagg, Perry Thomas.
. Victor Seaford, -. Miss Margaret
McElrath, Mr. and Mrs. Gus Lamb
and children- Miss Virginia Hum-

Mother's Day

I still dream of my mother by
night, although it is eight long
monStaL since she went to that
heavenly home on high.
1- suppose there are any number
of people who feel-and have felt
-as I do. I suppose there are
triany hearts that ache when
Mother's Day brings close a flood
of mother memories.
I cannot help feeling that Mother's Day should be a sort of
Christmas of the Spirit; when
every living mother is presented
with gracious words and deeds and
'when every mother who has passed on is given the frankincense of
a prayer. Oh I cannot help feeling
that my own dear mother knows
-even though .she is surrounded
by the singing joy that is heavenhow much I miss-her, and I think
that-if possible, she is happier
the- ether-eing,i., -when- f do
senior class.
something kind and gentle, in her
Pictured above, from left to right name, for some lonely mother who
are: Miss Doris Bushart, Fulton, Is still on earth.
ttendant; Miss VaWdalee Thomsen, Kuttawa, maid-iirlionorT-Miss My rnaer listens to me, I know,
Betsy Greer, Owensboro, 1937 When I say a word ahat is sweet
Prom, Queen; and Miss Dorothy
with love;
McElrath, Paducah, attendant. The
Sometimes I think that the afterqueen and her court are members
glow
of the junior class and were electIs the smile she sends, from her
ed by members of the class.
home above.
Sometimes I think that the silver
stars
phreys, Mr. and Mrs. HaSkel
Staples, Mr. and Mrs. Orval Whit- Reflect the gleam of her silver
low, Mr. and Mrs. Norval Shot and hairWilodean, Mr. and Mrs. _Bryan
Sometimes I think that the light
Staples and Rob, Mr. and Mrs.
of dawn
Curt Graham, Mr. and Mrs. ;Jim
Is ,a sign that ahe hears my silent
Staples, Ann, Oranell and Z. B.
prayer.
••
Parks-Ray Wedding
On April 24, at 8 o'clock Mr.
Harry Ray and Miss Kathryn
Parks were joined in the bonds. of
Highland, Park,
matrimony in
Mich. A 'prominent minister of
that place said the impressive
ceremony. They were attended
by Mr- and Mrs. Shorty Young.
The bride, a brunette, was lovely in 'a frock of grey with accessories to match.. She is the eldest
daughter.. of Mrs. Lillie Perks
Jones, and is noted for her pleasing - - personality and her Many
fine traits of character. She was
graduated from Lynn Grove High
school with the 'class of '35, and
since has been an employe . at
Paris, Tenn., _where she 'endeared
herself to many friends.
•
Mr. Ray, youngest son of MT.
and Mrs. Will Ray of near Stella.
is one of the most highly respected
citizens of that community. He is
now an employe at Briggs Body
Plant in Highland Park, Mich.
After the ceremony a plate
luncheon was served by Mr. agcl
Mrs. Young.
Mrs. N. A. Bowden Is
Honor Guest
Friends and relatives gathered
at the home of Mrs. N. Assislousden
on Sunday. May 2, in MEnor of
Mrs. Housden's 66th, birthday.
At noon a bountiful dinner was
served.
The afteisruuti tetiairs -were spent
in pleasant conversation.
Dinner guests were Mr. and Mrs
Lucian Lockhart and daughter,.
Muteene; Mr. and Mrs. Paul Paschall and daughter. Evelyn; Mr.
and Mrs. Clay Frizzell and children, Mary Frances and H. L.; Mr
and Mrs. Thomas Housden and
children, Ruth, Reva; and Anna
Sue.
Mr. and Mrs. Opal Irmisden and
children, Billie. Gene, and Charles:
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noon were Mr. and Mrs. John Al.
exander, Mr. and Mrs. Hubbard
Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Housden, Mrs. Minnie Edwards,
Mrs. Ernestine Warfield and son,
Billie Charies.
Pat Harrell, Mr. and Mrs. Parker Harrell, Roy Edwards,- Miss
Magdalene Housde n, Austelle
Crouse, Miss Virginia Suiter.

Holmes-Carlton Wedding

Honored With Shower

A pleasant surprise wedding to
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Paschall
their many friends Ad relatives, were honored with a lovely household shower by relatives and
was that of Linnie Holmes and
friends on Friday, February 26,
Clyde Carlton. The ceremony took
at 'their home nepr Taylor's store.
place at the home of the groom's
Many nice and useful gifts were
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
received.
Car/ton with the Rev. J. M. JenkThe afternoon was spent in conings officiating.
tests and conservation.
The bride is the attractive
Refreshments were served.
Miss Mary Sue Rose Honored
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
• Those present. were Mr.. _and
Wfth- Birthday -Party'
Barnes Of 'Sedalia.
Mrs. Charlie Orr, Mr. and Mrs.
The groom is the son of Mr. C. Chesley Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Cary Rose entertained with
Detroit,
Mich.
C.
Carlton
of
a party at her home on April 29,
M. 0. Page, Mr. and Mrs. Hafford
They were accompanied by Mist H. Orr, Mrs. Rune Kuykendall,
from 2 to 4 o'clock in honor of the
ninth birthday of her daughter,, Mary Ellen Cark and Mr. George Mrs. Aubrey Jones, Mrs. Lina
Robert of Detroit, Mich.
Mary Sue.
Paschall, Mrs. T. S. Orr.
Stunts and games were enjoyedl Those attending the wedding:
Mrs. Clifton Jones, Mrs. E. C.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Holmes and Morton, Miss Mary Elizabeth Morby the children.
Refreshments were served by the Mr. and Mrs. Walter Boyt of ton, Mrs. Melvin Morton, Miss
host assisted by Miss Nell Suiter. Sedalia; Mr. and Mrs: J. A. Carl- Jessie Alma Coplens Mrs. J. E.
Several nice gifts were received ton, Mrs. Carrie Denham, Mr. and Taylor, Mrs. May Kelso, Mrs. L.
Mrs. A. B. Carlton, Mr. and Mrs. V. McClain. Miss Willie Mae Mcby the honoree.
Those
present were Pauline, Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Pord of Clain, Mrs. Oscar McClain, Mrs. J.
Lunek% and Estelle Hale, Mydell Murray; Mr. and Mrs. Hafforcl M. Orr, Mrs. W. B. Paschall, MM.
and- Me,-end-Mrs:
-Mr:- and Wm.- E. Ti
Roberts, Katie Rose, Charlene, Ma.•Humphreys.
tha Ann. and Hazel Linn, Anna Carlton .of Detroit, Mich.
The young couple will be at
Lee Miller, Lois Katherine Suiter,
Mrs. Hasser Humphreys, Mrs.
Mary Wilma Jones, Jean and Irene home to theit many -friends at One Key, Mr. and Mrs. H. If.
-Writ U1.4 Cl
Ave,- Detroit, Dunn, Mrs. Woodrow Rickman and
valentffie, MIrs."Neva Miller, Miss
,
Nell Suiter, Mr. and Mrs. Cary Mich.
little son, Robert Gene; Mra."'Cus
Rose and the honoree's nandBoth young people are popular Lampkins, Mrs. Nancy Milstead,
mothers, Mrs. Kate E. Rose and among their wide circle of friends
Mrs. Lonnie Jones,
who are extending congratulatieas.
(Next paga, please)

Mother? She's not so far away
When I see her -face in each shining thing!
She comes again to the child she
left. When the world is gay with the
songs of spring,
And I know when my youth has
hurried by.
When each doubt is dead. and I've
. lost all fearThat her hands will reach from the
sunset sky_
To _beckon me .. . and to draw
me near . . .
-By Mrs. Crawford MrClure
April 27, 1937
Mrs. Lurlie Suiter and chasa •
Clara and Lillian; Mr. and Mrs.
Hubb•ard Woods. Mr.. and Mrs,- Visn.
Fulton and children; Virgil, 'J. V..
and Canine, Mr. and Mrs. R A.
Jones, Clifton Cavitt, Ovid Suiter,
LOMELI( Lee Housden, Reva Pearl
Failess. "
Guests who called in the after- 11.

Why not an appropriate, lasting gift! We have a number
of wonderful gifts that will please your mother
very much
• WATCHES
• SILVERWARE
• CLOCKS
• RINGS
• BRACELETS

• POTTERY
• PICTURE FRAMES
• GLASSWARE
• DIAMONDS
• BROOCHES

H. B. Baileyj

The

Jeweler
•

THE CHARM SCHOOL
OF

MURRAY
„ takes pleasure in presenting

Nancy- Earle

Easy to wear, good looking and so inexpensive.

Noted Writer and Authority on

Pin Money
Queen Make
Marcy Lee
Nelly Don

$1.00 to $1.95
$1.95 to $3.95
$1.95 to $5.95
$1.95 to $13.95

(4

BER YOUR

YOU'LL LIVE IN!

COTTON DRESSES

cures

•

Developrnent of Charm and

Patent Bags
,Surprise Mother with, a bright'
Patent Bag! Black, white and
Prices range from

$1 to $2.95
HOSE

THREE FREE LECTURES:

Lovely tee and three-thread
Sheer Rollins Hose, new horizon.
copper glow, carnelian,, and
other popular shades.

69c up

/JUST a pleasant greeting,
and the miles- Melt 'away before the warm tones
of your voices over the telephone.
In these days, families and friends may be
seattered_to -.The four winds—but reunions are _
quick,hapalaaie whent-you.use_long
distance tekphone service.,
Keep those -tics of friendship-and -affection
alive and.strong. On holidays, birthdays, or any
day, let your Voice express your greetings to loved
onesa.in other cities.
_
. Anytime in the day or night:Tight now in
fact—the long distance operator is ready to take
your call. Ask her for information about the call
you want to make'

•

Smart
GLOVES
$1.00 uip.

14°

Treat her to kid or cotton
e gloves! Classic and novelty styles. White, black and
pastel colors.

Many other smart, summery accessories to
complement each frock

•

Mrs.
Scott's

REGAL SHOP

0. BROWN, Manager

Tuesday,. Wednesday, Thursday
May. 11, 12 an4,13

:

Evenings at 8

Zit-5;tress and Professional Women's Club Rooms

Attendance Registered--Prizes Will Be Drawn
Women of Nearby Towrislinvited.

SOUTHERN 'BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO.
1.411ORrOltATED
4•1•••••

5.

p
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- - -- Mrs. Galen James. Mrs. Horror June Dixon. Dawson Sprines:
s rstentonducted.
based on the Hebrew Letter. "It friends with those who have no pear In this brilliant show which the past week:
Penny, Murray; David E. St. John,
Jones and little son. Jerry Mat; Louise Shackleford..Murray. John
The concert was presented in co- will be a sermon." Mr. Havens church home.
so wen exhibits their abilities and
Little Miss Billie Rains, Trtn- Hazel: Miss Lillian Morris. PaduMrs. Adolphus Webb, Miss An- Gore. Ridgley.
Brandon Japonation with a series of other said. "dealing with man's greatest
Sam P. Martin, pastor talents. Every loyal backer of ton, Tenn.; Mrs. J. L. Fulton, Mur- cah; Miss Periene
Colson, Redden;
nette Webb, Miss Lottie Orr. and Brumbley. Fulton. Muss., and, Sid mnsical entertainments which are problem, himself.
The Hebrew
Murray High School should come ray; Mrs. 0. Wm. Chrisinan, Hazel; G. C. Beale. Murray.. Little
Mr. and liars. 0. T. Paschall.
Irvine. Alamd, Tenn. The boys being sponsored by the 'department letter presents Jesus
Miss
as Lord of
CHURCH OF CHRIST
to
performance
this
all
and
others
Henry
Garvin
1-todges,
Puryear,
Alice
Jean
Murphy,
Cadiz. s,
Those who Aart gifts but were were former pupils of Miss Wil- throughout the entire week. Among the universe
and master of him'
interested
in
the
school.
Many
of
Tenn.;
Brooks,.
Annie
Lure
Mrs.
Unable to attend 'were Mrs. Henry cox at Freed-Hardeman College; the entertainments are included a self. The highest
of all, he teaches
Lord's day: Bible study at 9:45, the times we du not get the sup- Murray; Harvey Akers. Pigeon;
Letcher county farmers on Beers...,
Cathcart. Mrs. Bethel Orr. Mr. T. Henderson Tenn.
s
mixed chorus. a conctirt by the us humbleness."
preaching at 10.50 and 7:30 o'clock. port we should. But we all think Mrs. 0. T. Willoughby, Murray;
S. Orr. Miss Joy Pas-hull, Cecil
hide
and Doty Creek treatea-2.100
college symphony band, special enThe service will begin at 10:45 Bible class for young people at that the people are beginning la
G. C. Beale, Murray; Mrs. J.
Paschall, Mr. and
Mrs. Dallas New Hope Sunday School Will
semble pieces and several other Special music will be presented by 6.30 p. m.
pounds of sted
potatoes cosupport
us
now.
inure
Thomas Fergeson, Uew Concord;
- Lassiter. Mrs. Z. C. Orr. Miss Edith
musical programs,
the chorus choir.
Wegnesday:
Bible class for
Everyone is very busy working Wm. E. Newport, Hardin; Mrs. operatively.
Honer Mr. W. L. Bantam
On-, Miss Melba Sue Orr, Miss
Other services of the church will ladief at 2 p m.. prayer
meeting for the May Day program which Virginia Snow, Puryear, Tenn.,
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Showing at the CAPITOL THEATRE
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Under State- Supervision

Hospital News

Clinic Hospital Notes
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CAPITOL_

SATURDAY

TODAY and FRIDAY

Havens lo Preach on
'The Sit-Down Strike'

LOAN SHARK MOB
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BALCONY.

POSED!

If you love your wife
crud kids—pay up,buddy!

Your pal's in the hospital!
Do'y want to be next?

Sure, tell your husband
to see the police—if
he gets there alive!

A Bread for
Every Taste!

SUNDAY and MONDAY

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

•
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

Enjoy the
BEST
Eat More
Murray Baked Bread
Oat- airn is to give Murray the seine bakery. sexv.k,e a. enjoyed•
by cities
10.000 and t.*crre popniation.

_a-

AUNT BETTY'S, PULLMAN LOAF, WHITE BREAD, WHOLE
WHEAT, RYE BREAD, RAISIN BREAD—We rowan it when we :ay
we have' a bread for every taste.

A Complete Line of Delicious Pastries
We Are Always Glad to Fill Special Orders
Ask Your Grocer for Our Prodvas, Please

Sunday School 'at 940, .,with
asses for all ages taught by well
slapped teachers and under the
care of wiendirl officers. Dr. Hugh
M. McETrath. superintendent..
Baptist Training Union meets
,•...ery Sunday evening at 8:40 with
secialla prepared messages full
S inspiration, information, dot-a!ne and fellowship. This is a
, very important work Of the church
and deserves the most loyal support of rho- entire church while
_
:rains the. young Chi-Urbana Icrf ,:irger and better service for the
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,elcome. R. •W. Churchill, direc• •r.
11—
Mid-week meeting every Wed- i,sday evening- at 7:15. At this
-meeting every' family with their
friends should attend.
The church invites heartily to
:I the se, vice' the members ead

Mueray Bakiiing Co.
FORMERLY PARKER BROS.,16.KEItY
JEFF
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—

-C. C. SALMON

/

SEE HIM AS
THE SILENT
IRON MAN
WHO DARED
TO LOVE AS
YOU AND I.
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